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Proceedings of the Council of the G01J81·nor Generalof Ind£a, assembled for ~ 

purpose 0/ ,a in.~ La'llls and Regulations render the pr01Jisions of tI,e Indian 

Councils Acts, i861 to 1909 l34 & 35 Vict., c. 67, 55 & ,56 V,·ct., c. J4, and 

9 Ed •• VII, c·4)· 

The Council met at Government House on Friday, the l35th February 1910. 

PRESENT: 

His Excellency THE EARL OF MINTO, p.e., G.e.M.G., G.M.S.I., G.ld.I.E., Viceroy 
and Governor General of India, presiditJg, 

and 59 Members, of whom 54 were Additional Members. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

The Hon'ble MR. MAHOMED ALI JINNAH asked the following ques-

tions :-

I' Are the Government aware that there is a strong feeling prevailing 

amongst the Muhammadans against the present state of the 7IIalif law as 
expounded by the r ~n  decisions of the Privy Coun cil afff cting in particular 

the system of ' \\·akf aala'd awalad ' P 

"Does the Governmer:t propose to t?ke steps to bring the ~  ,on the subject 
into cc.nformity with the texts and the wishes of the Muhammadans? 

'& If so, how soon P " 

The Hon'ble SIR HARVEY ADAMSON replied:-

" The Government are aware that objections are entertained to the exposi-
tion of the law on the subject of 111alif contained in various decisions of the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. 

"As at present advised the Government are not prepared to undertake 
leoillati(>o with the express object of up&etting judicial decisions to which excep-
h , 

tion is taken. They are, howc\'el', ready at any time to accord their fullest 
consider"tion t() any specific proposais. for legislation directed to the object 
of securing family settlements of a limited nature, provided that sllch proposals 
are generally appreved. by the :\iuhammadan community." . 

The Hon'ble MR. DADABHOY asked:--:-

(lls it true that owing to flood, disease, slaughtH, poisoning and other 

reasons, there has bEe!, a depletion during the last twe!lty years of the stock 

of caltle in the country? 
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CI Have prices of cattle gone ,up "/ 'If so, will the Government be pleased to • 
state what steps are being taken for the replenishment of the stock jl" 

The Hon'ble Mr. MILLER replied:-
. . 

., Su(!h statistics as are available do not bear out the general idea that there 

has been a depletion of the stock of cattle during the last twenty years, but the' 

earlier statistics are undoubtedly unreliable, and it is quite possible that the 

increase shown by later figures is due to more accurate enumeration. 

" Where ~ r  has been a serious depletion of stock in any period, it has been 
,due to drought and famine and their results, mther than to the causes mentioned 
by the Hon'ble Member. Thus in the United Provinces, where careful 

censuses have been made; we know that an increase between 1899 and 1904 was 
followed by' a considerable decrease between 1904 and 19°9, and this was 
undoubtedly due to the scarcity of J90S-JgOO, and the famine of 1907-1908, and 
to heavy mortalit y from disease  among cattle which bad deteriorated owing to 
privation. The Government has made every effort to provicte against losses of 
this description, and the Hon'ble Member is no doubt aware of the special 

concessiolls made during recent famines to facilitate transport of fodder 2.5 well 
as oE the arrangements made to allow grazing in forests . 

.. It is true that there has been a \rise, and in many places a very large 

rise, in prices . 

.. The replenishment of stock where it has· been depleted is a matter 
which must be left mainly to lhe people, but Government assists them liberally 
with loans at favourable rates of interest for the purchase of cattle, and large 
sums have been disbursed free by Famine Relief Committees from charitable 
subscriptions. Action has also been taken by Government for the establishment 
of cattle farms which are to be found in Bengal, Bombay, the Central Provinces 
and Punjab, and arrangements have ~ made especially in the Punjab and the 
United Provinces for the maintenance of stud bulls by Government and the 
District Boards. The' Government. fully realises the importance of the 
question to the great agricultural industry of the country; and much has already 
been done by the Civil Veterinary Department, which has been expanded as 
rapidly as funds permit, to reduce mortality, and to train up a staff of skilled 

.assistants to advise the people as to the best means both of avoiding loss, and 
of improving the arrangements for breeding." 
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The I-Ion'ble MR. DADA8HOY asked :-

II Will the GO\'ernment be pleased to ,state in tabular form the number of 
.accidents and the incidental casualties year by year on each Indian railway 
during the last five years? ' 

~ ." Ha\'e any special measures been taken on the railways during the same 
;period for the prevention of accidents ?" 

The Hon'ble Sir T. R. WYNNE replied :-

" A statement in tabular form of the number of accident s and incidental 
casualties is published for each year in the Railway Board's annual Administra-
tion Report on the railways in India -;vhich can be purchased at booksellers in 
Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Rangoon and Lahore. 

" In the Report for 1908 the information a~  for is contained in Appendix 

.30, pages 12 J and 123 • 

• , With reference to the inquiry whether any special measures ha"e been 

a~ n on the railways for the prevention of accidents, the answer is, that every 
.accident is the subject of special inquiry, under the supervision and personal 
attention of a Government Inspector of Railways, to elucidate its cause, 
.and to provide a remedy for its recurrence if necessary. 

rI The result of each inquiry, its I finding' as to the cause of the accident, 
.and its recommendations as to any action that should be taken, is submitted 
by each Railway Administration to the Government Inspector, who forwards it 

to the Railway ~ar  with his'remarks. 

II The au .~ leading to every accident and the steps, that have been taken 
to prevent a recurrence of a similar accident then comes therefore bdore the 
Railway Board, who carefully consider if the Froposals made are adequate or 
not and issue orders accordingly. 

".It may be pointed out that railway iccidents cannot be entirely prevented, 
.and this applies to ~r  country in the world. Mistakes will occur, but the 
public may feel assured that every effort is made to minimize them." 

The Hon'ble MR. DADABHOY asked :-

IC Are female ticket c,. Uectors employed at aU checking stations on Indian 

.. ailways? If riot, for the greater protection and convenience of female passen-
gers, will orders in that behalf be issued by Government P" 
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The Hon'ble SIR T. R. WYNNE repiied :-

II Female ticket collectors are employed at checking stHtions on mc st of the· 

Indian railways and have been e?,ployed for some time past . 

. "Railway administrations &re fl1lly alive to the r. ~i  of providing for 
. ~ 

the convenience of female pa ~ ng r .  

The Hon'ble MR. DADABHOY asked :-

Ie Is latrine accommodation provided in all trains on Indian railways for 
third class passengers P If not, will Government be pleased to msist upon the 
Railway Companies providing such accommodation forthwith, especially on trains. 
running at night pit 

The Hon'hle SIR T. R. WYNNE replied :-

" Under the Railway Act, section 64, Railway Administrations are only 
bound to provide latrine accomm.:>dation to one compartment reserved for 

females when the train, of which it is a part, runs for a distance in~ 

fifty miles. 

"The Railway Act imposes no other liability to provide latrines in railway 
carriages, and this liability has been fully complied with and much more'has been 
done than the law actually requires. \ 

" In response to the request of Government, made some seven years ago, 
railways have been steacily providing latrine ac:commodation for the use or" 
males to all carriages running on trains travelling long distances, and this 

accQmmodation is being !ite,!dily added to. 

" For instance, up to date the Great Iridian Peninsula Railway have.p 9 third 
class cilrriage<; so fitted. The East Indian Railway provide ~urh Cicccnmoda-

tion in all their intermediate and third class carriages running on their mail 
and passenger trains. Up to the n~ of 1908 the total number·of carrillges oq 
Indian Railways of ~  intermediate and third class which had been fitted with 

latrines was 5.364. 

I. The returns for the year 1909 have not yet been made up. 

II Informati.on on this matter is 

Administration Report." 

aniluaUy in the Railway Board"s. 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 

The Hon'ble SIlt G. FLEETWOOD WIl.SON presented the Financial Statement 

for 1910-191 I. He said :-

" On this occasion, when. the first Financial Statement under the new rules is 

presented to our greatly enlarged Council, I may be permitted to indulge in a bri e 
retrospect. In rua~ , 1860, just fifty years ago, my predecessor and namesake, h~ 

Right Honourable James Wilson, in an elaborate speech, laid the earliest of India's annual 
financial statements· before the Legislative Council of those days. His speech, as I 
have said, was elaborate; it covered the whole ground of the financial and economic 
position of India. But the accounts which .it introduced were set forth in a single short 
table, printed on a sheet no bigger than the proverbial sheet of note paper. To this were 
appended a few statistics of debt, trade and cash balances; the whole thing barely 
occupied t.en octavo pages. There was of course no discussion. The revenues for the 

coming year were estimated at £38 minions and the expenditure at £42 (;lillions. The 

total external trade, imrorts and exports combin .. d, was valued at only £60 millions 
(it .s now ·over £200 millions) and the total debt of India was £y8 millions (it is now 
over £250.lJlillions). We have gone a long way in these fifty years, and our conditions 
are widely different frolll what they were in 1860; but there is a curious parallelism 
between parts of i\Jr. Wilson's speech and some of the things which I shall have to 
say to-day. He had to deal with a deficit; he had to conrey a grave warning (which 
. was long unheeded} of the precarious nature of our opium revenue; and he had-as 
-alas! is my fate also-to suggest additional taxation. 

" It is not, however, the matter, but rathpr the form and the treatment, of our 
financial statements that I set out to review. The full expository speeches and the 
brief figured tables were continued by Mr. Wilson's successors for thirteen years: 
though about 1866 \\ e find the abstract of revenue and expenditure developed and 
classified into major heads-a far shorter list than we now have, but numbered and 
arranged much in the present ~ . In 1873 and for the three following years, there 
were no Budget meetings i the old law of 1861 did not permit the Council to meet for 
other than legislative business, and the finances of those years involved no legislation . 
. The statement in those circulllstances took the shape of a formal minute published 
in the Ga8eite. In 18n, however, with a great famine overshadowing the finances, a 
Budget meeting had again to be convoked, and the statement was presented by Sir John 
Strachey in a speech of portentous length. It occupied 40 pages of printed foolscap,· 
and was supplemented by another 34 pages of a minute in w.hich the Finance Member 
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examined the figures in fresh detail. In 1881., Major Baring (now Lord Cromer) resto;ed 
comparative brevity; but in 1882 he rev'erted to a speech which occupies S2 printed pages, 
explaining that there was no other means of describing the figures with accuracy, and 
that his attempt at condensation in the previous year had been misunderstood. After 
that, came a series of annual minutes, with a wealth of detail, but a decided tendency 
to technicality. During this period the form in which our figured statements ar"now 
sho,,'n was ,,'orked out under Lord Cromer's orders j and in 1890, Sir David Barbour 
split up the explanatory speech or. minute into two parts. His intention evidently was 
that the first part should be mainly a discussion of policy and the second an examination 
of results.· It was some time before this ideal was reached, and Part 1 in the course 
of years got more and more overloaded ,,·ith figures, technical and difficult. But in 
1900, Sir Clinton Dawkins got back to the original idea. Part 11, prepared by the 
Financial Secretary, became a detailed exposition of the figures, adapted to the student 
or the specialist i while Part 1 was the vehicle used by the Finance Member for a 
broader review of the position. and for his declarations of financial policy. \ 

"Of the nature of the discussions on the past Financial Statements I need say 
little, as they Were described in a picturesque passage of ~  speech with which Sir 
Edward Baker summed up the Budget debate of two years ago. Prior to 1892. no 
discussion at all was permissible. In the following year the rules under the Indian 
Councils Act, 1892, had come into force, and members were at liberty to offer any· 
observations they might wish on the Statement, but not to put any. motion or divide 
the Council. The observations allowed by the rules became in time lengthy and 
comprehensive: non-official members ranged over the whole field of Indian administration, 
and official members were drawn into the defence of the acts and poGcyof their ~  

ments. There was no other recognised occasibn . during the legislative session, either 
ior the former to criticize or for the latter to expound. 

"So much for the old order which is now passing. Let me tum to the new. 
What 1 submit to the Council to.day is the result of direct evolution from the system 
that has been worked out during tht: last fifty years. The Financial Statement which 
the new rules prescribe. will ~ found in the set of tabulated figures displaying, in their 
logical and time-honoured classification, the closed accounts of last year, our latest 
estimates of revenue and expenditure for the current year, and our preliminary forecast 
for the ensuing year. The explanatory memorandum which the rules require is the old 
Part II of previous years: It is pr par~ , howe\"er, in greater detail than before, yet 
with less repetition; and an attempt is made in it to explain succinctly the movements 
of the figures under each importan.t.-head of account, as wt:ll as to give a conspectus 
of our Ways and Means operations. But, in order to summarise the lessons of the 
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fiiures and to review the general position, I propose to retain, in the remarks which I 
shall now ofter to the Council, our old Part I in a slightly different and less technical garb. 

"As regards the discussion, a still greater chlnge will mark the new procedu reo 
To-day the rules do not permit discussion. It would in any case be. manifestly' 
unrc;asonable to expect members to spealc, almost on the ,spur of the moment, 
upon the luge and complicated questions which emerge from the in~n ia  Statement. 
But on a later date, which I believe Your Lordship intends to fix for next Friday. 
the Council will proceed tu "'hat roughly corresponds with the Committee stage 
of the estimates in the House of Commons. We shall take up 6rst the considera-
tion of our proposals for fresh taxation, for a new loan, and for additional grant& 
to Local Goyernments. Then, after a short interval, the Council will again assemble 
in what I may term mi ~ of the whole House; and each t major head' in the 
accounts which is 'open to discussion wiIl be explained in tum by an official member 
who has special knowledge of the branch of the administration concerned. At both 
()f these stages it wiII be open to any member, by way of resolution after due notice 
given, an~ subject to a few r ~ r a i n , to call attention to any nNltter which is directly 
relevant to the figures under consideration, to criticise the necessity for any entry. or to 
aslt for further information regarding it. AlI such resolutions, if in order. may be duly 
debated. \.. .. Inthis way ample opportunity wiII be afforded for a genuine scrutiny of 
the estimates by the Council, and for a criticism which is based on precise facts. We 
believe h~ the ,result will be helpful to the Government, and will foster the growth of 
an informed public opinion upon the vilal problems of our public finance. Having, 
~g a public service which covers a period not far removed from half a century, 

.' attended nearly every financial debate in the Mother of Parliaments,  I hope that 
I shall not be considered presumptuous if 1 venture, in passing, to impress upon 
Members of Council that it is rather by the painstaking examination of specific 
items of expenditure than by the framing of abstract resolutions on organic changes in 
-financial policy that economy can best be attaintd, Also that advantageous services 
can be .. more readily provided for by means of savings effected, than by appeals for 
.additimiaI funds which the finances of India cannot produce without casting additional 
burdens upon her people. 

" Towards the end of March-the 23rd being the date fixed for tbis year-I shall· 
present the Budget in its final form, after embodying in it all correctIons' that may result 
from the detailed discussions and any othel' changes which the passage of time may 
necessitate. od that occasion there will be no further debate. At an' adjourned meeting. 
h ~r i  Jot h~ 29th ..... March-members will be at liberty to ina ~ observations on 
ti{e i g ,~ h u  moving resolutions or asking the Council to dittide. In addition 
:tel the1hew 'and ;Pore intimate discussion on the detailed figures, we thuS retain the old. 

~. J • 
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• 
liberty of general criticism. But I ttust that the closing debate will be materially short-
ened after the comprehensive examination to which the estimates· will have been sub-
jected at their earlier stages. I may also venture on a hope that questions of wide 
general policy will not, so far as possible, be tacked on to these proceedings. Other 
opportunities are now given for raising debates on matters of general interest j and it will 
be more convenient to us all, and more economical of time, if these opportunitiese arC 
taken, instead of loading the Budget with i~ ui i i n  on side issues. There are, 
it is true, very few aspects of our administration which are nOl reflected in our Budget: 
but after all the Budget, is prjmarily a provision for the public services of the 
coming year: It is a businefs document, and it will be to our credit as a Council if we 
handle it in a business-like m~ r. 

II R~ i  Estimate of 1909-1910• 

" When! I introduced the Budget for the current year, I entered a plea fdr 
caution and econom}·. On almost every side there were auguries of better harvests 
and reviving trade. But recovery was likely to be slower than it had been in times ~  

the country's convale·scence from previous famines, because the trade conditions of ~h  
world remained dull and unsettled. A year'ago, prices were slilI.high j the country was 
still feeling the effects of, over-speculation and a glut of imports j and the I ~  

of our opium revenue was a standing menace. That caution has been justified i but We 
have also been justified in our resolution to face the difficulties of the year i h~  

extra taxation, and we now ¥Iieve that the year will close with a surplus ~r mar a , 

close to, and slightly in ~  of; h ~ma  marEn of revenue for which we g ~ 1: ; 

., From the agricultural point of view, the year has been °a good one, a~  
the country may be said to have shaken of!, the effects of the drought of ~  

At the beginning of last .April, it is true, there were still over 100,('00 persons 
in receipt of State relief, but distress during the hot weather was nowhere ~ 

severe. It was confined fol' the most part to limited areas in Bihar and the United 
r ~in , and by July all relief operations were ciosed. Except in Bengal and' 
parts of the United Provinces, which suffered from a shortage in the winter rain~  

the outtum of the spring harvest was not unsatisfactory. Later, ~  impr m ~~ 
became more definitely marked j for the mc-nsoon broke early and the rainfall was u~  

u ~  abundant and.,welJ distributed in' nearly every part of the country. ami~~ 
aqd scarcity were at last at an epd. The a~ umn and winter harvests were r h ~ 

gqod, an~jn Fan), pitl,ces exceVeIlt. ,Bumper rice crops have been reaped in n~  

ar~a ~~ f ~ ga , ; hi  ~ , au ~mn . harvest in the Punjab is estimated to ~ 21P4r 
: Cff,lt ,10 ~  ~ ~ tye"r"age .for, ;th ~r u  five years .. The only ~p ain  . ~  ~~  
heard ....,.. ~~i h~ . r p ~ n ~~ m  from some of the Madras dIstricts which ~~ 
sJffering froin t. h u~  of ~i~n h a  monsoon in October. In them h ~ r h~ 
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. excellent rainfall of the previous months replenished the various sources of irrigation, 
and no serious anxiety is· felt, though the yie1d of the cold weather crops cannot be a 
full one. In all other parts of the country the accounts of the spring crops are very 
satisfactory though more rain would be useful in some places. If no untoward event 

. occurs in the next month, an excellent harvest should usher in the ensuing year. 

"It was natural therefore and proper that, when the end of the regular monsoon 
shol\'ed the agricultural position to be assured, it general air of hopefulness should 
pervade the' country. I am afraid however that it did not penetrate the Finance 
Department, where the state of the public exchequer ",as felt to be by no means free 
of anxiety. On making our usual preliminary revision of the estimates in November. 
,,'efound falling prices, easy money, and a tangible rise in the purchasing power or the 
people. Trade however was still slack i and the recovery seemed likely to be slow, 
irregular and hesitating. The land revenue, including large amounts of famine arrears, 
had been coming in well j but in nearly every other important respect our receipts 
were belol" expectations. The most disappointing section was our Railway earnings, 
II'hich reflected the slowness of the general improYement, being almost a crore short 
of what we had counted on realizing by the end of October. Backward Customs 
returns, particularly from piece-goods and silver, indicated how seriously the import 
markets h::d been glutted i and a marked shortage in the Post Office receipts bore 
testimony to the dullness of general business. Our revenue from Forests, from 
Salt, from Excise, was also behindhand; while on the other side of the account, our 
budgeted expenditure seemed likely to be fully required. We were therefore 
compelled in orqinary prudence to elCplain the situation to our big spending 
Departments and to Local GO\'ernmerits, and to call upon them to exercise all possible 
economy in view of our diminished resources. The appeal was loyall)! responded to, 
and the savings in expenditure which were thus secured have played a considerable 
part in the improvement of the financial position that has taken place since November. 

"To ·that ch-ange there have been other contributory factors :-the good 
harvest of cotton and oilseeds, with their effect both on railway traffic and on the 
spending power of the peasantry ; the increasing activity of the import market j and 

. the big rice movements which are beginning in Burma, with the accompanying rise in 
export duties. But the most dramatic featoce in the situation has been the sudden and 
unexpected development of our Opium revenue. I must diverge for a moment to 

.explain this movement and the events which led up to it. 

.. As I· mentioned last March, we intended to sell 42,300 chests of Bengal opium 
. during the current financial year j and in view of the fluctuating mood of the China 
! market, we based our estimate of receipts on the cautious average of R 1,350 a chest. 
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In Malwa \'I'e had apparently reached a curious impasse. The Bombay godowns were 
full. and duty had been paid in advance upon a very large quantity of opium whicn still 

lay in Malwa and which the recently imposed restrictions would not allow to be shipped 

until 1910. In the circumstances, though °it \\'as impossible to foresee how the trade 
might mo\'e, we assumed that further payments of duty against the 1911 shipments might 
be expected,' and we budgeted cautiously for the receipt of duty upon something between 

8,000 and 9,000 chests. Up to October, our moderation seemed justified. The China 
market \\''1S dull, with a slightly rising tendency, The prices fetched by our Bengal opium 
varied between R 1,1 So and ~ 1,450 i and the clearances from M alwa were not more' than 
would ordinarily be required for home consumption. In October however a sharp rise in the 
China prices took place, 1 need not discuss the complicated factors in the remarkable 
speculative movement which was thus estabiished, and O\'er which, ~  far as the China 
m'.rket is concerned, we hadoF course ahsolutely n~ control. The firs! result of the' 

movement was another rush to pay duty in :.dvancf'. The trade had got wind dour 
proposal--to which I shaH allude hereafter-to give Malwa a,1arger share of the 1910 

exports i and although we had guaranteed no priOrity of shipment after 1910," the 
exporters were prepared to take thl·ir chance and, so to speak, to register their 
claims. During the first half of November. duty was paid 011 17,000 chests,. when 

the Indore authorities '"ery proF< r1y stoHl'O tt:etush and refused to receive any 
m ore payments. . We were at the time in correspondence with the Secretarj-of State 

regarding the distribution, as between Bombay and Calcutta, of our reduced exports i and 

as soon as that matter was settled, we decided how to deal with our unexpected windfall 
of revenue. The decision was to retain the duty paid in respect of chests which under 
our revised programme could be shipped in 1911; to grant prio:ity of shipment to 
those chests in the order in which duty had been received; and to reflind al1 payments 
that had been "made in respect of chests w'hich could not be either used for home 
consumption or exported to China in 191 I, thus leaving us a' free hand regarding the 
1912' txports. This closed the episod.· for the time being, so far as concerns the 

Malwa revenue. But the excitement in the China market had an immediate and 
startling tffect upon our Calcutta prices also. From R I ,439 a chest in October, the 
selling price suddenly bounded up to R 1,800 in November i and even hi~ price, un-
precedented for nearly half a ctntury, was outstripped in January, when the a\'erage 
ran up to R2,044. only to be again and ~ i  more strikingly exceeded by the figure of 
Ih,397 which was obtained at the sale in the current month. 

II The net I esult of this great appreciation in the va1ue of Indian opium in China 

is that our revenues in the current year. after deductin!! the refunds to which I referred 
above, ,,·iII gain about.£ I ,ooo,ooo-beyond what we budgeted for. So far as possible, 
the "'indfall has been utilized on the sound principle of meeting non-recurring liabilities 
which would otherwise have hampered our finances in future years. We have in this. 
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way been enabled to re!;tore the depleted balances of Bengal, Eastern Bengal and 

Assam and the Central Provinces; to complete our promised grant to the Rangoon 

ri,-er training ·scheme; and in various other directions to fulfil obligations which will 
lighten the burden on the general revenues hereafter. 

" Such being the main features in this eventful and difficult year, I proceed to show how 

far our original estimates of rel·enue and expenditure have been supported or modi fieri by 

the results as we can now forerast them with the actual figures of ten months in our pos-

session. I shall do so in roune figUi es and on general lines. neglecting minor variations. 

" RI!'IJCftue. 

"The total rel'enue which we expected, when our Budget for the year was 

framed, was £73.7:'0,900. The re"enue we now hope to reaiize is £74,303.700, being 
an' improvement of £532.800. The Pro\·incial section will be better by £798,700, 

the bulk of which comes from the improyement in land rerenue and from the additional 
g~an  that ,ore are making to three Local Go\·ernments. The Imperial ~ i n, on 

the other-hand. shows a deterioration of £245,900: and it i .. to the explanation of this 
figure that I invite the Council's  attention. . 

,; Land Revenue is the first head under which our ~ ima  has been materialIy 

\"aried. ~h  line han'ests have enabled the current revcnue to be collected promptly, 
as well as an unexpectedly large slicc of the arrears which layover since the late 

famine. ~  total increase over (\ur Budget f.gun· will be £393,000. The Imperial 
portion of this would be roughly one-half: but instead of sharing in the increase, the 
Imperial Government is actually credited with an amount of Land Re"enue which is 

worse than our ri~ina  estimate by £494,000. The apparent anomaly has already been 
explained; for it is by transferring the necessary amount!' from our own share of the 
receipts under this head to the Local Governments concerned that we give effect to the 

grants made to the two Bengals and the Central Provinces .in aid of their diminished balan-
ces. Apart from this, all the other gains and losses to the Imperial revenues are true gains 

and losses, and not mere transfers to ProvlIlcial exchequers. The largest of the gains is. 

the £1,106,000 (gross) by which we benefit from Opium: and the heaviest of the losses 

is £644,000 hy which our total net Railway earnings are expected to.fall short of our 
~ g  Estimate. Of th .. latter, about £7.1.:;'00 is due tn small excesses in the work-
ing expenses on certain railways where the charges for repairs, renewals and coal had 
been under-estimated. The balance represents a shortage in the traffic returns, due to 
.. the slow recm'ery in business, the tardy movement of crops, and the depression in the 

coal trade. Lines serving the Gangetic plain and its adjoining country are most pro_ 
minent. among the losers: the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, with its big cotton. 

connection, and the lines which traverse. Southern India have done very much better; 

but the ~  outweigh the gains. 
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." I would now ask h~ Council for a moment to balance these three divergencies 
from our original figures. On the one h~  we have the windfall of £ 1,106.000 from 
Opium. This is a departure from our estimates which is due to the vagaries of a mar-
ket infllJenced by wholly abnormal causes and entirely outside ollr control. Upon the 
.other hand. we have, first, the reduction of £494,000 in the Imperial receipts from Land 
Revenue.. As I have.explained, this is more than accounted for by the grants made oot of 
·our opium receipts to Local Governments and to local bodies in order to fulfil obligations 
that we should otherwise have had to defer. Secondly, \\e have the drop of £644,000 
in our net ~ai a  receipts. You see hoi closely these three variations balance i 
and now, if you exclude them, you will find that the aggregate discrepancy 
between the Budget estimate and that which I now present, taking all our other 
sources of Imperial revenue, is the comparatively small shortagf' of £213,000. In this 
total there are no individual fluctuations of any imFortance j and I venture to sa.y that the 
result is not all unsatisfactory proof of the care with which our original estimates were 
framed, and that it reflects very great credit on the officers of the Finance Department. 

" The m ~  prominent of the 'minor differences appear under Customs, Excise 
and Interest. The Customs revenue will probably fall about £157,000 bclow our 
Budget figure, The imports of petroleum, metals and manufactured articles genemlly 
have, been dull, and the lateness of this year's rice exports has helped to pull down our 
estimate, in spite of the higher yield from sihrer all<1 from Ja\'a sugar. Excise will 
yield us about £246,000 less than we had budgeted, and half of this loss will fall on 
Imperial revenues. The steady progress of reform (including the curtailment of outstill 
areas) and the continuous rise in our excise duties have gone far.to check the rapid 
·expansion of the revenue from intoxicants which took place during the recent cycle of 
prosperity i and in some parts of India these influf'nces appear to have been supple-
mented by very welcome movements in favour of temperance. The variation under 
Interest is in the opposite direction from those I have just mentioned. It shows an 
improvement of £ I 59,000 over the Budget figure, due partly to increased receipts from 
interest on overdrafts of railway capital by companies in India, and partly to the 
successful employment by the Secretary of State of his spare balances in short loans 
. to the London money-market. 

" Expenditure. 

"I tum' now to the expenditure of the year which is coming to its close. We 
bad budgeted to spend £73.720,5°0: our latest figures indicate that we shall need 
.only £73,350,700, and that the Imperial share of the saving will be £284,5°0. To 
this very satisfactory result the chief contributor hlls been the Army. The total 
Teduction on ollr budgeted provision for Military Services will be about £391,000, 
.. effected partIy in generous response to our call for economy last November, and plIi-tIl' by 
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shorter purchases of ordnance and other stores in England. I shall return to this subject 

in more detail a  little later. The other chief economies occur under the salaries and 

contingencies of the various Ch'il Departments. where we expect a saving of 

£122,000, and under the ch .. rges on account of Civil Works, which will be £113,000 
less than we pro\'ided in the Budget. We ha\'e thus been able, not without some 

rea! sacrifices, to secure 'a genuine curtailment of expenditure amounting. under 

these few prominent heads. to no less than £626,000; and there are a number of 
minor reductions which I do not stop tIl specify. Against these, there are outstanding 

excesses O\'er the Budget grants under three heads: but i: is gratifying to observe that 
in two of these cases there has been only a nominal, and not a real, increase of expendi. 

ture. The first of these is Refunds, where we shall require an addition of £128,000 
to our original figure; this being almost wholly due to our decision, as I have already 

explained, to return the duty paid on ?Ialwa opium which cannot be sent to China 

before 1912. The second case of nominal over-s::>ending appears under the Famine 
Helief and Insurance grant. By the peculiar constitution {of that grant, any lapse in the 

budget aUotments either for famine expenditure (wh£·ther Imperial or Provincial) or for 

protective works, in a year when the total grant does not exceed the prescribed 

million, is not added to our revenue surplus but go,'s automatically to swell that 
portion of the grant which is used for the reduction 01 3\'oidance of debt. In other 
words, it· is cast into ollr general balances with a view to capital expenditure, and 
must thus be debited against revenue. The result in the current year is thilt the Imperial 

share of the Famine grant will be raised by £91,000, being the amount by· ~ hi h the 

grants taken by Local Governments for :the cost of direct famine relief have happilv 
proyed to be unPl-ecessary. The third chief ~  o\-er budget provision appears 

in our Interest charges, which we expect to be £12S.000 higher than the original 
estimate. This is partly due to :i. smaller share in the total haying been charged to the 

Railway and Irrigation accounts j partly to a change in the average rate, which is re-
calculated on the latest data e\'ery year i and partly to the higher discount which the 

Secretary of State had to pay on his India bills in England. 

"I may now briefly summarize the finances of the year, so far as the 

Imperial section of the accounts is concerned. We budgeted for a surplus of £23°,900 : 
we now hope to realize a surplus of £269.500. Our re\'enue has declined by 
£245,90'J but our charges have been reduced by £284,5°0, the balance of £38,600 
representing the improvement in our surplus. Considering the difficulties of the year, 
I regard this result as distinctly satisfactory. It is possible that some further changes 
may be necessary before we finally dispose of these estimates at the end of March, for 

the Council will fully realize that the present statement is-technically at least-a 
pr ~~inar  draft: but I do not an~i ipa  any substantial altcrations. 
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"Budget Estimate for 1910-191I. 

"It is with some reluctance that I leave the  narrative of a chequercd but not 
unsuccessful year, to take up a less agreeable task. The new financial year which 
will begin five weeks hence, gh'es promise of opening under favourable auspices, with 
good haryests, actire marketsj expanding trade. The heavy remittances of capital 
from abroad, both in gold and in Council dralts. testify to the prosperity which is 
expected in the private ~nan  of the country. Do we anticipate an equal buoyancy 
in its public finances? In many respects I do. We believe lhat, if the monsoon 
rains are adequate, the land re\'enue will be punctually collected, that our customs 
receipts will rise, our railwa)'s do well, and most of our other heads 01 revenue 
show an improvement. But unfortunately I cannot t'xpect a surplus, without 
the hdp of additional taxation, which accordingly it will be my unenviable 
duty to propose. For this state of affairs there are two plain and adequate 
reasons. In the first place. the reduction of our exports of opium to China will 
cause a serious fall in our opium re\·cnue. In the second place, we are obliged· 
to abandon to Eastern Bengal and Assam a mu.ch larger share of its land re\'enue than 
it has hitherto retained i for the present resources of the Local Go\·er.nmcnt have proyed 
quite insufficient for the needs of the ne\\' province. These two factors dominate the 
position for 1910-II. Apart from them we should ha\'c been able to meet the normal 
growth of our expenditure from our growing revenues. Though I view with grave anxiety 
the steady growth of our expenditure, yet I realise that, without a general re-casting 
of our scale of public charges, we cannot extend .in ini~  those retrenchments of 
a temporary and emergent character which have been forced upon us in the last two 
years. I should have been prepared therefore to budget for a mode,ate addition to the 
·current year's charges and to look to the, naturat improvement of our resources to cover 
that addition without asking for any extra tax;!tion. But the loss under Opium and 
the . needs of Eastern Bengal have made equilibrium impossible, and a permanent 
strengthening of our resources is inevitable. The best way in which I can explain the 
situation will be to take the Council through the allotments which we wish to make for 
expenditure in 1910-11 i to examine how far our revenue, in normal conditions and with 
the existing scale of taxation, would have ~ n sufficient for our charges j to show where, 
and by how much, it will fall short i and finally to describe the special measures which we 
-consider necessary to equate our resources ",ith u~ requirements. 

" ExpetJdilt401'e. 

"The total expenditure which we have to provide for in . '910-11 IS £75,652,500. 
This is £2,301,800 in excess of our total estimated expenditure in the current 
year i but £1,101,000 of the difference is due to increased charges which will be"met 
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from Pro\·incial resources, so that the Imperial increase which I ha\'e to justify is roughly 

£1,200,000. The Council may take it that out of this sum, £500,000 is required bY 

the commercial departments of GO\'ernmcnt; and £700.000 by those ordinary adminis-
trative services from which "'e recei\'e no direct monetary return. A furthcr analysis 

indicates that it will be sufficient to consider the e.xccss as ht1ling under five groups of 

heads :-Interest. Posts and Telegraphs, Salaries and Expenses of Civil departments, 

oniinary Civil Works, and I\lilitary sen·ices. Tht' fh'e groups of sen'ices which I have 

just named are going to cost us almost exactly £1,200.000 more than they ha\'e done 
in 1909-10; the minor \'ariations may safely be neglected . 

.. The Interest charges, which form the first of my fh'e groups, are shown under 

various heads, but in the aggregate they come ~ nearly £408,000 more than 

in the current year. The interest on ordinary debt, as I wiII explain immediately, 
",ill hardly be raised at all in India. but there will be an increase of about £270,000 
in England. On the small loan which we propose to take in India, our total discount 

charges (apart from all qUl'stiol1 of the rate) should be e.asicr than they were this year i and 
we ought not to have interest to pay on advances to our treasury from the f;ih"er branch of 

the Gold Standard ResLn'e, as was the case for a few months in 1909-1910: so that on 
the-whole our next rupee loan should not cause a net additioil to our interest liabilities in 

the coming year. Eut in England the case is different. A full year's interest has to 

be paid ~n the Sterling loan of 7t millions which the Secretary of State raised last month, 
and increased payments hayc tn be made to the sinking funds ,,-hich are now established 

for meeting the discount on our English loans. I still ha\'e to explain £ 138,000 of 
the total increased.expenditure under Interest. By far the greater part of this is a conse-

quence of the fresh capital which certain of the Companies working State lines "ill raise 
and deposit at the India Office until they require it. About half of the balance repre-
sents debits against us in India in certain complicated transactions with the Bengal-Nagpur 

Railway Company, which I need not describe in detail; the remainder stands for our 
increasing interest liabilities on sa,-ings bank deposits, on the new general provident fund, 

and the like. Practically the wholt: of the increased charges which I have been 

~ ri ing under this head are a compulsory and inevit;lble result of the extension of 
our Capital expenditure on productive works . 

.. The second category of increased expenditure is our Post Office and Telegraph 

charges, where we expect a growth of about '£81,000. In the case of the Post Office 
the growth is small (£24,000) and of normal character: and it is more than covered 

by increased receipts. The third and fourth categories comprise the additional provision 

in next year's estimates for ordinary Public Works (roads, buildings, etc.) and for the 

salaries and expenses of what are known as the Ci"il Departments. The great bulk of 
this outlay is met by Local Governments from· their own provincial resources: but 
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certain charges, both in England and in India, are exclusively Imperial, and show an 

increase of about £155,000. For that part of the decennial census operations whIch 
will take place next year, we ha\'e pro\'ided five lakhs, which is £3ll,OOO more than in 
the current year. The other individual variations are of comparati\'ely small importance, 
and the total. excess .allotted under Cil·il Departments is £97,000. On ordinary Public 
Works the increased expenditure will be £58.000; this much being considered neceSsary 
in order to allow of the progress of a number of works which had to be postponed in 
the current year. The fifth category is the l\lilitary charges. to which I shall return later 
and in more detail. The expenditure here is taken at .£536.000 more than in the current 
year. Out' of this excess £ 128.000 gOd in the combined naval and military operations 
~ hi h ha\'e had to be undertaken to check gun-running in the Persian Gulf; and 
£408.000 are for the general purposes of military fefficiency. As I ha\'e said. I shall 
take up this subject again: but I wish to (·mphasize that \vhat we ar~ providing for military 
expenditure next year is in reality (apart from the Persian Gulf expenditure) considerably 
less than we provided in the current year's budget. His Excellency the Commander-in-
Chief. howe\'er, gave me his cordial co-operation:-for which I take this opportunity 
of thanking him-in reducing expenditure at a time when the outlook was causing us· 
serious anxiety: the result being. as I I.a\·e said above. a very welcome reduction 
in the 1909-1910 allotments. To compare ·next year's grants with what has actually been 
spent in the current year is thus deceptin'; the temporary curtailment of expenditure 
now in force could not be a permanent· reduction. 

Revet ute. 

II I next proceed to consider our pr a ~ income, and its adequacy to meet 
our budget of expenditure. Our Imperial requirements for 1910-1911, as I have briefly 
described them,Mmand a provision of £5o,ll57,SOO. During the year 'Which is now 
closing. we expect our Imperial revenue to be £49.326.500. To maintain bare 
equilibrium therefore, "'e must be able to count on improving the revenue by close on a 
million sterling: while we shall have to get considerably more if 'We are to budget for a 
reasonable surplus or working balance. such as every. prudent Government must insist 
on. In order to see whether this is practicable. I will now ask the Council to go very 
briefly through the chief heads of revenue with me and ascertain what increases they 
will yield. In this examination. we had better leave Land Revenue and Opium to the 
end, as they will require somewhat careful examination. 

"From Railways, at the outset, it is apparent that we cannot expect much 
assistance. The gross receipts of State lines show a remarkable improvement of nearly 
£1,130,000: but the increase in current expenses is almost equally great. The Railway 
Board. who are the responsible advisers of the Government in the matter, urge 
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that the economies which we are now enforcing must, in the interest of our railway 
development, be at least temporarily relaxed, and that advantage should be taken of our 
increased earnings to push on the more essential renel\'als and repairs which on several 
lines have recently been deferred. I have been obliged to accept that view, and I have 
budgeted for a net improvement of only £38,000 from our railway revenues as a whole· 
Most of our other main heads however promise better. From Customs, on the existing 
tariff, we should expect an improvement of £,83,000. There is a steady upward 
movement in imports, which ought to continue, and give us a moderate increase, particu-
larly from liquors, petroleum, piece-goods, metals and manufactured articles generally; 
while in view of the big crops in Burma and Bengal, the rice export may reasonably be 
taken at a figure somewhat higher than was realised in the last good year, 1905-.g06. 
A substantial increase in Excise seems equally certain even if there were no further 
enhancement in duties. There is invariably a rise after a year of good harvests ; and 
illicit practices are being steadily worn down by the streng.thening of the preventive 
forces in the different provinces. We estimate therefore that our share of the r ~u  

from this 'source will be, on the present rates of duty, some £109,000 better than in 
the current year. The Posts and Telegraphs, under the stimulus of the revival in 
trade, should give an increase of £g6.000. A group of other heads, which are all more 
or iess sensitive to the general condition of the people,-Salt, Stamp,,; Income-tax and 
Mint-will yield, as we estimate, an improvement of about £165,000. Irrigation receipts 
will be diminished by the plentiful rainfall, and Interest is taken at a reduced figure as the 
Secretary of State's loanable balances may not be so high as in the current year. But 
against these we are able to set a number of minor increases under Forests and a variety 
of other heads which I need not enumerate. The chief of these is the· inilitary receipts, 
from which we hope for an improvement of £63,000, owing to the new arrangements 
for clothing, larger sales of dairy produc., and other causes. 

co The net result for all the heads with which I have thus brieRy dealt is an 
anticipated increase of £638,000 in next rear's receipts. I come now to our Land 
Revenue estimate, which is affected by the absence of famine arrears and works out to 
about 23lakhs below what we count upon realizing in 1909-1910. The Imperial share 
of this decrease would, in natural course, be about £ 105,000; but per cOfdra we should 
have to set the large improvement that has its -origin in the peculiar circumstances of the' 
current year. I refer to the subsidies which our recent Opium receipts have enabled 
us to make to certain provinces and local bodies, and which aggregate about £633,000. 
These grants being non-recurring, tl,teir absence from next year's accounts would have 
absorbed the decrease in arrear collections and raised the Imperial share of the Land 
Revenue by £528,000 net. Add tlUs to the increase of £638, 000 under the other 
improving heads of revenue, and it is apparent that we should have almost fully 
cOTered tlie increase of £ 1 ,200,000 in expenditure. At the risk then of some repetition, 
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I trust I have made it abundantly clear that we have not allowed any increase of 

expenditure which could not have been met froIIl the normal and moderate expansion 
of our ordinary revenues. 

"We thus  return to the special causes which interfere with that expansion. The 

first is the necessity for a revision of the provincial settlement with Eastern Benga! and 

Assam. How the necessity arose, I will discuss later: for the present all I need mention 

is the result, 'ZIiz., that we have agreed, with the Secretary of State's approval, to increase 

the Local Government's share of the revenues which it collects by £255,000, involving an 
equivalent recurring loss to Imperial finances. The second and by far the greater of our 
difficulties is the loss in Opium revenue, which ,,'e estimate (net, after certain adjustments) 

at £872,000 as compared with the present year. 

" When the agreement into which His Majesty''l Government entered with China 
on our behalf was announced,it was at once apparent how seriously the Indian revenue!! 
Were bound to be affected. the effects of the curtailment of our opium exports ha ~ 

hitherto been somewhat obscured by the events which I have already described ~ 

a year ago and to·day. But they are now coming into operation, and their p ra i ~ 

is all the more vigorous because it has been deferred. In the calendar year J9io 
we shall, as required by the agreement, export 5, J 00 chests less than in the calendai 
year 1909. Translating this :arrangement into terms of the financial year, we can ~  
only 37,560 chests of Beng,l opium in 1910-1911 against the 42,300 h ~  an i n~  

in 1909-1910. ~ the ~urr n~ ,, a~ we a ~ the ~ ra~  sell.ing price a~ RI,610 a h~  
for next year, owmg to the! conbm1ed hIgh pnces m C hma, we ~h  that R 1,7 5q 4 
chest is a reasonahly safe asSumption. The result is that, on Bengal opium by itself, ~ _ 
,hope to restrict our los. to £i60,ooo. 'But for Malwa opium, a comparison of the acti1aJ ; 

exports of the two years affords no guide to the ~nan ia  position. As I have explain'ed 
before, the whole of the duty payable to us on the exports permissible up to the end of 
Dec.ember 1911 has already passed into our treasury j and for this good and u i i n~ 

. reason we do not budget for receiving, any further dues on Malwa, opium during. h~ 
financial year ~ ~ . The consequence is that, as compared with the receipt$ 
, during the current year, we must prepare for a 1055 of £718,000. . . r 
~. I ~ -

. " I have n ~ exphuned our requirements. I have given an estimate of what iu~  
revelJUes ~  be under normal conditions. I have shown where the conditions are other 
tIlan normal, and I have described the gap that actually intervenes between our r ~ 

.' m~n  and our r ~ur , a gap which may roughly be measured by h h r a.g~ 
of £1,127,000 4uetO opium. ana tIle new settlement with Eastern Bengal and ain~ 

~ fill that,gap,tJte GOvernment of,in«Iia are compelled to impose extra taXatiort whicij' 
is estimated to i~  , ,~ " ".: i 
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" The taxation which we propose falls under three main heads. The hulk of what 
we require will he raised by increasing the existing Customs duties on liquors, on 
tobaccos, on sih'er and on petroleum. In this way we hope to obtain an additional 

, revenue of £g67,000. Certain consequential alterations in the excise duties upon beer 
and so called' foreign' liquor made)n India will bring in a further £33, 000. The 
balance, or £133,000, we propose to take by enhancing the Stamp duties on certain 
instruments which I shall enumerate later. The Government of India have not 
come to this decision without the most anxious consideration. There was nO 
avoiding the deficit: there was no temporary palliative for it. The profits from our 
railways will no doubt improve, and the elasticity of most of our other heads of 
r;venue is happily assured. But we cannot in prudence treat the decline in our Opium 
receipts as other than permanent, and in the present uncertainty as to China's 
achievements, we must keep in view the possibility of its being continuous. Nor can we, 
apart altogether from the -Opium question, shut our eyes to the heavy demands 
upon the Indian exchequer which lie ahead of us, in the cause of education, to name only 
one pressing requirement. It has become our clear duty to strengthen the basis of our 
revenues, ar;d we have endeavoured to do so in the way which will be least burdensome to 
the country. A varietl of other schemes for increased taxation, several of which will 
readily occ1ft' to the minds of my Honourable friends, were fully considered, but the 
balance of advantage seemed to rest with the combination which I have described, and 
this has the full apRroval of the Secretary of State. 

" So far as our Customs proposals are concerned, we have held fast by the general 
principle that our tariff is a revenue, and not a protective, tariff. But substantial duties 
on wine, beer, spirits and tobacco are in no way inconsistent with that principle, while 
they constitute one of the most legitimate forms of taxation in every civilized country. 
Our proposals regarding liquors are intended to simplify the existing rates, . md to raise 
them by from 30 to 50 per cent. Upon tobacco the present taxation-5 per cent. 
ad 'Dolorem on manufactured, and nothing at all on unmanufactured tobacco-is 
ludicrously inadequate. In 1907-1908 over '5 million pounds of tobacco were imported 
into India, and all that it paid to Government was £25,000 j in England it would have 
paid forty times as much. What we now propose is a set of rates which, in the case of 
cigarettes, is represented by 22 a lb. They may diminish import for a time, but incidentally 
they may check the rapid growth of the cigarette habit, which is not without its danger to 
the rising generatiOn in India. On petroleum we simply propose to raise the present rate 
from I 8DIa to It annas per gallon. On silver we intend to take a fixed duty of 4 armas 
an ounce instead of the 5 per cent. ad 'Dalorem which it now pays. The enormOUS import 
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of those two commodities marks them out as fitting objects for an increased contribution 

to the exchequer, and we prefer to take the extra taxation which we require by 

substantial duties upon a few articles of comparative luxury rather than by interfering 

with the all-round uniform rate upon a variety of less important articles, many of which 

may be described as r:ecessaries. 

"I hope I shall not be ,charged with framing a swadeshi budget. In th e sense 

which milY be seen i ~i a  on Bryant and May's match-boxes (' Support Home 

!ndustries ') I thinksw;I.I;l.esr! i~ good; and if the outcome of the changes I have laid 

before Council ,result in sOn;ll! ,encouragement of I ndian industries, I for one shall nOt 

regret it; bu.t I would mph~ i~  the filct that the enhanced customs duties are attributable 

solelY:,;to the imperative necessity of raising additional revenue. There is not h~ 

slightest !nclination t?wards a protective customs tariff. Even in free-trade England. 

we h~  always imposed considerable customs dues, not to protect indu stries but tc:l. 
raise revenue. That is all we are doing in India; and I cannot but think that in: 

countries which depend mainJy on .agriculture, where the population is poor a!)d' 

there are no large and profita*e manufactures, it will be long. before you can i p n ~ 
with 'customs receipts as apart:of the revenue essential for the administration of the count1.i 

. i 
. " The increase which we prop:lse in Stamp duties will touch only a limited class qf! 

documents. We do not in ~r r  with the charges on bonds, conveyances, a~,  

mortgages, cheques or receip1;s. But we intend to raise the duty on bills of hang ,~ 

on the issue and transfers of ~har  and debentures, and on agreements for the sale :U, 
~  securi;ties. Full. ~p ai  of ~  I!ew rates are given in the Bills which will &eJ 
presented to the Council to-day to gIVe effect to the changes. : 

,.1 

"With the aid of these new ,taxes, we hope to secure an Imperial revenue 0(-
£50;503,700 in the ensuing year. I have already stated our expenditure requirementS 

at £5°,257,800: so that we budget for.a surplus of £245,900, It isa very, very sIpali 
margin for a year ill which many surprises may await us, and any h ~g  in the monsoon. 

would sweep it clean ~ a . ~u i r. ma  throughout are studiously cautious; ~. 

were anxious to avoid the levy oJ ~ single superfluous rupee of extra taxation: and with' 
reasonable good fortune I trust that a.modest surplus will carry us through, as it has done 
in the current -year. 1 invite tl;!e ~ i n i  to contrast our situation with the present 
difficulties which ,beset the Chancellor. of the Exchequer in England; or the , , ~  

of extraetantion i~ France; or the loaIi of £4,600,000 with which PlUSsia hopes to cover'": 
its' deficit 'next year; or the stiU h~ i r loans that have been forced,. upon Germany fOr;' 
the current ~  of its administration ~ these two years. ." l' 
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., Military Expenditure. 

"-I deal now in more detail than was possible in the foregoing remarks with some 

of the bigger  Departments. I begin with the Military services, the expenditure upon 

which under their yarious heads for five years is as follows :-

GROSS. 

I 
Army, Marine. Military I ~p ia  Total. 

NIT. 

All Military 
head •• i WOI h. I Defences. I 

---------------/--------!------------

I gOO-l 907 
1907-1908 

~  • 
1909-1910 (BudgPt) 
1909"1910 (Rev'sed, 
1910-1911 (Budget) 

£ I 
1 9,6S7 .845 I 
18,647,,33 I 
19.17i.2M, 
19,3:0,900 I 

. ~,  

19,48'.5°0 i 

£ I 
66',368 : 
~ .  I 
47'J,g57 I 
473.S00 I 
479.1"0 I 
44300 

£ 
, i, r~ 

1.16(0,948 
90--\62 

855:600 
853.80" 
8i9.600 , 

'------

£ 
~  

116,287 , 
29.044 
z7,9CO ; 
36.700 ! 
1.500 i 

£ 
21,586.086 
20>415.787 
20,b5o,629 
20,708,200 
20.317.600 , 
20,853,900 ! 

I, I mentioned last year that it had been decided to abolish the grant for special_ 

expenditure and to revert to the system which was in force prior to 1904-05. Provision 

is now made for this purpose to the extent warranted by the state of our finances. 

During the five years ending with 1903-04 a sum of about £6 millions in all was 

allotted. Then followed Lord Kitchener's reorganisation and re-distribution schemes. 

In prosecuting these schemes and  carrying on the work already begun and meeting 

ordinary new requirements which presented h m ~ ffClm time to time we spent 

about £7 millions -between the years ~ ; and 19°8-°9. 

"In March last entirely lIew conditions presented themselves. The general 

financial position was not satisfactory and, as regards military expenditure, we were faced 

with the obligation to proyide for nearly £t million for tht! increased payments to h~ 

War Office on account of the British Army in India and for the pay concessions to the 

Indian Army. The rates for food supplies too werc still rising. To meet these new 

charges, all of them practically unavoidable, without throwing an additional burden upon 
-general revenues we had to economise in many directions. and as our political relations 

had improved it was decided to proceed more deliberately with schemes of reorganisation. 

After restricting the proyision to the lowest limit the Budget figure for 1909-10 was 

placed at about £85,000 less than that of the previous year. 

"Considering the extent to which this year's Budget had to be cut down and 

the extraordinary demands which I have alluded to abo\'e, our latest estimates of the 

probable actuals of the year disclose a very satisfactory state of affairs. The net 

military expenditure for 1909-10 is expected to be £370,000 less than that of 1908-09 j 
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the reduction being due in the main to a substantial decrease in food charges in India 

and in expenditure on stores in England. The position has enabled us to take in hand 

at once the improvement of the accommodation. for the Indian  Army, a measure of 

importance and urgency to "'hich the Commander-in-Chief called our attention soon 

after his arrival. It has become obvious that. with the persistent rise in prices and 

wages, comfortable and durable buildings can no longer be constructed at the "Cost 
which was previously regarded as sufficient. In the lines which are now being built we 

are adopting a sound type of construction and are entrusting the operations to the 
Military Works Services instead of to regimental agency. 

" The other principal measures involving special expenditure which we have under-

taken are referred to in the Memorandum explaining the Financial Statement. I will merely 
mention that we have established in the current year a Cavalry School of instruction; the 

organisation of the new artillery ammunition columns has been practically completed i 

progress has been made with the provision of accommodation for additional troops 

at Quetta, Jubbulpore, Ahmednagar and Nowshera i and there has been an advance 
in the output of quick-firing guns and short rifles from the Gun and Rifle Factories. 

We have also improved the arrangements for financial contJ:ol by extending to all 
British troops and the Supply and Transport Corps the new system under wHch 

accounting and audit duties are un r ~ n in separate offices and by ,',oving out 
two more Audit Offices to Divisional Head Quarters, FinalIy we have had to previde 

for the expenditure on the arms traffic operations in the Persian Gulf. Of the total 
sum which 1\'e have allotted for this purpose, 'ViIS., £218,000, a sum of £45,000· 

will fall into the accounts of the present year 

If For the coming year, apart from the special prOViSion for the arms traffic-

operations in the Persian Gulf, we propose ~ allot £] 20,000 less than the amount 
provided in the current year's Budget. We have been able to provide for a some-
what .larger expenditure on special measures than in this year and to restore some of 
the temporary reductions made in March last. Among the more important measures 
with which we propose to proceed in ]910-1 I are the improvement of accommodation 
for the Indian Army, and the building . operations referred to above i the organisation of 
military companies for maintaining communications in the field, a requirement which 
is now universally recognised as essential; the purchase of horses to commence the re-

I constitution of an artillery reserve ;.. and the supply of intrenching tools to the field army 
and of a uniform pattern of rifle carrying equipment to the Indian Cavalry. 

"We anticipate a further increase in the output of guns and rifles from our factories .. 
but it is necessary to supplement. the local production of riftes by purchase from 
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Home, and we have accordingly provided funds for this purpose. The Royal Gamson 
Artillery in India is being reorganised, and we expect a considerable saving from this 

measure. We are also remodelling the system of Ordnance Factory accounts on the 
advice of the Home experts. 

"For the expenditure in 1910-11 on the arms traffic operations we have provided 

£173,000. On the other hand we have been able to maintain a large part of the 
reduction in our store demands which has been effected during the current year; we 
anticipate a further substantial improvement in regard to the food charges, and we 

hope to obtain a considerable saving by using the R.I. M.S. Duffer;" in the Home 
trooping service for two voyages and dispensing to that extent with the employment 
of hired transports. 

II We have also been able to provide for a possible increase in the railway rates 
for military traffic, consequent on the desire of the Railway Companies to modify the 
tentative arrangements made two years ago for the adoption of a vehicle mileage rate 
for military traffic, which, though administratively advantageous, is thought to involve an 
undue loss to the railways. 

Railways. 

" It has become customary to bring together in this part of the Financial State-
ment the i~r  of capital expenditure on railways during the last five years and the 
similar estimate for 1910-1911. I accordingly present the table as usual; it includes all 
. capital outlay, whether incurred by the State or through the agency of guaranteed or 

assisted companies. 

I 

1907'1908.119011.1909' I90S-II}06. 19"6-1907. 19'9-1910 191001911 
(Revised). (Isud,el). 

----------

" " " I " " I: 
Open lines including 
rolling stock . 5,121,300 5,948,067 7,328,000 : 8,532,141 7,665.400 7,875,800 

Lines under construe- I tion-

3,526,06613,006,800 -
(II) ~ ar  in pre-
VIOUS ~r  . 3,663,073 1,366,2CO 1,170,200 2,424,200 

<") Started in cUrrent 
176,667 146,130 400,100 566,700 year . . . 215,057 ... 
-----

8,999.430 19,650,800 10,334,80010,045,071 9,235,700 10,866,760 
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" On the 31 st March 1909, the total length of open lines was 3°,808'71 miles, 

classified according to gauge as follows :-

5' 6" gauge , 
Metre, '  , • 
Spedal gauges ~  6" and 2') 

TOTAL 

16,001'95 
'3,c83'49 
1,723'27 

30,808'7' 

"During the current year we have added to these appr im~  the follow-
ing .nileag,! :-

5' 6" gauge 
~ r  ,  ,  ,  , 
Special gauges (2' 6" and 2') 

456'90 
317'43 
77'63 

: TOTAL • 851'96 
I --

I During the ensuing year it is intended to increase this length by 520'55 miles, 
" In the current year the return on the capital at charge amounts to 4'48 per 

cent., as compared with 3'69 in 1908'1909, 4'75 per cent. in 1907-1908 and 5'38 per 
cent, in 19°6-19°7, The rate of interest which we have taken for the year on ~h  

debt chargeable to railways is 3'384 per cent . 

.. The position has greatly improved since last year, although the traffic I:eturns have 

not come up to expectations. The improvement is largely due to the acceptance by the I 

railway administrations of the reasonable and indeed inevitable limitations imposed by 
budget provision. The grants for working expenses, etc" are unlikely'to be exceeded by 
more than the comparatively unimportant sum of £8S,000 i and this excess may be taken' 

as due to unprecedented floods on the North-Western Railway and the cyclone which 

worked serious havoc on the Eastern Bengal State Railway. If we take the railwav 
r n~  account as a whole, and set the interest charges, the annuities and sinking fund 

payments, and the minor debits (cost of land, etc,), against the net earnings, we find 
a surplus of £828,500 which accrues to general revenues, Last year there was a\ 

net loss to the State, for the first time since 1898'99. 

.. Our anticipated results for the ensuing year have already been alluded to, The' 

gross earnings are expected to respond to the trade revival i but the larger grants which 

we have been advised to provide for improvements. in the permanent-way, rolling stock, 
and general equipment, as, well as the increasing charges on railway debt, will depress the 
net surplus, . .It is ~ ima  at ODly £486,200, We should have been glad of a greater 

me"sure of assistaDf:e fro,m .our railwllYS.in a year of considerable difficulty i but we accept 
thesituabon in the lconfipent hope that our sacrifices now will result in a substantial and 
t p ~an n  in r a ~ of our net rail,,'ay profits in the future, 
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" Irrigation. 

"The financial position of our great Irrigation undertakings may be gathered at 

a glance from the following table. which carries on and brings up to date the information 

that it has been customary to give in pre\'ious Financial Statements, 

Capital outlay to end of year • 

Direct receipts . . • 
Lind Revf'nue due to Irrigation 

TOTAL 

Working Expenses 
Interest • 

694.900 

• Tbe figum! lor 190,,1908 include the capital outlay to the end 01 1900-1907 on the follO'Ning Minor Works 
tranlferred to the pTOductive class Irom 1St April 19"7 :-

R 6 

UDWPnmD- DUD eaDaI •• 1-.s'3 69.40> 
Bij_ n ' .... • .. 76 '6.570 

North.Wool Fraatier P"";"a:. ~. .  River eanal V,;7.1i83 65 •• 10 

lIl ...... Shaliatope aaicat .yltem 4,07.014 .,..'30 
Tirruk koyilur aDical .,_ 3033.'50 ft.no 

(heyeno anic .. ~m • J,98,916 I6,6aa 

Paille)' aaicut system 20J0.767 'J,JOO 

Lower c.teraaa a.iw.,a- • .,&9,605 Wo3.D 

TOTAL J·,"'0S93 34 ..... 

===-- -
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"Attheendof 1908'19°9. 55.140 miles of main and branch canals and distribut-_ 
aries had been constructed, commanding 47 million:acres of culturable land j the area 
actually irrigated in the year was 22,187,430 acres. The productive works during that 
'year yielded a net return of S'I7 per cent. on the capital outlay of £28 millions, 
after paying all charges exclusive of interest, The net profit to the State. was 

£ 1 ,356,000. 

"The revised estimate for 1909-1910 shows a net profit of £1,345.000 on 
productive works and a net return on capital outlay of 7 ·94 per cent. At the end of the 
current year we expect to have 55,601 miles of main and branch canals and distributaries 
constructed to command 47,396,402 acres of culturable land j and We hope actually 
to have irrigated about 21-1 million acres during the year. .In addition to the 
canals in operation, there are altogether 44 projects which are either under 
construction or awaiting sanction or being examined by the professional advisers 
of the Government; of these 14 are productive and 25 protective. They are designed 

to irrigate 3'24 million acres and 3'61 million acres, respectively, at a total capital cost 
of nearly £ I Ii millions and £ 191 millions, respectively. The former are expected to 
yield a net return of 7'40 per cent. on the outlay, -

"The most important works which received sanction during the ye'lr are the 
Tendula ·project in the Central Provinces and the Hathras Branch of the Upper Ganges 
canal in the United Provincec;. A reference to the former project WJ.S made in 
paragraph 62 of the last year's Financial Statement. It is one of the most promising 
schemes of the class of protective irrigation works. as it will protect_ a large tract of 
country which has suffered severely from drought in recent years, The estimated 
return on its capital outlay is 3'9 per cent., and ~ r  will be started as soon as we are in 
a position to allot funds from our current revenues. The. Hathras Branch canal is 
-designed to serve portions of the Aligarh, Etah and Agra districts of the United 
Provinces where it will irrigate an area of 109,5°0 acres annually. It is a work· of the 
productive category, the return on the capital outlay being estimated at 14'31 per cent. 
Satisfactory progress continues to be made in the construction of the three canals 
comprised in the Triple canal project in the Punjab, but it is feared that the original 
estimate of cost will be largely exceeded. It has been decided to adopt a level crossing 
instead of a syphon to carry the water from the Upper Chenab across the Ravi river for 

the supply of the Lower Bari Doab canal. 

"The important Sind .project for the construction of a barrage at Sukkur, and for the 

system of "five canaIlto take:OUt ,above it, has been under preparation; the design for 

the barrage ~ r under the consideration of the Government of India. The 
Sarda-Ganges- .  a • Feeder scheme has also been under investigation during the 
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year. Mention was made of these projects in paragraphs 63 and 64 Df my last 

Financial Statement. 

··Opium. 

II I fear the Council must be weary of my references to Opium: but I must revert 

to the subject again for a few minutes. It is a question of grave importance to Dur 

revenues and to various interests both in British India and in Malwa. especially to many 

humble people for whom the poppy cultivation is their daily bread. As far as our arrange-

ments with China are concerned, our position is the same as when I described it last year, 

though we shall probably continue our progressive reduction of exports into 1911 while we 

await unequivocal evidence as to the Success or othern-ise of China's efforts to put down 

cultivation and consumption. But in one important respect. we have made a change in 
our domestic arrangements. We have decided to alter the distribution of our exports, so 

as to allow the Malwa States a larger share in them during the next three years. The in-

tentiDn is iJa this way to allow the large stocks of Malwa Opium to be cleared, and the capital 

locked up in them to be released, and to afford the Durbars and cultivators more time to 
adapt themselves to the inevitable decline in poppy cultiyation. We are enabled to 

maKe this change by the greater readiness of the Bengal growers to take to other crops. 

It may be ;::onvenient that I should take the opportunity of announcing the figures of 

export that will be permitted in the next three calendar years, on the assumption that 
the curtailm'ent of ou: exports to China will continue. They are as follows :-

NUMBER OF CHBSTS. 

YEAR. 

Bengal. Malwa. Total. 

------

1911 31,440 15,160 46,600 

1912 26,520 14.980 41.500 

1913 . 21,540 14.860 ~ ,  

• " Meanwhile. the policy of reducing and concentrating cultivation in Bengal is being 
steadily pursued; and. subject to the Secretary of a ~  approval. an important step 

win be ·taken in tha,t directiDn next year by the amalgamation of the two-· Agencies. 

" In my last Financial Statement, I made little more than a passing allusion to 
the InternatiDnal Opium Commission which met at Shanghai in February 1909- Its 
proceedings had not then reached us. and the bearing of its recommendatiDns Dn India 
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was uncertain. Since then, however, we have had an opportunity of examining the 

Commission's conclusions, and the Council will naturally expect some indication of the 

attitude of the Government of India towards the policy which the Commission 

advised. I cal!not enter into any detail because we are still consulting the Local 

Governments concerned, and corresponding ,,'jth the Secretary of State on a number 

of the questions involved. But the Commission was a thoroughly representative body; 

ts conclusions were unanimous j and there is nothing in its findings to deter us from 

expressing our acceptance of the generai principles which it laid down. We .:iccept them 
all the more readily that the interests of lndia were amply and skilfully pressed on the 

Commission by our representative, Mr. J. B. Brunyate. Aided by his knowledge of the 
subject, the Commission was enabled to appreciate the importance and complexity 
of the opium problem in this country. 

" Out of the nine Resolutiol)s if! which the Commission formulated its advice, 

only four have a direct bearing on India. Resolution No.2 recommends measures for 
the gradual suppression of opium-smoking. I need not remind the Council how near we 

are in India to the legal prohibition of this particular form of the opium habit. Absolute 

prohibition is virtually our ideal, and we are preparcd to take every reasonable step 
towards enforcing it, as our action in the past has clearly shown .. In BurMa we have 
had to deal with special difficulties, and our experience' warns us to tread warily: but evell 

in that province absolute proilibition for foreigners, as well as for Burclans, will be 
taken into serious consideration. The difficulties will be great but they may not prove 

insuperable, and we are ready to give the whole question our ~  attention. The 

Commission's third Resolution suggests that we should re-examine our regulations for 

the use of opium in the light of the experience gained by other countries. This we 

are prepared to do. We retain full liberty to protect the . legitimate household and 
medicinal use of opium i but increasing stringency llgainst its use as a luxury or an 
intoxicant, higher rates of duty and more vigorous preventive action command our 

entire approval. Resolution No; 4 advises the adoption of reasonable measures for 

prohibiting the export of opium and ;ts preparations to any country which forbids their 
entry. The exact mechanism for .giving effect to this advice will require examination: 

but the principle involved is equitable and we fully accept it. The fifth Resolution--

the last with which we are immediately concerned-urges on each Government the 
I 

control in its own territories of the manufacture, sale and distribution of morphine or any 

similar opium derivative; We gladly welcome the recommendation. The morphia habit 
and the cocaine habit! arcbecoining serious dangers in India i the enforcing of 'prohibi_ 

tion through the cbntrol of imp~  and of consumption is a matter of extreme difficulty! 

and it ~  only by ~  ~~r r~ a i r  of. the supply of these drugs at its source that ~ 
ean hope to h ~ h~ m chetlk. It w1ll thus be seen, 1 trust, that the Government 

I : . 
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of India are in full accord with the views expressed by the Commission and will take 
any practicable means of making them effective. 

"Provincial Finance. 

"I must now say a word . about the finance of the provinces-a subject which 

has recently caused no small embarrassment to the Government of India. For all the 
provinces taken together, we have the following results :-

Actuals, Revi.ed. 

I 
Budget. 

~ I  ~ I I . 19ID·'9"· 

" " " Revenue · . :14,171,904 24,977,1100 :14,760,900 

ExpeDditure • · . :14,839,247 ZJ,II93,700 25,394.700 
. 

Surplus . · . . ... 683,500 ... 
Deficit. . . . 667.343 . .. 633.800 

"The surplus ir. the current year is in reality fortuitous, being due partly to abnormally 
heavy ~ i n  of Land Revenue and partly to the special subsidies ",ith which the 
Imperial Government helped three of the provinces in the pecuiiar circumstances which 
I have already described. The revenue collections exceeded those of the previous year by 
aoout £700,000 (t>rovincial share), the greater part of lI'hich may be regarded as famine 
arrears. The grants.in·aid of Provincial balances which we have paid through the current 

year's accounts come to a total of £496,000. On the other hand, the deficit for 
next year includes a special draft of £133,000 upon their balances by the Madras 
Government. Making these allowances, we are driven to the conclusion that 
the provinces in the aggregate are steadily over· spending their income by about half a 
million a year. The position is thus one which compels most serious reflection. It differs 
considerably in different provinces. Madras, for example, keeps lI'ell ,,·ithin its means 
and has a large credit balance for special or non.recurring expenditure. The United 
Provinces, with its new settlement and a respite from famine, will no doubt be able to 
avoid deficits in normal conditions, and to build up a strong balance against emergencies. 
Eastern Bengal and Assam enters next year upon its new settlement, which I shall 
shortly describe, and ought in future to be able to confine its expenditure withir. 
the limits of its resources. The Central Provinces finances have been severely tried 
by the recent famine, whicl1 was administered with a care for the interests of the 
general taxpayer which the Government of India cordially appreciate. The ordinary 
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serVices of the province have suffered accotdingly: and until the leeway is made up, 

there may be some excess of expenditure over the normal revenue, though we hope 

it will be neither larr:e nor prolonged. 

"In the other four large provinces, I am afraid that the situation is less assuring-

Bombay, it is true, has substantial balances, but they are being somewhat rapidly dimin. 

ished, and care will have to be exercised to prevent the scale of recurring expenditure 

from settling into permanent excess over the normal revenues. From Burma and the 

Punjab we have recently had gpecial appeals for assistance. To accept these appeals 

",ould have been virtually to admit that the provincial settlements of these provinces are 

inadequate; and we cannot make any such admission. Burma has undoubtedly suffered 

from a setoback, which I hope may be merely temporary, in its Forest receipts; but we 

do not consider that in either province there is a ::ase for revising and amplifying the 

standing arrangements. It will be the duty-disagreeable and unpopular, but inevitable-of 

the Local Governments to overhaul their expenditure and to adapt it to their normal. 

resources. That duty  has already been undertaken in Bengal by our colleague, the 

present Lieutenant-Governor; and I am glad to have this opporunity of expressing' 

my acknowledgment of the courage and thoroughness with which Sir Edward Baker 

has enforced economy in that province. i , 

(. We have now framed  a semi-permanent settlement with Eastern Pengal and, 

Assam, the last province where the settlement was on a tell.porary and p;ovisionall 
basis. This closes our lotlg list of re-settlements, and I can hold out no h0pe of ant ~ 
general revisiori of these arrangements. They were made, before 1 came to India, with i 
scrupulous care, and were i~ n  to foster provincial in p n ~ , economy an'l:l! 
foresight. Nor do I see any near prospect of our being able to undertake a' fl;lrther ha~  
of the recurring expenditure of tocal Governments. Om own necessities will not improl:l-' 
ably force systematic retrenchment lipon us, which will affect Imperial and Provincial 

'services, alike; and in the meantime Local Governments can best co-operate with us, 

and best ~i ga  future difficulties, by examining the causes 01 the insidious growth ol, 

expenditure, an'd by sharply checking them. 
-. 

,. The special grants which we have given in th!(,cp.rrent year to the morc' 

impecunious provil}ces ::were meant. p~  to restore ~ ~r  normal scale of expendi_' 
ture on civil work:> alld partly to enable them to ;closeJ91Q-'911 with the pre-; 
scribed minimum ,balanceso- For ,the next year the oolyadditional grants which we 

in n ~ gio,:e ~r  1;25'5,000 to ~ ~ rp  ~ nga  and Assa;rp, u~ r -:its new settlement., 
£:31,000 ~ nga  for police reforms; 'and £21,000: ~ ripu ~  among five provinc'es,' 

in ,aid of, ,Univer,ty ,and rgi~ ~ f education. The I police. grant is ~ ,  ~  ~h , 

ast that is ,claimable for the refo,nns" which ~. ~~ i n~  on the .adviGe Of h~, 
. . "". -'... '. :1 t ~.  '.. '. , 

-I do nOt'Allude to grantl which are palled "'rough Proviru:ia'89C"UIIIS as'.ubaidlcs 10 local ... thorili.,.. 
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Police Commission. The need for pressing on the reforms is most prominent in 

Bengal, and our general position puts it out of our power to accord similar treatment 

in 1910-1911 to the other provinces "'hose grants haw not yet been paid in full. 
The University grants are a renewal and continuation of what wc have been ,allotting 

since 1904 . 

.. As I have more than once referred to it, I shall describe very briefly the 

new settlement with Eastern Bengal and Assam. The existing settlement was made 

in 1906, and was to run for three years, in order to allow us to gain expericnce of the 
needs of the province. It was kno"n that the Eastern Bengal districts required develop-
ment, but the cost of the operation was largely guess-work. The temporary settlement, 
as we had believed probable, turned out inadequate; but at the end of its 
three-years' term, the Imperial finances were not in a state to justify a revision 
which was clearly going to involve a large transfer of I mperial funds to the Local 

Gm'ernment. The consequence was that the province had to continue working 
with a def,cit, and getting deeper into debt to Imperial re\'enues. We have now, in 

consultation "'ith the Lieutenant-Governor and his officers, given our most 
careful consideration to. the special difficulties of the pro\'ince and arranged, with the 
Secretary of State's appro\'al, to provide it with such a moderate addition to its 
resources as the efficiency of administration seems to demand. The result is that 

our fixed subsidy, to balance the standard figures of revenue and expenditure, has had 
to be raised by £255,000 a year. We have also, out of our high opium receipts 
in the current year, cancelled the province's overdraft and' raised its balance to the 
prescribed minimum of 12 Iakhs: this has cost us £246,000, which of course 
is non-recurring. r trust that with this liberal assistance the new pr ~ in  will now 
advance along the pl!-ths of financial stability. 

"I conclude this portion of my remarks by explaining certain contributions 
from Provincial to Imperial revenues which will appear as new recurring assignments 
in the estimates of the eight major provinces for 1910-1911. Our measures for obtain-
ing extra taxation will mean, as we estimate, an'increased revenue of £166,000 under 
Excise and Stamps j but, as these are • divided' beads and we require the whole 
of the extra revenue for Imperial purposes, :B'e have appropriated tbe Pro\;ncial share 
of it, or £83,000, by taking contributions from the Local Governments concerned. 
The amount which we thus take from e<oeh province is based on a rough estimate of 
what the pro\-ince is likely to collect on account of the higher duties. 

" Ways and Means. 

.. Hitherto we have been considering almost exclusively the current revenue 
and expenditure of India. I must tum to the operations upon our cash balances, 
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both in India and in the Secretary of State's custody in London. As the Government 
of India is its own baiiker, it is into our general cash balances that all our current 
revenue is paid, and from them that all our current expenditure is drawn. They are also 
the reservoir for the proceeds of all sterling and rupee loans, whether raised by 
Government or by railway companies which work our State lines j for the whole of our 
unfunded debt i and for all the miscellaneous deposits whicn are not earmarked for separate 
custody. All the provincial balances merge in them, and in them are absorbed all the 
repayments and interest of State loans or advances to local bodies and private 
individuals. Similarly, it is out of our cash balances that we take all our capital 
expenditure on railways and irrigation j all the advances which Government makes t'l 
local authorities and private persons j and all the money used in the discharge of our 
permanent, temporary or unfunded debt, or in the repayment of deposits. Finally, it 
is through our cash balances, owing to their bf'ing located partly in England and partly 
in India, that Council Bills are usually drawn and the greater part of Government's 
remittances between England and India effected. It is with our cash balances therefore 
that our estimate of Ways and Means are concerned. 

"For 1910011 we count on opening with £12,503,227 in our balances in India, 
and £12,758,615 in England: the latter figure including £2,064,118 on account of the 
Gold Standard Reserve, and being further swelled by part of the proceeds of the £71 
million loan which the Secretary of State floated last month. Our chief requirements 
during the year will be ollr capital expenditure of £ 12,000,000 on nilways and 
irrigation, and £946300 for the discharge of permanent debt j to which may be added 
a net debit of £741,100 for transactions on account of the Gold Standard Reserve j 
the total of these liabilities coming to £13,687,400. To meet these, we shall have our 
revenue surplus of £245,900 and a further \£500,000 from the Famine Grant. The 
Secretary of State has still to realize £1,637,600 out of his January loan j and certain 
Railway Companies are expected to raise fresh capital amounting to £2,597,500. 
Our unfunded debt receipts are estimated at £ 1 ,119,200 and the net result of our advance 
and remittance accounts, etc., will be a credit of £348,600. From the aggregate of 
these resources we shall thus obtain £6,448,800: and our high opening balances will 
be reduced during the course of the year by £6,238,600, thus bringing our available 
means up to £12,687,400. This leaves u" still short by £1,000,000, and we intend to 
borrow that amount (Ii crores of rupees) in India. We estimate our closing balances on 

• the 31st March 1910 at £12,404,127 in India and £6,619,115 in England j £1,323,018 
o( the latter being held on account of the Gold Standard Reserve. 

" Besides the transactions which I have thus described, the year will be marked 
by the purchase of the Indian Midland Railway. This liability will be met partly by 
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taking over Debentures and partly from the proceeds of temporary loans which the 

Secretary of State will raise in England . 

.. The anouncement regarding borrowings is made subject to the usual reservation, 

and the Government of India retain full discretion to vary the programme, as now 

declared, in any way and to any extent that may be thought ad\'isable: 

"The present intention of the Secretary of State is to draw bills on India for 

£16,500,000, but this also is subject to a similar reservation. The figure represents a 

forecast of the Secretary of State's requrrements i but additional bills will be sold, so far 
as may be, if needed to meet the demands of trade. 

"Exchange and Currency. 

"I propose now to pick up the narrati\'e of our currency affairs and to continue 

it from the point up to which I was able to  carry it in the Budget discussions 

last March. During the year 19°8-09, t.he GO\'ernment of India fought a 

strenuous campaign against tire fall in exchange-the -first that had been forced 

upon them since the ad:>ption of· the gold standard. When the year closed, the 

movements of trade were rapidly ~ ming more normal, and exchange was firm at 

u. 3Ud. i ~ a tendency to rise. But though the battle had gone in our favour, its losses 

remained with us in ~h  attenuated condition of our gold resources. In spite of the marked 

recovery whic.1 began in September 1908, the gold holding, in securities and cash, of our 

gold standard reserve was under 8 millions on the 31st of last March. and the reserve 

in .India was laden, besides its standing silver nucleus of 6 crores, with the large sum of 
-9'88 crores in rupees, which we had withdrawn from circulation in exchange for the 

issue of gold in London. The gt'ld in our currency chest at the Bank of England had 

fa:llen to Ii millions; and the amount of sovereigns in our hands in India was practically 
negligible-about £92.000. Our gold resources at the beginning of the current financial 
year were thus represented by a total figure of ~ millions sterling. A year earlier. on 

the 1St April 1908. they had been as high as 21 millions; and before the American 

financial crisis of October 1907. they had reached the substantial figure of 241 millions. 

It was with this contrast in my mind that I have considered it my duty to represent 

the urgency and importance of building up our gold resources again by every means in 
our power. 

"It is' on the volume and direction of India's trade with the outside world 
that· we must primarily depend for the strengthening of our gold position. We may 
_baud our gold when'1Ve have it i we may cause it to fructify i we may even in emer-
~ take exceptional meaDS to supplement it. But it is the relation between 
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our imports and our exports which, in the last resort, decides whether we are to keep 

our gold or to lose it. When I took stock of the position a year ago, our external 

trade, after the dislocation caused by the famine in r h~rn India and by the general 

depression in the world's market>, was beginning to resume its normal proportions. 

The very heavy imports of piece· goods, metals and silver which had helped to upset 

the balance in 1908 were at last easing oF! i the value of private merchandisp. and 

treasure which came into India by sea during the last three months of 1908-09 having 

been less by the enormous sum of I ~ crores than in the corresponding quarter of the 

previous year. Along with this there was a substantial quickening in the export trade; 

big shipments of opium left Bombay in January j a good average cotton crop began to 

move; and the market for yarns in China re\;\'ed after some temporary dullness. 

There was thus a considerable demand for currency, emphasised by the sharp reduction 

which our 'goS operations had effected in the stock .:If rupees available for circulation. 

The Secretary of State was able to sell very heavy drafts during the two busiest months 

of the ~ar j and before the end of M;:rch he had found it possible to restore to the 

gold standard reserve about two millions of the gold which it had parted with. Such 

was the state of affairs when we last discussed the subjed in this Council. 

II When the current year began, the improvement in the outlook had become 

unmistakable. Northern India was safe with a fine spring harvest j anp. the foreign 

market for our yarns, cotton and oilseeds continued active, while the imports of bar-

i ~ feU very substantially r ~ the high f.gure they had reached in the !lrevious year,. 

In May began large exports of wheat, which were abnormally heavy while they lasted. 

They ceased abruptly in August, and brought to a close the first phase of the year's 

trade movement. During the five months from April to August the net exports on private 

account amounted to close on 20 crares, as against 16l crores in the same period of 

1906, 161 crores in Igo7 and an actual (though small) net excess of imports in the five 

corresponding months of the anxious year IgoS. Up till August then everything was 

whoUy favourable to the improvement of our position. In September there came . 

a slight check. Wheat had worked itself out for the time being j and there was a sharp 

drop in cotton and seeds. Simultaneously with this, imports bounded up again j the new 

crop of Java sugar was coming into the market, and large consignments reached 

India of pi ~g  and precious met.::..ls. On the month's account the net result 

was a balance of net imports to the extent of about 1 crore. In this, I need hardly 
say, there was nothing unseasonable, and I should not have referred 1'> the point had it 
. not peen for the immedi#e effect p~ :exchange to which I shall allude below. Clearly, 

h ~ r, the rever,.u of the ball!.nce in September was a merely transitory incidenL 

By pctober,tpe au~har  1ere safe, and a bounteous monsoon offered the best 

of prospects for ~  ing~ spring. Trade soon flowed back into its normal 
! 
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channels; and since then the balance has been steadily in our fa"our ; thanks mainly to 

the heavy exports of catton, tea and jute, both raw and manufactured. During the 

third quarter of the year (last October to December) the exports as a whole exceeded 

the imports by 2 crores in value, against 'i crores in 1905 and 2 crores in 1907 ; but the 
excess would have been vcry much greater if it had not been for the large:: arrivals of 

gold,(about 55 crores) in December. 

"It is instructive to watch how closely the fluctuations in exchange followed the 

broad moYcments of trade which I ha\'e outlined above. Beginning April at I s. ~ :d. 
the rate stiffened to IS. 4d. by the end of the month, thus returning to parity for the 

first time since Christmas IgOj. 1t slipped back a point or two after the middle of May, 

but the Secretary of State met with no checks in his sale of bills until well into August. 

'Vith the abrupt stoppage of the wheat exports, a shade of weakness came over the 

market. The reduced supply of export bills, combined with easy money (Bank rates of 

3 per cent. in both Calcutta and Bombay), forced ~rn the rate once more below gold 

point. I immediately put into force what may now be regarded as the regular and 

stereotypetl procedure for checking a slump; and on the 2nd of September, and again 

on the 9th, the Comptroller General offered to sell bills on London at IS. 3;g-d. up to 
£500,000 worth in eacn week. The bills actually taken during the fortnight amounted 

only to £ 156,000 ; h~ Secretary of State at his end cut down his offers of remittances; 

and the market was almost immediately restored to confidence, exchange rising by rapid 

stages back to parity on the 23rd of September. From October onwards there has been 

no further sign of trouble ; Council bills have been sold in very large quantities, at 

prices ranging from par to .l2nds abo-ve, with .1,nds for telegraphic transfers i and 

gold has begun ont:e more to come freely into the country. 

" In currency affairs, effects sometimes follow causes with gratifying rapidity. 

As the result of the heavy demand for remittances to finance our revived export trade, 

the Secretary of State expects, in addition to satisfying all the requirements of his home 

treasury, to be able to raise the gold standard reserve by the end of March to over 

£14l millions j that is, to repay to it the whole of the gold which had to be withdrawn 

in J go8 in support of exchange. Our currency reserve in London stands at I t millions i 
but the sovereign is once more visible in India, the stock of gold held by us in this 

country having risen to over 5f millions at tne end of January, when it was still rapidly 
increasing. Within two years after the first breaches had been made in our position, 

oqr walls have been rebuilt and we are engaged in the further strengthening and exten-

sion of our defences. 

" I should be lacking in candour if I allowed the Council to think that we are 

yet satisfied with the sufficiency of our defences. We have come successfully through 
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one financial crisis and one famine. But there have been blacker times in the inan~ia  

world than the crisis of October 1907, and there. have been ng~ and more widespread 
famines in India than the one which is now happily at an end. My desire is to see our 
gold resources strong enough to carry us over not one, but m'o, years of short exports ; 

and to keep exchange stable through at least twicc the period during which. we supported 

it in 19o8. I do not say that e\'en then we should regard bur position as absolutely 
clear; but -what I have· indicated seems as much as we need aim ·at for the present. I 

shOuld now like to add a caution on the other side. I wish to dissociate the Government 
from the notion that a reduction in our gold holdings is an evil per se, and I trust that 
nothing which I have said above will be taken as indicating sympathy with that idea. 

There would be nothing more fallacious than to conceive of our gold reserves as being 
something that we put away in safety and stri"e to protect at all hazards. They exist 

to be used; and they are efficient only in so far as they are capable of being freely used 

for the purpose for which they were created. To hoard our gold when there is a clear 
case for employing it, would be fatal to our currency policy: and it may, and usually 

will, be just as much our duty to disperse. our reserves when the balance of trade is 
against India, as it is our duty to build them up when the ~a an  is in our favour. The 

increasing delicacy of the -el'change standard and the more frequent manifestations 
of nervousness in the market-l use the term in no offensive srnse-may require us 

to open our gold reserv!::s more often than has hitherto been necessary: but we shall 
not hesitate to do so whenever exchange clearly needs support. 

" It is therefore with genuine satisfaction that I am able to announce two recent 

decisions which ought to increase the efficiency of our gold reserves. The Council will 
remember that, in August 1907, upon the advice of the Indian RailwclY Firance Com-

mittee, it was determined to employ one-half of the profits on our rupee coinage in capital 

expenditure upon railways. The sum of £ J, 123,6'04 ,,'as actually diverted in this manner. 
But for the future, as has now been decided, the whole of our coinage profits without 
reservation will be paid into the gold standard reserve until such time as teh gold held 
by us; in that Reserve and in the Paper Currency Department combined, reaches the 

figure of [.25 millions sterling. The second important change concerns the form in 
which the gold standard reserve is held in ng ~n . For the future, instead of tying 
up the whole amount in investments, the Sfcretary of State has consented to keep I 

million sterling uninvested, letting out this sum in short loans or putting it into ban k 
deposits. Of the balance, he will hold a considerable portion in high-class se:curities with 

a near date of redemption ; and the remainder in Consols or other approved stock. 

When we are next obliged to sell sterling bills on London, the Secretary of State will thus 
be able to meet them in ~  first instance from cash which is virtually at call. When 

this is exhausted, he can draw ~n his ~h r a  securities, upon which cash can always 
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be obtained by sale or loan if it is impossible to wait for their maturity. If the crisis still 

continues, it will become necessary to realize-and to realize-graduaJly and carefully-the 

more permanent secuntles. ·It will be for the Se.cretary ~  State in Council  to carry out 

this operation, and he accepts the r p n i i i ~ for doing so if occasion arises. I trust 

-that the Council, as well as the large and jmportant community who are vitally interested 

in-such matters, will find in these arrarigements and in the actions of Government during the 

. ia ~~, ri  uncertain proof ~  the determination of those who are responsible for 

the Government of India to uphold h~ ~  "alue of the rupee. 

Conclusion. 

" In -introducing the Budget last year I used the perhaps infelicitous _ expression 
-.'agarob .. k: i~ r .in.  So far the gamble has resulted in a win, but I think everyone 'will 
agree that, although the monsoon -must always remain a dominating factor in forecasting 

the re"enue and expenditure of India, it would be neither prudent nor right to approach 
the mpi a~i n of a budget from a gambling standpoint. Broadly speaking, it should 

be possible by the experience of past years, tempered br a careful reviel\' of possibly 
changed circumstances. to. form a fairly' close estimate of revenue and expenditure. The 

mons')on will, however, always be a factor in regard to which hope must 'of necessity take 
the place of calculation: and that in itself renders budgeting in this country a matter of 
abnormal difficulty. All we can -do is-to calculate upon a reasonably good harvest, and 

in the literal ~  best !;ense, P?t our trust in Providence. 

" To the best of my ability I have estimated our assets and liabilities for the 
ensuing year'. The ·outcome necessitates some additional taxation. I can understand 
a certain malicious satisfaction in extracting revenue out of multi-millionaires. But this is 

not a rich country. A large proportion of its people are poor, an appreciable proportion 
are very poor. Ko right-minded man can impose additional taxation on India with a 
light heart.' To me it is a very genuine sorrow to be obliged to do so. I did Dot sow 
the storm, but I am reaping the whirlwind . 

. ~ i I .maycount on your sympathy. 

"I believe I shall have your support." 

INDIAN STAMP (AMENDMENT) BILL. 

The Hon'ble MR. MESTON moved for leave to introduce a Bill further to 

amend the Indian Stamp Act, 1899. He said :-" This particular motion does 
not appear on the List of Business which Hon'ble Members have in their hands 
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aud, with Your Lordship's permission, it will he followed by several other m j ~  
which also do not find' a place in the agenda, but they, ~r  essential and integral 
parts of the Budget proposals explained in the speech to which we have jus 
,listened. TheHQn'ble Finance Member bas told the Council that, in ~r r to 
,maice our revenue and our 'expenditure balance, it will be neCE'ssary to raise next 
i. a ;;j r. ,;.. a a i ~ which will yield r u~h  170 lakbs of rupees, and iJ is' 
pr p~ , ;  to, g~r hi a, ~  ~r ~ ~r.~~ par  ur ~ r m increased duties 
. ~ am ,.. mm..ra.i ipg~ r .ai  . .pLth.e..i1aJ:Dp,duties upon documents, and from, 
,~n ~rg ,~ ~a  of excise under tbe orclers of Provincial Governments. The tbird 
, , h ~  prpposais will be for Local,Go.vernments to deal with. They will take 
'M'6'fitul'es'aloilcC!:lo enforce the increased excise-'duties, either by notification or 
~ ~ r ... ~ . ~~~ .  ~ '.\_";::"." .. -,,' ", ", . ",' .  . . 
by such other legal processes as may be necessary. The processes which are 
requi, ed to obtain the extra revenue on ~  and on stamps are matters for 
the Imperial Legislature and it is proposed at once to introduce the necessary 
Bills. We must do this without delay in order to prevent evasion of taxation. 
This gi ~ i n will take the form of three a~  ndi ng Acts, an Act dealing :with 
the tariff law, the other two Acts dealing with the. stamp Ia:w. The 'last' two 
might possibly have been amalgamated in one, but it was f"und convenient to take-
. ~  the Acts which lays down the substantive law and to amend them 

separately. ;) 

" What 1 have to ask the Council to consider first is a Bill to amend the· 
Indian Stamp Act Schedule in certain respects. The intention ~  the Bill' 
is to take the extra revenue which we require from the smallest number of items 
with the least possible inconvenience to trade and the least possible hardship' 
. to the general public. Now t he Indian Stamp Act deals with a very large 
number of documentS. We require only about 20 lakhs of extra revenue. The 

.. ,~ ,~ u, n ~~ ~ __ ~ . .  , n~ a .u.r as ~, as possible to avoid any interference 
with the general business of the community. We do not propose, for example, 
to interfere with the rates on bonds and mortgages, conveyances and leases,. 
on receipts or cheques, or practically on any other of the ordinary 
incidents of every-day life. When these are eliminated from the h ~ , we 
find ourselves' left ,,·ith the. instrljments of credit,'lJi18., bills of exchange 
and pr~mi r  notes, and with the instruments which affect business or 
the operations of the Stock Exchange. It is on these, accordingly; Sir, that we, 
propose to ask for the extra taxation which we require. The precise items, 
which we propose to touch concern the issue of debentures which at present 
pay a dlltyof It per cent., share warrants to bearer which at preser.t pay' 
t per cent., and all documents affecting the transff'r of shares and debentures. 
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which at present pay iper cent. The rates in force in England are exactly 
double of these rates, and .the proposal which, this Bill contains is that we should 

assimilate our rates to the English rates j that we should double the rates on 

debentures, on share warrants and on documents of transfer. 

",There remains only one other somewhat Important transaction which I 
do not think will be affected, yet which is referred to by the present Chancellor 
of the Exchequer in words which I may very suitably quote. Mr. Lloyd George 
said: C A block of shares may be sold and re-sold several times in the course of 

passing from one permanent holder to another, and the whole of these transactions 
may be covered by a single transfer from the first seller to the final purchaser. 
In such cases the intermediate transactions escape taxation altogether, except for 

the stamp-duty which is chargeable upon the broker's contract note.' That, I take 
it, is practically the law in India, and the duty for these intermediate purchases and 

sales and transfers is only one anna, whatever may be the value of ~  consider-
ation involved. We propose to amend this by taking the rate up into a graduated 

scale and enforcing one ann-'1 for every Rs. 500 or part of Rs. 500 of the value 
of the security of the ha~  or the amount of the bill which changes hands. As 

regards bills of exchange and promissory notes, we propose a moderate addition 
of roughly 50 per cent. That, Sir, closes  the list of the enhanced duties which we 
propose in this Bill; it is not a heavy or burdensome list, and I accordingly 
beg for leave to introduce it." 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'hle MR. MESTON introduced the Bill. 

The Hon'blE! MR. MESTON moved that the Rules of Business be suspended 
to admit of the Bill being refocred to a Select Committee. " 

THE PRESIDENT declared the Rules suspended. 

The Hon'ble MR. MESTON moved that the Bill be referred to a Select 

Committee consisting of the Hon'ble Sir Guy Fleetwood Wilson, the Hon'bIe 
Mr. is. P. Sinha, the Hon'ble Mr. Brunyate, the Hon'ble Mr. Kesteven, 
the Hon'hle Babu Bhupendra Nath Basu. the Hon'hle Sardar Partab Singh, the 
Hon'hle Maung Bah Too, the Hon'hle Mr. Mazharul Haque, and the m r~ 

with instructions to report on Friday, the 4th March. 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

COURT-FEES (AMENDMENT) BILL. 

The Hon'ble MR. MESTON moved for leave to introduce a Bill further to 

amend the Court-fees Act, 1870. He said :-" This is the second of the small 
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measures to which I referred in my previous remarks. .It is necessary to make a 
special piece of legislation of this, but all that \\ e propose to do is to raise the 
present rates on probate. There is at present in India nothing at all corre-
sponding to the large revenue wh ich the English Government receive from death-
duties, u~ i n u i  and estate-duties. The nearest approach to it is the 
very small duty which we receive from probates, and these rates, these duties', 
may very reasonably be somewhat extended. The present duty in India, Sir, 
is 2 per cent. all round, whatever may be the value of the property in respect 
of which probate is granted, or letters of administration taken out. In England, 
before probate-duties were absorbed by the present estate-duties, the probate rate 
used to be 2 per cent. for estates of the value of £soo or less, it was 21 per 
cent. for estates valued at from £500 to £ 1,000, and it was 3 per cent. fOr 
estates to the value of £ I ,000 and upwards. We propose, however roughly, to 
assimilate our Indian rates to those, and in this Bill the suggestion is that the 
rate should be raised to 21 per cent. on estates which are valued at Rs. 10,000 
and over and to 3 per cent. on estates valued at ~ . 50,000 and over. We 
believe that in this way we shall increase our revenue by the moderate amount 
of 5 Jakhs. I beg leave to introduce the Bill." • 

The Hon'ble BAB17 BHUPENDRA NATH BASU :-" Is the Hon'ble Member 
aware that in applications for probate and letters of administration, the duty is paid 
at the time that application is made, and that probate or letters of admin:stration 
are issued long after? The Hon'ble Member must be aware that in the present 
day, in many estates, the orders have been made for the issue of probate and 
letters of administration after the duty has been paid. Will he make these 
estates liable to pay the enhanced duty, or will they -pay the old duty?" 

The HOI"ble MR. MESTON :-My Lord, I would suggest that the Hon'ble 
Member's suggestion be taken into ·consideration in Select Committee." 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble MR. MESTON introduced the Bill. 
• 

The Hon'ble MR. MEST6N moved that the Rules of Business be suspended 
to admit of .the Bill being referred to a Select Committee. 

THE PRESIDENT declared the Rules suspended. 

The Hon'ble MR. MRSTON moved that the Bill be referred to a Select 
Committee consisting of the Hon'ble Sir Guy Fleetwood Wilson, the "on'ble 
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Mr. S. p. Sinha, the Hon'ble Mr. Brunyate, the Hon'ble Mr. Kesteven, 
the Hon'ble Babu Bhupendra  Nath Basu,. the Hon'ble Sardar Partab Singh, 

the Hon'ble Maung Bah Too, the Hon'ble Mr. Mazharul Haque, and the 
mover, with instructions to report on Friday, the 4th March. 

The motion was put and agreed to • 
• 

INDIAN TARIFF (AMENDMENT) BILL. 

The Hou'ble MR. MESTON moved for leave to introduce a Bill further to 

amend the In.dian Tariff Act, 1894. He saiJ :-" It is from this measure that 
we expect to get the greater part of the extra revenue which we require. As 

t!!e Hon'ble Finance Member has explained, we aim at getting an additiunal 
revenue of one crore from the customs tariff, and we hope to get this amount 
by means of fresh taxation on liquors, tobacco, silver and petroleum. 

" This does not mean tariff reform. Our schedule is not a particularly 
good one. In many respects it is out of date. It is full of anomalies, as I 
suppose most scheduhls are. But it is also studdt:d with obsolete concessions 
and with favoured rates which the present state of Indian industries no longer 
justifies. There is thus a very strong temptation to take the schedule up, go 
into it scientifically and overhaul it. 

"That temptation however we have resisted. The work must wait for 

another occasion. Our present proposals aim at getting the maximum amount of 
revenue out of the ,smallest number of commodities with the least inconvenience 
to trade and the least hardship to the consumer. If you take our tariff schedule 
for, say, the last year and look'down the list of items, you will at once see how 
easy it is to single out a few important articles which yield the chief slices of 
r ~u . They are liquors, which last year gave us about a crore j petroleum 
which gave us half a crore i silver wh;ch gave us half a crore i sugar and' piece-

goods. For our new proposals we have selected the first three of these cate-
gories. If we had selected more than these three, we should probably have ~  

more revenue than we should absolutely .require j and next to the mistake of 
insufficient taxation, there is no greater blunder than taking more than the 
Government really requires. But we have also selected tobacco, and you will 
~  find tobacco in the list of articles which yield substantial revenues to our 
exchequer. There is probably no ch·iJised Ciountry in the world where tobacco 
is so inadequately taxed as it is in India, and it is now time to remedy that 

omlSsaon. 
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"These then ar~ our proposals. On-liquors 'the present standard ute is 

Rs. 7 per proof gallon. We propose to raise this to Rs. g-6, which n ~ only 
gives us a ~ an ia  enhancement, but has the great administrative advantage 

of being based on the easily calcillated rate of one and half annas per gaUon cf 
proof. This lYe believe will be a very great convenience to 01lT. customs houses 
and to the trade. Convenience however is not by any means oui' chief rea,;;on 
for the new duty. We want a "substantial enhancement and we want it for 

various reasons. "I need not repeat that we want it for revenue reasons j we 
also want it in pursuance of our regular excise policy which, as Sir Edward 

Baker once ]lut it, makes the duty on imported spirits the high water mark for 
our taxation of country spirit. It has always been our practice when, in the 
course of the steady and deliberate enhancement of excise rates, they hale 
risen to the neighbourhood of the tariff rate,-it has been our practice to increaSe! 
the tariff rate in its turn and to set up the new duty as the goal at which 
our excise rates ought to end. It is in this way that we are steadily 
increasing our taxation upon intoxicants of all kinds. There are now in nearly 

every, if not every, province cons"iderable areas where the excise-duty on spirits 

exceeds Rs. 7  a gallon, and" the Rs. 7 which we take on imported 
spirits has thus got notice to move. But there is one further reason-and· a 
very powerful reason-for increasing the "duties on our imported liquors. It 
has been pressed upon Government by a recent committee which sat in Bombay 
to investigate the import of foreign spirits and their effect." That corr.mittee was 
a thoroughly reprt·sentative body, aomprising officials and non-officials, 
revenue enthusiasts and temperance enthusiasts (though I do not mean to 
imply that the two forms of enthusiasm are necessarily hostile). That com-
mittee has pointed out how serio.Js is the growth of the imports into India of 
cheap potato and similar spirits; how skilfully such spirits are doctored and 

decorated to catch the public taste j" and how insidiously they are operating in 
promoting the tippling habit. The committee recommended that we should 
take over closer control of this class of spirits by influencing the retail price 

through the means ot higher license fees. This proposal will receive full consi-
deration i but in the meantime it is not too much to hope that we shall get at 
the same result by increasing the a~  rate. The other increases which the 

Bill proposes are more or less proportioned to the rise in tbe standard rate on 

ordinary spirit. It is proposed to tax liqueurs and perfumed spirits witb a variety 
of their congeners at Rs. 13 a gallon without reference to the proof strength. 
Tbis will avoid interference with consignments by opening tbem for tbe purpose 
of ~ ing tbeir strength; and it is based on the assumption that" the average 

strength of such spirit is rougbly 40 over proo£. 
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"Denatured spirit, commonly called methylated spirit, will remain at the 

present rate of 5 per cent. ad valorem. h~r  is no intention of increasing it. 
Spirit used in drugs or medical preparations is at present subject to two rates 
according to the proportion of spirit' contlined; this division is difficult to work 

and it dates from a time when the tariff rate was low and freights were heavy, 
so.that the 5 per cent. ad valorem rate was not disproportionate to the higher 
rate which the stronger spirit paid. We now propose to tax them all at their 

spirit strength, provided always of course that the strength is so great as to 
take the preparation outside the category of drugs pure and simple; but the 
actual rate which we propose is to be less than the rate on intoxicants; 
it will be Rs. 7-13 a gallon or the equivalent of 11 annas per degree of proof., 

II I turn now to beer and wines. The duty on beer is only two annas a 
galIon or one-third of an anna on a quart bottle. This is considerably below the 

duty enforced in the United Kingdom and it is a mere bagatelle comj'ared with 
the duty on imported beer in all the chief colonies. We propose to raise it to 

3 annas with a rr p n i~ enhancement of 'the excise on beer made in this 
country. This will bring it up to half an anna a quart, which will surely not be 
~gar  as an extra\'agant contribution to the revenues. The duties on wine 
will also be raised by 50 per cent. They are extremely low at present and they 
have not been altered since 1875. Thete is no necessity to defend what we no\\ 
propose tn take, namely, Rs. 3-12 a gallon on champagne and sparkling wines. 
and Rs. 1-8 a gaUon on still wines. 

" Our next; -;hief object for extra taxation is tobacco, and in regard to it I 

am afraid that our proposals will be considered as somewhat drastic. 
At present the taxation is absulutely negligible. Leaf tobacco pays nothing 

at all; other tobaccos pay only 5 per cent. on their invoice value, and' J have 
no doubt that their invoice value is kept at the most modest figure. The 
result is an enormous growth in the imports of cheap tobacco, particularly of 
American cigarettes and raw tobacco which comes in from America and 
thrcugh the United Kingdom for the manufacture of the so-called Swadeshi 

cigarettes to compete with their m ~ an rivals. 12.000 lbs. of leaf 
tobacco were imported in this way last year. and over 3 million pounds of 
cigarettes. Some of us may be more familiar with the so-called Egyptian 
cigarettes than with other brands; but 1 have made a rough calculation which 
shows that out of every 100 cigarettes imported into India 2 are described as 
Egyptian and 98 come from other and less aristocratic sources. The Booci 
of cheap cigarettes and ciga.rette tobacco. whicb are pouring into India is 
bound to have its effect in time upon the public health of the people and more 
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particularly upon the health of the young. . It is having its effect now. These 

packets of 10 cigarettes which are hawked about our towns and cities and 

railway stations are sold as low as It pice per packet .. You can get a better 

quality for 2t pice, and the aristocrats of the market can be had fo:c 3 pice, 
that is, 3 farthings fQr a packet which I understand sells for to 2i or 3d. in 
England. This mu!;t lead-of course we know it does lead-to detrimental us,e. 

We propose to put a duty of Rs; 2 a lb. on all cigarettes. This will be equi-

valent to about·8 annas a hundred and will increase the price. of the ordinary 

packet of 10 to something between It to 2 annas. For this we think there 

is· every justification. The other tobacco rates are made as far as possible 

proportionate to the cigarette rate. On our raw tobacco. which is at present 

free, we propose to put Rs. 1-8 a lb., Rs. 1-10 a lb. on pipe tobacco and 

Rs. 2-8 per lb. on cigars. If any Hon'ble Member thinks that these rates are 

likely to fall somewhat severely on a harmless luxury, I would invite him to 

compare them with the rates which are now being paid in England. Mr. Lloyd 

George's budget proposed 7s. a lb. on cigars, 5s. 8d. on cigarettes and corre-

sponding rates on the less expensive articles. • 

" I come now to petroleum, which at present pays one anna a gallon. It 

is ~n article of which th:: consumption is very rapidly increasing in India an'd 
from which, it is understood, very large profits are r a i~ . m ~ing like 

84 million gallons were imported last year, and we believe that the s,ma\l addi-

tional duty could be collect.ed without any, trouble. 

·'There remains only silver, and I approach it with some tre?idation, because 

there is no more burning question among currency experts than the propriety 

of a heavy tax on silver in our present ir um ~an . The controversy has 

broken out ill Bombay quite recently, and Government has been very strongly 

urged by one school of thinkers to take up the question again, in order, as some 

of our critics would put it, to prevent the competition of silver with Council Bills 

or, as others would prefer, to raise the rupee from its present bullion value to 

something more akin to its token value. In the widely divergent views which 

tbis question elicits there is much tha\ requires careful study, and the Government 

of lpdia may find some later opportunity for confessing its faith in the matter. 

The present is not such an bpportunity. We do not profess to tax silverfor 

currency plH'poses, we do not tax it for the purpose of strengthening our gold 

reserve, we do not tax it because we want to keep it out of the country; we tax 

it simply because we require money and because 4 annas an ounce, which is the 

rate we propose, is a moderate contribution to the revenues from an article whic h 

is introduced in such enormous quantities and a trade in which there must be 
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very large profits. If our tax has incidentally the effect of raising the value 

·of the small hoards of rupees or the silver ornaments which form the savings of 

many millions of humble people in India, we shall all be the more gratified. 

" There is only one other alteration in our existing schedule to which I 
·have not alluded. The present import duty on opium of 12 rupees a lb. is 

in ~n  to be a prohibitive one; many of the derivatives of opium are ;now 

being brought into the country in hrgt:: quantities for undesirable purposes. 

We propose thereFore to tax the opium alkaloids at the same rate as opium itself, 
which will have the effect of bringing morphine and similar .opiates into our net, 

unless of course they are introduced in the form of recognized m i in ,~ 

Dover's powder and the like,-when they will simply be, as at present, amenable 
to the ordinary 5 per cent. duty. 

" I now beg leave to introduce this Bill. The ordinary practice would be, 
foliowing well established precedents, to move Your Excellency to suspend all the 

standing,rules whic·h would interfere with its becoming law at one sittitig. There 
are'obvious justifications for ihis. When a rise in customs duties takes place there 
is ~ inevitable tendency for the taxable articles to be rushed out of bond at the 

old rates. On this occasion we cannot afford the loss of revenue "'hich this 
might im-olve, and we accordingly propose that the new rates should take 
effect from this morning. As however the alteration of the tariff schedule 

affects a variety of interests, we are averse tD hurrying the Bill through Counci 
without such consideration as may be possible between this and the next 
meeting of the Council. We propose accordingly, with Your Excellency's 
permission, to refer the Bill to a Select Committee without prejudice to. the. 
liability of importers to pay the new rates from this morning onwards." 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hou'ble MR. MRSTON introduced the Bill. 

The Hon'ble MR. MESTON moved that the Rules of Business be suspended. 

THE PRESIDENT declared the Ruies suspended. 

The Hon'ble MR. MESTON moved that the Bill be referred  to a Select 
Committee consisting of the Hon'ble Sir-Guy Fleetwood Wilson, the Hon'ble 
Mr. S. P. Sinha, the Hon'ble Mr. Holms, the Hon'ble Mr. Gates, the Hon'ble 
Mr. Todhunter, the Hon'ble Mr, Gokhale, the Hon'ble Raja of Kurupam, the 

Hon'ble Moulvi Syed Shams-ul-Huc:i.a, the Hon'ble Mr. Graham, the Hon'ble 
Sir Sassoon David and the mover, with instructions to report on Friday, the 4th 
March. 

The motion was put and agreed to. 
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INDIAN COMPANIES ~  BILL. 

The Hon'ble MR. MAXWELL moved that the Report of the Select 

Committee on the Bill further to amend the Indian Companies Act, 18813, be' 

taken into n i ~ i n. 

The motion was put and agreed tn. 

The Hon'ble MR. MAXWELL moved that the Bill be passed. 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

DOURINE BILL. 

., 

The Hon'ble MR. MILLER moved that the Report of the Select Committee 

on the Bill to provide for the prevention of the spread of Dourine be taken into 

consideration. He said :-" My Lord, the Report of the. Select mmi ~ on the 
Bilt has been before the Counlil for a week. In movineg that it be taken into consi-

deration, I should like to refer to one or two changes which the St:1ect Com-
mittee have made. The Bill has been criticised as in some re!'pects too i r~ , 

especially as regards the grant of compensation. TherE' is no doubt that-its tErms 
are exceedingly liberal in this respect, but this was thought advisable not merely , 
to prevent hardship to individuals but as a safeguard against concealment of 
the disease. As some check, however, against the pmsible award of excessive 
compensation, the Committee have provided in section 10 (2) that in certain 

cases, when the compensation exceeds Rs. 250, a reference should be made to 
the Collector. The Committee has also taken tw'o provisions from the Glanders 

and Farcy Act, which appear as clauses 13 and 16 of this measure. The first 
is for the protection of the public against unnecessary or vexatious searches, and 
subjects any inspector who is guilty to severe punishment. The other one, on 
the other hand, protects persons who take proceedings under this Act in good 

faith." 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble MR. N. SUBBA. RAO moved that in clause 8, sub-clause (6). 
(i.), of the Bill, as amended, for the words "to be destroyed" the words If to ~ 

segregated in such place or places as the Local Government may fix" be sub-
stituted. He said :-" My Lord. ~ i n 8 deals with animals amicted with 
dourine. 1n the case of diseased horses, the proposal is to have them castrated. 

In the case of diseased mares used for breeding purposes, there are ~.  remedies· 
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provided to prevent the spread of the disease: one is to brand themand the other 

is to destroy them subject to the sanction of the Commissioner or other officer 

appointed by Government. There is no indication anywhere in the Bill that 

such animals might be segreg-ated instead of being destroyed, and no provision 

is made for the purpose. This appears to be, I submit, a serious defect in the 

Bi!l which requires to be remedied. 

1/ I must confess that I am not aware of any circumstances which impera-

tively necessitate the destruct inn of mares affiicted with this disease. 

The Report of the Select Committee has not dealt with the point nor with the 

question of segregation of such animals. As to the probable operation of this 

section the United Provinces Government reports: -' If the disease of dourine is 
one which can only be stopped by the prevention of breeding from infected 

animals, it appears to him that probably all mares affected should be destroyed 

or at least purchased and employed under proper supervision to prevent them 

from bejng used for breeding.' Thlls two alternatives are p a ~  before us : either-

destruction or segregation. • My Lord, I have had the advantage of reading the 

note prepared by the Hon'ble Mr. Hyat Khan who is wdl entitled to speak with 

authority on the subject. He has kindly placed it at the disposal of the Hon'ble 

Memberc;. From that it will be seen that the effective remedy against the 

spre<ld of the dist-ase is branding or ringing the mare. It appears lhat this remedy 

of ringing is frt'ely adopted in the Punjab and is successful in attaining its object 

in connection with breeding purposes. He consiuers that it is the safest and 

easiest method of preventing the spread of the disease. The Hon'ble Mover 

will pardon me if I say that no case is made out for the insenion of this clause-

providing for the destruction of a diseased mare. 

"Even if the method recommended by the Hon'ble Yr. Byat Khan is not 

accepted, I do not see why the diseased mare should :tot be segregated instead 

of being destroyed. h~ disease which this Bill deals with is not infectious 
but only contilgious and that too under particula.r conditions. It appears to me. 

therefore, that segregation is amply sufficient to meet the objects which the-

Bill has in view. • 

_ " My Lord, there are several asylums in i ~ n  p:1rts of the country 

where sick animals are takf'n care of anti boked after-'lsylums supported by the 

public which form a striking feature of the civilization of 1 his ancient land. 

There does not appear to be any reason why mares afIect.·d with dourine should_ 

not be segregated in such places, and if Government does not find them suitable-
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in any way, SIlf"cial arrangements may well be made for their protection. No 

doubt some cost Yo ill have to be incurred. Surely, it will ~  be anything like what 

tS incurred to prevent h~ spread of plague. 

II I may be told that under Act XIII of 1899, horses affected with glanders or. 

farcy or any other epidemic disease could be destroyed. I understand that that 

Act deals with infectious diseases and we are not discussing here the propriety 

of the provisions of that Act. Whatever that may be, one wrong does not give 

authority to commit another wrong. I hopt: this Council will respect the feelings 

of the peoplt: of the country and show some consideration to animals which are 

afflicted with dourine ior no fault of theirs, especially when it is not clear that 

destruction in any case is required to prt!vent the spread of the disease. 

" My Lord, the principle underlying ~hi  alJlendment, I need hardly say, is 
that animal life should be held sacred. I hope that this Council will not brush 

aside this noble ideal cheri,;hed by largt: populations in this country and will 

not give its sanction to the de,;truction of dumb aruma1s, if it can be helped." 
• 

The Hon'ble LIEUTEN}_NT MALIK UMAR HYAT KHAN said :_" My 
Lord, the present Bill, which provides for the prevention of the sJlread of 

Dourine is a very important measure, as it deal,; with the safety of such animals 

as are very useful from t:very point of view. Any disease which may L'ause the 

destruction of such animals should be treated as sericus and requires some speedy 

legislation. This disease was first discovered in Germany in 179fi, and has since 

made its appearance in some other countries. Happily it did not reach India 

till recently, and that alone in the upp~r portior. of the country. I am glad to 

say that it is not prevalent anywhere at present, but prevention is always better 

than cure, and it is well to have a safeguard for an evil before it is actually faced. 

/I I am glad to say that I was put on the Select Committee and was by 

chance of useful opinion on the subject, having undergone a short course of 

veterinary training and being a breeder of horses on a large scale, which fact is 

wen known to your Excellency. I ha~  also had a bitter experience of epidemic 
and contagious diseases in losing' some very valuable horses in the last few months, 

some of which were well known to horse-owners. I am, therefore, alive to the 

necessity of taking some useful measures, and this is one of the causes why I have 
not pressed many of my amendments which would have materially changed the 
Bill and caused an unnecessary delay in requiring its re-publication. The altera-
tions and suggestions which I proposed to make may be found in my remarks 
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offered for the consideration of the Select Committee toO'cther with a brief his-
b 

tory, the symptoms and period of the disease "and an analysis of the reasons for 
the amendments desired. 

II I started by omitting st sections in a small Bill of t S sections and pro-
p ~  some 13 amendments. My main object in brief and without going into 
details was :-

Firstly, to include all the equine species in the Bill. 

Secondly, to take precaution against misuse of the power gi\·cn by it. 

Thirdly, to provide some penalty for violation of the general purposes of 
the Act. 

Fourthly, to dispense with the destruction of affected animals. 

Fifthly, to award no compensation to the owners of such animals . 
• 

Sixthly, to afford'protection against legal proceedings to persons working 
under this Act. 

<r My Lord, the amendments my Bon'ble Colleague has moved were 
originally pt..t in by me, though in an ~ form which I have just alluded to in 
heading fourth. 

"1 am not going to advance the arguments which are fully given in my sug-
gestions to the Select Committee for dispensing with the destruction of affected 

animals, the consequence of which would have saved any compensation awarded 
to the owners. 

"I have given a brief reason for not pressing these arguments. When the 
necessary precautions are taken by castrating. branding, etc., and by another 
method which I had suggested or by segregating the animal affected, there is no 
necessity to destroy it j and tl)e am n m n~  of my Hon'ble Colleague go in 
the same direction and produce a similar result. If practicable, I think they may 

l>'! useful if powers of destruction are also kept in extreme cases. 

"However, as some of my important amendments have been taken into 

consideration, I did not press the rest Oft the Select Committee. I am satisfied 
with the Bill and in supporting the Hon'ble Mover I respectfully beg that the 

Bill be passed into law." 
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The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALE :-" My Lord, I should like to say a word on 

this amendment. I think there is very considerable force in what has fallen 

from my friend the Hon'ble Mr. Subba Rao. 1 think that the destruction of ' 

mares amicted with this disease would be far too drastic a course and would 

~,again  the n i~ n  large sections of the people. At the same time 
I recognize that to throw upon the Government!='f India the responsibility" of 

'bearing the expense of segregating the animals ,,"ould perhaps be a large order. 
I do not think that· the times of the Emperor Asoka have come back, but I 

think that if asylums or pinjrapoles are willing to take charge of such, animals, 

there should be some provision for making over these animals to such bodies. 

I think that should meet thi:: requirements of the case." 

The Hon'ble RAJA VAIRICHERLA VAIRABHADRA RAZU BAHADUR' of 

Kurupam ai ~  My Lord, with reference to the Dourine Bill, I would recom-
mend the advisability of expunging the alternative course recommended in 

section 8 (b) (ii) which reads" cause it to be destroled ". 

',' The idea of destroying a dumb and helpless creature is repugnant to tbe 
Hindu feehngs. Hindus, Jains, Parsis and Buddhists are at one in hi~ respect, 

and yet these form no insignificant section of the people over whom your 
Lordship rules. We are taught from our cradle that liie is sacred, and we hold 

that the horse and the cow, amongst a lat;ge number of other animals, as auspi-
cious creatures, are worthy (,f rt:ligious veneration. The Hon'ble Council may 

perhaps consider .this my objection as purely sentimental .. ·Call them mere 
sentiments, if you please, but there they are exercising a tremendous influence 

on the conduct, the character, nay, on the very 'ife, of the Indo-Aryan. Senti-
ment forms a potent factor in the up-building of a nation., Associations, domestic 

and religious, ceremonials and ideals of life have made the Hindu a bundle 
of sentiments. 'Ahimsa Paramo Dharmaha' is our religious motto. 

"Sibi, a great Emperor of Hindu mythology, in order to save the life of a 
poor pigeon which sought refuge in ilis lap from the hot pUlsuit of a hawk, is 
said to have given an equivalent 'weight of his own body's flesh to satisfy the 

hunger-strickc:m hawk. He said that the mighty Dharma of a Kshatriya is to 
extend his protecting hand tCJ the weak and helpless, whether man or animal or 
insect of the lowest type, as long as they lived within the boundaries of his 
kingdom. Such are the traditions' amidst which the. Hindu mmd is brought up. 

A wise and benevolent Government has always shaped its laws with due rc::gard 
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to the sentiments of even an insignificant section of its people for whom it legis-

lated. Matters are made more complex when a foreign Government has to legis-
late for a heterogeneous nation. differing from itself in ideals, feelings. tastes and 

associations. But no foreign Government has ever shown greater tact, states-

manship. sagacity and patient consideration in the matter of its legislation 
(haft the wise and benevolent British rule. Your Lordship's Government 

has always been humane and 'considerate in this respect, and I trust that 
my humble suggestion will find favour in its eyes. 

II Plague and cholera are as much, if not more, contagious as the dourine 

disease. Judged from the human standard, human life is considered more 
precious and sacred than that of any other animal; and as such. in order to 
prevent a certain section of people from the plague epidemic, plague  regula-
tions might have with equal justification provided for the destruction of a plague-

stricken patient. But fortunately this is not done. Why then this special 
clause be .inserted in thi'S Bill! In India there are many asylums for the treatment 
and protection of such animHls. Let them be segregated and a trial be recom. 

mended to test if things'cannot be set aright without taking away the life of a 

God's creature. 

"1 therefore support the amendment proposed by the Hon'ble Mr. N. Subba 
Rao Pantul.!. It 

The Hon'ble MR. MILLER said :-" My Lord, we must all respect the 
sentiments that . ~n r i  the amendments that have been proposed by the 
Hon'ble Member opposite; but I regret that I cannot advise the Count;:iI to. 
accept the proposal which he ha~ put forward. Throughout this Bill we have 
endeavoured in every respect to ad opt as mild a measure as possible. The 
whole procedure from beginning to end is intentionally lenient. and as a matter 
of fact we have been criticised because the provisions were not sufficiently drastic .. 
In the case of mares the ordinary procedure prescribed in the Bill is simply 
to brand them. Now branding is segregation in a mild form: a branded animal 

is a marked animal ; and in places where thli serious effects of the disease are 
recognised. I have no doubt that the branding of an animal would be. in ordinary 
circwnstances. sufficient to prevent its being allowed to go among otht:r animals. 
What exactly is meant by segregation I am not quite certain that I know, and 
one reason for my advising the Council not to accept this amendment is that if 
~  accept it, we should have to make it a little clearer in the Act exactly what is 
meant : does segregation means segregation by the owner. or as the Hontble 

Member has suggested, in an asylum. or segregation under the eye of some 
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Government official '? ,We ought to make sure what is meant. But in that 

case we might be throwing a very heavy expense i ~ r on the people them-
selves or on public funds. I think it is very much better therefore to 
stick to the simpler proposal, that we have made ~n  simply to provide for 
branding, which does no harm to anyone at all. Then the Hon'ble Member 
wishes to omit the power which is given to destroy animals in certain 
cases. I understood that my' Hon'ble friend Malik Umar Hyat Khan 
considered it necessary to keep the power of destroying in reserve ; but he also 
would introduce segregation j and my Hon'ble friend Mr. Gokh"le also did 
not, I think, seriously object to the power of destroying. The power 
of destroying animals in certain cases is alrt!ady given by certain Indian 
Acts: we cannot get over the fact that the Indian legislature has already, and 
very necessarily, given that power in certain cases. We were advised that it 
was necessary to have this power in reserve. There may be cases in which 
in the interests of mercy it may be better that the power of destroying should 
be exercised at once. But we have in this Act safeguarded the power in a way 
that will certainly,  I think all Hon'ble Members wiM admit, prevent any recourse 
to it except when it is absolutely necessary. In the filst place special san'c-
tion 'has to be got, and in the second place, and this is really more imponaut, 
full compensation has to be paid. It seems to me perfectly certain that in such 
circumstances this power will never be exercised at all recklessly or rashly, and 
I think we ug~  to keep it in the Bill, and not to strike it but, as it 
would be necessary if we accept the amendment of the Hon'ble Member oppo-
site. I am afraid therefore I must oppose the amendment, that has been 

proposed." 

The Council divided-

Ayes-r4· 

The Hon'ble Pandit Madan Mohan 

Malaviya. 

The Hon'ble, Mr. Abdul Majid. 

The Hon'ble Malik Umar Hyat Khan 

The Hon'ble Mr. Sachchidananda 

Sinhcl. 

His Excellency the Commander-in-
Chief. 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. O. Miller. 
The Hon'ble Mr. S. P. ~in a. 

The Hon'ble Sir Harvey Adamson. 

The Hon'ble Major-General R. (. 
Scallon. 
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A,es-14· -
The Hon'hle Bahu Bhupendra Nath 

Basu. 

The Hon'hle Mr. M. Mazharul Haque. 
• 

The Hon'ble Nawab. Saiyid Muham-
mad Sahib Bahadur. 

The Hon'ble M. R. Ry. Nyapalhy 
Subba Rao. 

The Hon'ble Raja Vairicherla Vaira-
bhadra Razu Bahadur of Kurupam. 

The Hon'ble Ahmad Muhi-ud-din. 

The Hon:ble Mr. G. K. Gokhale. 
, 

The Hon'ble Sir Vithaldas Damodar • Thackersey. 

The Hor.'ble Rao Bahadur R. N. 
Mudholkar. 

The Hon'ble Mr. G. M. Chitnavis. 

Noes--4R• 

The Hon'hle Mr. R. W. Carlyle. 

The Hon'hle ¥r. L. M. Jacob. 

The Hon'hle Mr. W. Maxwell . 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. S. Meston. 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. B. Brunyate. 

The Hon'hle Sir H. A. Stuart. 

The Hon'hle Mr. S. H. Butler. 

The Hon'ble Raja Sir Muhammad 
Ali Muhammad Khan. 

The Hon'hle Zulfikar Ali Khan. 

The Hon'ble Sardar Partah Singh. 

The Hon'hle Mr. M. W. Fenton. 

The Hon'ble Mr. F. A. Slacke. 

The Hon'ble Maharajadhiraja Bahadur 
of Burdwan. 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. M. Holms. 

The Hon'ble Mr. C. H. Kesteven. 

The Hon'ble Mr. C. G. Todhunter. 

The Hon'ble Surgeon-General C. P. 
Lukis • • 

The Hon'ble Mr. H. W. Orange. 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. M. MacphersoD. 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. Andrew. 

The Hon'ble Mr. H. O. Quin. 



So the motioD was negatived. 
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The Hon'ble Mr. F. Rawson. 

The Hon'ble Mr. W. C. Madge. 

The Hon'ble Mr. C. W. N.Graham. 

The Hon'ble Sir Sassoon David. 

The Hon'ble Mr. F. A. T. Phillips. 

The Hon'ble Mr. M. B. Dad-abhoy. 

The Hon'ble Mr. F. C. Gates. 

The Hon'ble Maung Bah Too. 

The HonJ>le Mr. P. C. Lyon. 

The Hon'ble RAja Pramada Nath Roy 
of Dighapatia. 

, 
The Hon'ble Mr. F. E. Dempster. 

The Hon'ble Mr. ah~m  Ali 
Jinnah. 

The Hon'ble Mir Allah Baksh Khan. 

The Hon'hle Lieutenant-General Sir 
Douglas Haig. 

The Hon'ble Sir T. R. Wynne. 

The ~  Colonel F. B. Longe .. 

The Hon'ble MR. MILLER moved that the Bill, as amended, be passed. 
He said :-" I should merely like to say, my Lord, in making this motion that if 
there had been a very strong ezpression of feeling in favour of some modification, 
though we could not accept the principle of the changes proposed by the Hon'ble 
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Member, we should be quite ready to consider it again. But this Bill has been 

before the public fora considerable tim!:! i there has been no change suggested 

in this particular respect and no objection taken to the proposal as drafted, and 

it was only yesterday or the day before that the Hon'hle Member proposed 

the amendments. I will now formally move that the Bill as ainended be passed."' 

• The Hon'hle MK. SUBBA RAO :-" My Lord, I received the papers on 

Sunday, and I gave my notice on Tuesday. There was no delay on my part." 

Th'e motion was put and agreed to. 

INDENTURED LABOUR FOR NATAL. 

The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALE said :-" My Lord, I beg to move that 

the Council should adopt the following resolution :-' That this Council recom-

mends that the Governor General in Council should be empowered to prohibit 

the recruitment of indentured 'abour in British India for the colony of Natal.' My 

Lord, I must at the oubet express, my deep sense of the manner in which the 

Government has afforded facilities for today's debate. It is a matter of some 

significance that the first exercise of the new privilege of moving resolutions in 
this Council should be in respect of a question whieh has not only roused intense 

feeling among all classes of His Majesty's subjects in India, hut in regard to which 

the Government of India itself is understood to be of one mind with the people. 

That being so, I, think it is not too much to hope that my motion will he accepted 

by the Council and that the Government will thus place itself at the head ~  

what is undoubtedly the uni~ r a  sentiment in the matter throughout the 

country. My Lord, my object in raising this debate today is twofold :-First, to 

call the attention of the Council to the position of British Indians in South 
Africa, and secondly, to strengthen the hands of the Government of India in 

applying a remedy to the situation to the extent to which a remedy can be 

applied. I think the first thing to realise in this matter is the fact that the 

whole of the Indian problem in South Afrifa has arisen out of the supply of 

indentured labour to Natal. The Indian' population in South Africa may be 

divided into three classes :-(1) Those who are under indenture.' This class is 

of course confined to Natal. (2) The ex-indentured and their descendants, by 
the ex·indentured being meant those who have completed their term of inden-
ture but have not returned to India nor have got themselves re-indentured but who 

are struggling amidst great difficulties to earn their livelihood as free Indians. 

This class haS:of course grown out of the first. And (3) traders and other 
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Indians whb have gone to South Africa at their own expense." These persons 
have gone there in the wake of the indentured Indians.' and primarily to supply 
their needs. It will thus be seen that but for the introduction of indentured 
Indians into Natal, there would have been no" Indian problem in that Sub-
"Continent today. "Now, my Lord, my own view of this system of indentured 
labour is that it should be abolished altogether. It is true that it is not actual 
slavery, but I fear in practice "in a large number of cases it cannot be far 
removed from it. To take from this country helpless men and women to a 
distant land, to assign them there to employers in whose choice they have no 
voice and of whose language; custom-s, social usages and special civilization 
they are entirely ignorant, and to malee them work there under a law which 
they do not understand and which treats their simplest and most natural 
attempts to escape ill-treatment as criminal offences-such a system, by whatever 
name it may be called, must really border on the servile. I strongly hold 
therefore that the system should be done away with altogether. This is also 
the view which the entire Indian community throughout South Africa takes of 
the matter, as may be seen from several petitions ad'dressed by them from time 
to time to the authorities on the subject. ~u  it is ndt merely on its own 
account that I advocate an abolition of this system i I also advocate it because 
this continued influx of indentured labour into South Africa and the ctlnsequent 
inevitable annual additions to the ranks of the ex-indentured tends steadily 
to lower the whole position of the free Indian population. 1'he feeling 
of contempt with which the indentured Indian is generally regarded 
comes to extend itself not only to the ex-indentured but .even to traders 
and other Indians of independent means. The struggle 'of free Indians to 
maintain themselves becomes more and more acU'l:e by these constant additions, 
and the whole community feels an intolerable and continuously-increasing 
economic burden placed upon its shoulders. I therefore urge the total 
abolition of this system of indentured labour. I may however be told that this 
is an extreme view to take and that though circumstances may arise which 
may lead the Government of India to prohibit altogether the supply of inden-
tured labour to Natal, for the present it would be a more prudent course to 
utilise Natal's need for securing an ~mpr m n  in the treatment meted out to 
Indians in South Africa generaily and in Natal in particular. Now, my Lord, 
though this is not the highest view to take of the matter, I am prepared 
to recognise that from a practical standpoint there is a good deal to be said in 
its favour. The position of Indians in South Africa, which has gone from bad 
to worse during the last fifteen years, has now grown absolutely intolerable, and 
in any remedy therefore which the Government can apply to the situation, it is 
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entitled to the strong and hearty support of the people of this country. What, 

my Lord, is the position of the Indian community today in different parts of 
South Africa? I trust the Council will bear with me while I present to it a 
brief survey of that position. The total Indian population in the four colonies 
or States of South Africa which have recently been federated into the South 

African Union is about 150,000. Of this number 120,000 are in Natal, 
about 15,000 are iIi Cape Colony, about 13,000 are entitled to be in 
Transvaal-though the actual number there owing to the struggle of the last 

three years is not more than 6,000 at present-and about 100 only are in 
Orangia. Let us take Natal first. I take it first both because the bulk, 0 
the Indian population in South Africa is within its borders and also because, 
as I have already pointed out, the Indian problem in South Africa has grown 
out of the industrial needs of this colony. The supply of indentured labour from 
India to Natal first began in the year 1860. And with the exception of a 

brief period of 8 years from 1866 to 1874, it has continued to the present 
day. Frqrn the figures kindly supplied to me by the Hon'ble Mr. Maxwell 
I find that the total numbe'!' of Indians actually under indenture today in 
Natal is about 40,000. 'In addition to this there are about 65.000 ex-indentured 
Incians and their descendants, while the trading Indian community stands 
at about I!:,OOO. The period of indenture is for 5 years, after which a person 
may return to India, in which case he gets a free pass2ge to this country, or . 
he may get himseH re.indentured, or again he may remain as a free indi-
vidual in the colony on the payment of an annual license of £3 for every male 
above 16 years of age and every female above 13. Now so far as the persons 
actually under indenture are concerned, the principal grievance is naturally, 
illtreatment by employers. Very. grave allegations on this subject have been 
made, and I must say that I have not seen them satisfactorily answered. On 
some esta,tes the Indians are no doubt well r a ~  any rate as 
well treated as they can be in the circumstances,-but the very relations 
between the employers and the employes are such that they easily lend 
themselves to serious abuse. and flagrant cases come to the notice of the public 
from time to time. The Protector of immwants being an officer of the Natal 
Government, he affords but little real protection to the poor Indian labourers. 
He is ignorant of their language and their ways of life and is generally imbued 
with the prejudices of the colony, and it is not his fault if he is unable to enter 
into their feelings or understand their grievances. A startling fact which 
bas been mentioned and has not been contradicted is that the rate of suicide 
among the indentured is ~ u  of what it, is among the ex-indentured and 

from ten to twelve times what it is among those classes in India from whom the 
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indentured are drawn. My Lord, all these allegations require a searching 
8n4 careful inquiry, and I think the Government of India should urge Oil the 
Government of Natal a joint inquiry by representatives of the two Governments in 
the' matter. I a ~ think that the Protector of indentured Indians in Nata1 
should be an officer of the G'lvernment of India, periodically sent out from 
this country, and not an officer of the Natal Government. So much for t11bse 
who are actually under' indenture. Lef us now turn to the case of the ex-
indentured. Their number in the colony is. as I have already mentioned, about 
65,000. The policy of the colony towards them has undergone a gradual and 
now a complete change. In the earlier year.s, after the system of indentured 
labour came into i n ~ the one anxiety of the Natal Government was 
how to keep in' the colony those whose term of indenture had expired. 
Various inducements were offered, and one of the conditions then insisted on 
was that no indentured Indian should leave the colony before the expiry of ten 
years from the date of his arrival. There is no doubt that these ex-indentlired 
Indians have deserved well of the colony. It is to their labour thattbe present 
prosperity of Natal is largely due. So recently as )uly 1908, Sir Leige Hulett,' 
ex-P.rime Minister of Natal, bore the following testimony on this pDint ~ 

t The condition of the colony before the importation of Indian labour ,\,,35 one of 

gloom i it \'1:35 one that then and there threatened to extinguish the vitality of the country, 

and it was only by the Government assisting the importation of labour that J the country 

began at once to revive. The coast had been turned into one of the most prosperous parts 
of South Africa. They could not find in the whole of the Cape and the Transvaal what could 

be found on the coast of Natal-Io,ooo acres of land in one plot and iI:. ~n  crop--and that 

1\"as entinily due to the importation of Indians •••.••••. Durban was absolutely built up 

on the Indian population: 

"Two other testimonies may be quoted. lIr. J. R. Saunders, a member of 
the Natal Commission on Indian immigration of 1884, in the course of his report 
says:-

t If we look back to 1859, we shall lind that the aSsured promise 01 Inditn labour 
resulted in an immediate rise of revenue) which increased four-fold within' a few years--
mechanics, who could not get away ~  were earning five shillings a day and less, found 

their wages more than doubled, and progress gave encouragement to r ~ from the Berg 

to the sea. The colony was in dire straits in those days. The reveDUe was oaly aboat £4. 
per head of the white population, whereas DOW it is nearer 14o .•••.•••. 1f we meaD to take up 
the matter in real earnest, we must be prepared to do away with iDdentured labour altogether i' 
......... but, whatever we do, we must act justly, and remember that a certain ilullibet of 
IDdilllS have been born and tJrought up m the colooy, aad that it is the' tsiJ.l't cOlJDtJy they 
know and theonly home they hate.' 
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"Mr. Neame, author of the' Asiatic danger in the colonies', says:-

• Indian coolies work the sugar and tea estates of the coast; Indians develop the coal-
mines; Indians perform an increasing share of the work on the farms, for the farmers, who 
at first viewed them with distrust, are now as anxious to retain them as the planters. Since 

thc!'advent of coolie labour, the white population has more than doubled, the value of land 
bas increased, the cost of living has gone down. It is the Indian coolie who gives Natal the 

cheap fruit and vegetables which are the envy of the Transvaal, who has brought und,cr high 
cultivation large tracts which, but for his presence, would today be barren. The Umbilo 

Valley, near Durban (recently swept by the flood), and some of the land Dear Maritzburg, 
bear testimony to his industry.' 

U And yet these I ndians who have done so much for the colony have for 

years past been making bitter complaints of the unjust and oppressive manner 
in which they are being treated. The early policy of inducing ex.ind·entured 

Indians to remain in the colony was gradually given up, and during the last 
fifteen or twenty years qne of the principal concerns of the colonists 
in Natal has been how.to get rid of the free Indian element there. A number of 
expedients have been tried to make their lot intolerable, of which the most 

serious, so far as the ex-indentured community is concerned, is the imposition 
by an Act of 1896 of an annual license of £3 for every male above the age of 16 
and every female above the age of 13. My Lord, it is difficult to speak in terms 
cf due restraint of this outrageous impost. It is a matter of some satisfaction 
that a Bill has now been introduced in the Natal Legislature to do away with this 
license so far as wqmen are concerned. But the latest papers from Natal show 
that the measure has already been whittled down in Committee, and that instead 

of exempting all women it is n ~ proposed to vest a discretion in the Magistrate 
to grant exemptions in such cases only as he deems proper. This cruel impost, 
which has to be paid by the ex·indentured Indian in addition to the £ I poll-tax, 
which everybody has to pay in Natal, has already caused enormous l'Iuffering i 

it has broken up families, it has driven men to crime, and grave as the state-
ment is. it must be made. for I see it repeated in Natal Legislature and practi-
cally corroborated by the Commission appatnted by the Natal Government last 
year-it has driven women to a life of shame. My Lord, who are these people 

who are called upon by the colony to pay this annual license of £3 for the right 
to remain in the colony? They are probably persons whose experience of in-
denture has been none too kind, and who are therefore unwilling to indenture 

themselves again i who at the same time not having been able to lay by anything 
during the period of indenture and having pr ~  lost caste in India by· 
reason of their goi,ng to Africa, dare not return to this country to face a 
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life of poverty added J.osocial disgrace; and who therefore have no 
choice but to stay in South Africa, for whose sake they have left their 
country, and to whose service they have given five of their best years. I think 
the Natal Government ought to be urged to withdraw at once this iniquitous 
impost. It is not, however, only the presence of the ex-indentured Indians ~  

which the colonists object. They also object to the Indian trading community 
whose number is about 15,000 today and who have been feeling the weight of 
harsh and unjust treatment for the last fifteen years. At one time this com-
munity possessed both the political and the municipal franchise. The political 
franchise was, however, withdrawn in 1896, and during the last two years attempts 
have been made to take away the municipal franchise also. Then during the 
last five years endless trouble and much suffering and loss have been occasioned 
by the absolutely arbitrary manner in which the licenses to trade have been 
withdrawn or refused, the persons ruined not even being permitted to appeal to 
the Supreme Court. During the last two months a little improvement has taken 
place in connection with this question, for an ~  has been passed, probably 
under pressure from the Government of India, allowing \lgain appeals to the 
upr~m  Court where renewals of licenses are refused. This however remove;; 
only a part of the grievance, because there is still no appeal to the ~upr m  

Court where 'new licf!nses are refused or permission to transfer licenses is 
withheld. Again since last year the educational facilities enjoyed by. the free 
Indian community have been greatly curtailed, there being now no provision 
for the education of Indian boys above the :rge of 14 or for Indian girls of any 
age. In 1908 two Laws were passed by the colony which were subsequently 
disallowed by the Imperial Government proposing to extinguish altogether the 
Indian trading community in the colony in ten years. My Lord, the whole 
policy of Natal today ~ar  the Indian population is an utterly selfish and 
heartless policy; and the only way in which any relief can be obtained is by the 
Government of India adopting a stern attitude towards the colony in return. 

" I have so far dealt with the position of Indians in Natal. Let us now 
glance briefly at the state of things in.the Transvaal. The agitation of the last 
three years in that colony has overshadowed the standing grievances of the 
Indian community there, which date from the time of the Boer Government. 
These grievances are three. In the first place, Indians cannot acquire any political 
or municipal franchise in the Transvaal. Secondly, they cannot hold any immovable 
):roperty there. And thirdly, they are liable to be con lined to residence in 
locations. In addition to these three grievances, the doors of the Transvaal· have 

since 1907 been absolutely shut in the face of all Indians who were not there 
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before the war, n") matter what their status. or qualifications may be. Alone 

among British Colonies, the Trans\'aal has placed statutory disabilities 001 His 

Majesty's Asiatic subjects in the matter of entering that Colony. Alone among 

British Colonies, the Transvaal has sought to inflict galling and degrading hl-
i~ni i  and humiliations on His Majesty's Indian subjects. The protest which 

the Indian community of the Transvaal has made against these disabilities and 

indignities during the last three years has now attained historic importanc.!. It is 

not necessary for me to go on this occasion into its details, because the story has 

now been told from a hundred platforms in the country. The struggle has not 
yet ended-the end is not even in sight. But India has no reason to be ashamed 

of the part which her children have played in this struggle. The Indians 

in the Transvaal have suffered much for the sake of conscience and of 
country, but they have done nothing unworthy. And they have throughout 

been most reasonable. They have not asked for unrestricted Asiatic immigra-
tion into the Transvaal. They have only insisted that there shall be no 

statutory disabilities imposed upon their race, and that legislation subjecting 

them to degrading ioclienities shall be repealed. So far no relief has been 
forthcoming. But perhaps the darkest hour is already passed and the dawn 

is not now far. 

" Of the Indian position in Orangia, not much need be said. The doors of 
this Colony are shut against all Asiatics except such as want to n ~r as domestic 
servants, and there are about a hundred Indians today there in that capacity. 

There were Indjw traders at one time in Orangia, but they were forcibly turned 

out of the colony by the old Boer Government about 1893, and since then n.o 
others have been allowed to get in. 

"Lastly I come to Cape Colony. Here on the whole a liberal policy is pur-
sued towards Indians, and with the exception of East London the Colony treats 

them fairly well. The total number of Indians in this Colony is about 15,000. 
They are permitted to acq,!ire both the political and the municipal franchise, 
and though they have difficulties in the matter of obtaining licenses to trade, 

• and at times considerable suffering and loss has been caused by arbitrary 

refusals to grant or renew licenses, on the whole the position here is much 
more satisfactory than in other parts of South Africa. In East London, things 

are no doubt bad, but it i:; only a small part of Cape Colony. 
" My Lord, I have described to the Council briefiy, and, I hope, accurately, 

the present position of the Indian community in different parts of Sout h Africa. 

I will now tum for a moment to the terms ul t'ae resolution which I have laid 
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before the Council. The. resolution recommends that the Governor Genera in 
Council should acquire statutory powers to prohi bit altogether if necessarytbe 

supply of indentured labour to the Colony of Natal. Under the law as it stands 
at present thl! Government does not possess these powers, and I am sure 
that is a· serious handicap to the Government in any negotiations into which it 
may have to enter with the Government of Natal on questions connected with lhe 

treatment of Indians in that colony. It is of course true that the mere taking 
of these powers does not mean that tht'y will bE Df·cessarily exercised. Still 

this re.solution, if acce pted by the Gouncil today, will be ~n indication to South 
Africa generally, and to Natal in particular, as to how strong and deep is the 
feeling which has been roused in this country by their anti· Asiatic policy. The 
idea to stop the supply of Indian labour to Natal is not a new one. Immediately 
aftc::r the ~ of the Boer War, Lord rg~ Hamilton, in addressing a 
deputation headed by Sir Lepel Griffin, made an emphatic declaration that 
unless Natal treated the Indian community more fairly, the Government of India 
might be driven to this course. But obviously Natal has never takt.'Il such a 
threat seriout;ly i for had it done so, . it would not have endeavoured, as it has 
steadily aone, to make the p i~i n of the free Indian' comml!Oity worse than 
before i also its representatives in its Legislative Assembly would not 
be talking today with easy assurance of getting the GOTerilment of 
India to agree to the proposal that h~ indenture of indentured immi-
grants should terminate in India or on the high seas. My' Lord, I 
sincerely trust that today's proceedings in this Council will open some eyes at 
least in South Africa. 1 think the power to stop r rui m . ~ of indentured 
labour for Natal should go a considerable way in securing from the Natal 

Government fair terms generally for the Indian community resident in that 
Colony. Natal needs our labour· It cannot do without it. A number of its 
industries depend largely, almost entirely, upon it, and they would be paralysed 
if lhis labour was withdrawn. On this pointthe testimony of the Commission 
appointed by the Government of Natal to consider the question of Indian 
immigration is conclusive. The Commission says in its report :-

• 
'Absolutely conclusive evidence has been put before the Commission that 8eftJ'a1 

industries owe their existence and present condition entirely to indenturrd Indian labour, 

and that, if the importation of such labour were abolished, under presCJlt conditions, theBe 
industries would decline and in some cases be abandoned entirely. These are :-sugar, 

tea, and wattle-growing, farming, coal-mining and certain otber industries. • 

" This is so far as Natal is concerned. The actual effects of the suggested 

pr hi ~ i n, if carried out, will however probably go beyond Natal, and ~ to 
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the Transvaal. For as the Natal Commission of last year points out, the 

withdrawal of indentured Indian labour from Natal will necessitate a correspond· 

ing withdrawal of the Kaffir labour of Natal from the Transvaal. :My Lord, 

I think the present is an especially opportune mOlnent for the Government of 

India to acquire the power· proposed in this resolution. Not only has public 

a ~n i n in this country and England been drawn to the condition of Indians in 

South Africa as it was never drawn before, but the control of all Asiatic legislatioll 

in South Africa will shortly pass from the several Colonial Legislatures 10 the Union 
Parliament which will meet in Oct Jber. This Parlrament will be largely 

dominated by Cape ~  views, as nearly one-half of its members will \Je 

from Cape Colony. Very probably Mr. Merriman will be the first Federal 

Prime Minister, and he declared himself only the other O;!y in favour 0 f 

a just and uniform policy towards Indians in South Africa, by which he no 

doubt meant the Cape policy. It is possible therefore that strong represen-

tations made· by the Indian and Imperial Governments on behalf of 

Indians, "backed by the poV(er which this resolution suggests, may prove more 

effective at this junctur.e than they have hitherto done in securing a redress 

of several of our grievances. My Lord, I urge this resolution on the accept· 

ance of the Council because I believe it will prove of some use in remedy-

ing the evil from which we suffer. B'Jt I confess that even if there had been no 

chance of its proving in any degree effective, I should still have proposed it, 

because I think it is necessary for us now to mark in a formal and responsible 

manner our resentment at the treatment meted out to us by the South African 

Colonies and not to take that treatment entirely lying down. At the same 

tirr-e I recognise that the proble!" by which we are confronted is one of enor· 

mous difficulty and that while threats of repri5als might go some way, our 

main, indeed our real, reliance must continue to be upon a constant appeal to 

those immutable principles of justice and humanity which alone can form the 

enduring foundations of a great empire. My Lord, behind all the grievances 

of which I have spoken today, three questions of vilal importance emerge to 

view. First, what is the status of us Indians in this Empire r Secondly, what 
is the extent of the responsibility which-lies on the Imperial Government to 

ensure to us jU5t and humane and gradually even equal treatment in this Empire r 
And thirdly, how far are the self-governing members of this Empire bound by its 

cardinal principles? Are they to participate in its privileges only and not to bear 

their share of its disadvantages? My Lord, it is not for me to frame replies to 
these ~ i n  i it is for Imperial and Colonial statesmen to do that. But 1 must 

say this, that they are bOWld to afford food for grave reftection throughout this 

country. My Lord, only a fortnight ago thisCol,tlcil passed an. important BilJ 
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imposing serious resuictions on what is known as the liberty of the Press. I was 

one of those who gave their support to that measure, ;ind I did this in spite of 

my strong disapproval of some of its provisioas. I stJPported the Bill because 
I felt that something deeper and even IT.ore fundamental than 'the liberty of the 

Press was at stake in several parts of the crunlry and was likely to be at stake 

sooner or later in other parts, unless prc:ven tive action was taken now, namety, 

the unquestioned continuance of British rule, wit h which all our hopes of a peaceful 

evolution are bound up. But, my Lord, what is the good of preventing an 
expression of ideas inc ompatible with the continued existence of British rule, if 

causes are allowed to he at work which forcibly suggest such ideas to men's minCls? 
I think I am stating the plain truth when I fay that no single question of our time 

ha.1i evoked more bitter feelings throughout India-feelings in the presence of 
which the best friends of. British role have had to remain helpless-than 'the 

continued illtreatment of Indians in South Africa. My Lord, I am sincerely 
glad that your Lordship's Government has allowed this question to be brought 

up hefore the Council. Your Lordship has h,.d a time of extraordinary 
difficulty in our midst. During t'lis time, while you have ,been driven from one 
repressive measure to another, you have also laboured incessantly for tpe 

permanent good of the people. I sincerel y hope with Your Lordship' that the , 
shadow which the measures of repression have cast on our path will be only a 
passing one. But whether that hope is realised or not, this I ktlow-tht the good 
you have done will remain alld it will grow ftom more to more. And of this good·, 
I earnestly trust, a satisfactory settlement of the Indian question in South Africa 
will before long form an important part. 

" My Lord, I move the resolution which stands in my name. ,. 

The Hon'ble MR. DADABHOY said :-" My Lord, J support this resolution· 
with all the emphasis and earnestness which a sense of deep wrong and a 
firm faith in the ab$olute necesstty of the u~g  course of action can induce. 
The action i~ as much to the interest of Government as to that of the people 
of this country. The treatment of the Indian settlers in SOuth Africa, the 

Transvaal especially, is really . t06 bad. It is not necessary to go into-
det.-,ils. Practically all people who know anything aoout the subject are 

agreed about. the existence of the evil. Outside this Council I have heard of 
difterences of opinion about the minor details, but that the hulian does not 
receive the just treatment in the Transvaal to which British citizenship entitles 
him, and tbat disabilities and indignities are heaped upon him tJecause he is 
~n Indian, are broad facts which are not disputed. I believe Government, both 
here and in England, is equally anxious with the people to secure the Indio&u 
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settlers better treatment. am afraid, hqwever, the urgency of the subject 

~a  not been fully realiSt:d by the Government. In ~ a ing with thIs questiofJ 
it will be well for Government to constantly keep before them Lord Morley's 

salutary dictum of June 6, 1907:-
. 

• I The Indian Asiatic is a man with very vivid susceptibilities of all kinds, and with 

living tradi.tions of a civilisatioQ of his own; and we are bound to treat him with the same 

i~  of respect and kindness and sympathy that we should expect to be treated with our-

selves! 

" A g rnin~ colony. determined to make South Africa the exclu$ive 

home of Europeans. may ignore this truth i but it is obligatory upon the 
Government of this country. responsible as it is for the contentment of 300 
millions of His aj ~  subjects, not to  halt in the face of a growing 

c;vil of this kind, and to do all it can to secure to the expatri-lted 

Indian that kind and mpa h~ i  treatment which will bind India to 
England' with the golden ·chains of affection and gratitude. It is not that 
the subject has escaped the attention of this Government i it is not that 
GoveTJment has nat moved in the matter. We. know Government has 
m~  representation after representation to the Secretary of State,and flisS 
put the case for the Transvaal Indian fairly strongly before him j but the dlfli-
culty seems to arise from the relation in which the Imperial Government 
stands to the colony. Had this Government adopted a more autono-
mous policy in the past, the situation would at least have been far less trying 

and complicated .han it is now. I believe there were cogent reasons for the 
adoption of the cautious policy the Indian Government has so far follol\"ed j 
perhaps it exprcted greater good to the Indian from the powerful support of 
the Imperial Government j perhaps it did not anticipate the South African 

Government would develop such a violent anti-Ind"ian feeling j perhaps too the 
course of events induced the hope of an early and satisfa.ctory m~n  of the 
whole question. But everything has happened contrary to expectations j time 
has only added to the difficulties of the situation. Mt'anwhile, matters have come 

to a crisis, demanding early attention on the part of this Government to the 
subject. My Lord, in 1899 Lord Lansdowne feared the moral consequences 
in India of a conviction of the powerlessness of the British Raj to save the 
Indian settlers in the Trans\"aal from ppr .~i n and harsh treatment. That was 
whtn there was peace all ooVer this country i when sedition, much more anarchism, 
was an unheard-of ev.il. If the situation was disquieting then, what is it now when 
the urgent problem of the moment is-·How to put down and prevent the growth 

of unrest in the land? The masses do not understand the ni.ceties of the relations 
between the Muther country and the colonies i they do not comprehend 
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legal technicalities i the British Raj has so far revea,led itself to them as a 
Power whose influence is irresistible. And when they find that with all its tradi-, 

tional omnipotence it has not succeeded so far in, securing to their countrymen, 

admittedly a peaceable and decent body of settlers who rendered valuable 
r i~  during the War-equal treatment at the hands of a small Dependency, .. 
they become disconcerteil, and, attribute the failure to the European colonist's 

influence over the Home Government. That is an impression which is 
fraught with incalculable potentialities of mischief and which British states-
manship should do everything in its power to dispel. The present political 
situation in India adds special urgency to t.he case. Besides, the, danger tq the 

Indian settlers promises to become acuter and more widespread with the formation 
of the South African Union. Already the infection has spread to Natal. The report 
of the Na:al CCJmmission recently published on the subject of indentured la:bour 
discloses a strong prejudice against the Indian. If the effect of the Transvaal 
immigration legislation was in 1903, in the words of the hte Hon'hle Sir Denzil 

Ibbetson, then Home Member of this rnm ~ , 'the \'irtual exClusion of 
Indians from South Africa,' it has become most frankly apd violently anti-Indian 

of late. 

"'fhe question arises-How to compass the object we all have in ~  To 
my mind, the duty of Government is clear and the remedy is near at\aand., We 
have had enough of correspondence and friet.ldly pressure in the past; enough 

of assurances and hopes of responsible statesmen of England and South Africa. 
All that has failed. Let this Government now depend mpre. upon its own 
resources; let the Government grapple with the question VIoith its accustomed 

spirit; let the pressure of interest be brought to bear upon the Colonial Govern-
ment; let the Government act on the lines suggested in my Hon'ble friend's 

Resolution. My Lord, the remedy suggested is not new, and eminent 
statesmen have in the past considet'ed it,and have held out a promise 'to 
try it. The present prejudice of the colonist against the Indian being 
mainly commercial, as explained by the Colonial Secretary, Mr. Chamberlain, 

in his despatch to Sir Hercules-Robinson of ~ p m r 4, 1895, there 
must be something to touch the commercial conscience of the colonist 
to bring him to reason. The East Indian Association, an Association 
having for its members some of the most illustrious Anglo-Indian administrators 
as also English statesmen of the 6rst rank, pressed the Government before 903 
to stop the emigration of Indian labour into the colonies until the obnoxious laws 
bad been repealed. Sir Lepel Griffin on June 8, 1903, in the course of his speecb 
at the East Indian Association strongly recommended the llolicy. Lord George 
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Hamilton, then Secretary of State for India, in reply to the Deputation headed 

by Sir Charles Dilke, on October 31, 1902, said:-

'I do not like,to make use of threats, but, after consultation with the Indian Govern-

ment, if I find there is a disposition to get this labour and not to treat the people fairly, 

it.will be a matter for serious consideration whether or not we should put some legal ob-

stacles in their way.' 

"Speaking in this Council of the supply of indentured. labour from India 

on March 29th, '9:->5, Lord Curzon observed :-

, It has sc::e.ml'd to us to be our duty-to lose no opportunity of pleading the cause 

of those whose natural protectors we are, and we make no concession whatever until we 

obtain a full quid pro quo in return.' 

" My Lord, all this was said before the colony became a self-governing 

colony. With the change in the status of the colony matters have become far 

worse for the Transvaal Indian. My Lord, we cannot look calmly on when the . 
best and the foremost Indian settlers, men d'istinguished alike by their position, 

wealth, and patriotism .. are sent to jail like common felons and treated there with 

inconceivable hardship and indignity for presuming to assert their rights as 

citizens of the British Empire, solemnly and {>ermanently secured to them by the 

noble Proclamations of their beloved Sovereigns. There is a strong feeling 

in the COUl1try on the subject, and it will be wise statesmanship to take note of 
it and to act in such a way as to calm the public resentment. Of the South 

African Colonies Natal employs a large number of Indians under a system of 

indenture. SO'mailY as five to six thousand labourers emigrate to that colony 

every year from Intlia. This is illever in the hands of the Government which can 

be used to great advantage in any settlement of the Indian u ~ i n throughout 

South Africa. The prospective federation of the South African Colonies 

under the South African Union will shortly place this Government 

10 an advantageous position in its fight for the Transvaal Indian, 

and for the matter of that for every free Indian settler in South 

Africa, through this system of indentured labour. If emigration of labour from 

India is stopped or even restricted, as the ltesolution suggests it should be, by 

the Government, Natal, it is true. will be the p:-incipalloser j but what affects 

that colony will no longer be a matter of unconcern to its sister colonies. And 

in any solution of the Indian problem, the hope is not extravagant, the moral 

influence of Natal will be felt throughout South Africa, anll its Indian policy will 

determine the policy of the other colonies. It will be prudent therefore to use 
this inoffensive means for the protection of the Indian settler. After the pulolica-

tion of the Natal Commission report Government cannot feel any hesitation 
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in adopting this Resolution. Timely precautions are necessary. The arrange-

ment cannot be all to the advantage of Natal as she coolly proposes it should be, 

and she caunot be allowed to have Indian labour on her own term5 while the 

Indian settler is left hopelessly in the lurch. There are undoubtedly measUies 

calculated to bring direct pressure upon the Transvaal. The Resolution befo,.re 

this Council indicates the line-surely the line of least resistance-on which the 

Government can act to bring about a wholesome change in the temper of the 

Colonial Government, without raising large issues of tariff protection. We are 

modest in our demand, and we.beseech the Government to take a mild step and 

to exercise an undoubted right. I have every hope the Resolution will meet 

with the approval of this Council." 

The Hon'ble YR. CHITNAVIS said :_'C My Lord, I unhesitatingly support 

this resolution. The course suggested appears to be the only feasible one 

left open to this Government after the apparent decision of the Home Govern-

ment not to interfere in the internal affairs of the colony, however unrectsonable 

its treatment of His Y;fjesty's Indian subjects. ~  Government of India, as 

guardians and protectors of Indians in whichever part of the British Empire 

they' may live, cannot adopt the laissez faire when Indian settlers, whose ~  
virtues-industry and frugality-appear to have excited the hatred of the" c010nist, 

a'e unjustly treated, and have perforce to try drastic measures. It ,will there-

fore be qdte proper for Government to restrict emigration to the only South 

Afl ican Colony, Natal, which employs indentured labour. The people r a i~  

the difficulties of Government on account of its dependence upon the Imperial 

Government i they appreciate its sympathy ar:d its past efforts at a satisfactory 
settlement of the whole question. They do 'not blame this Government i 

thty only respectfully submit that the exigencies of the situation clearly 

demand a firmer policy. Your Excellency's' illustrious predecessor, Lord 
Curzon, hdd decided views on the subject, and resolved not to help the Colony 

in exploiting India for labourers until South Africa adopted a more reasonable 

and humane attitude towards the Indian settlers. The Resolution requests 

Government to go a step further, aOJi instead of simply holding its hand while 

Natal imports labour from tnis. country, to boldly intercept the supply. 
The status of the Indian settler in the colonies must once for aU be satisfac-

torily settled for the future good of India. With growth of civilisation and in-
creased prosperity under the beneficent British Administration there may come 

a time, however distant, when the population will be too large for the country. 
There will then be need for providmg settlements outside lndia for the surplus 
population. But if the British Indians are now denied the rights of citizenship 

in the colonies, they may come to be confined 'for ever within this country • . 
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The present colonial legislation regarding Indians thus carries in it the seed 
of future legislation, and unless it is moulded' on humane lines the doors of the 
South African colonies will be shut against the Indian for all future time. It will 
create vested interests, and practice and usage will ~i  it a rigidity 
which all future legislators, however broadminded, will find it difficult 
to·soften. Natal should be used as a lever in settling this matter 
with South Africa on a satisfactory basis. 

"Apart, however, from its moral effect upon the colonies in their relations 
with the Indian settler, such restriction of oversea emigration will, in my 
humble opinion, be productive of immediate good to India. The bulk of the 
labourers who emigrate to Natal are agriculturists either by birth or by choice. 
They can for a long time to come be usefully employed within the country. 
There is at present great dearth of agricultural labour in many parts 

of India, aggravated by the heavy plague mortality of recent years, 
which thn:att:ns to become perplexing with time and industrial development, 
and the most prudent course appears to be to attract intending emigrants to 
those parIS. There are wastes now which by enterprise, helped by a judicious 
system of inland emigration, can be reclaimed and brought under cultivation. In 
congested parts too the great need is intensive cultivation, and although its success 
depends more upon the application of scientific methods than upon deep-plough-
ing. freer employment of manuallabouds necessitated by the numerous demands 
of a complex system. In either case, therefore, a more copious supply of agri-
cultural labour i~ desirable, nay necessary. The manufacturing industries also ate 
in a difficulty for scarcity of labour. The restriction of oversea emigration is in 
the circumstances bound to help the development of the country, both agricul-
tural and industrial. It may well be that the Natal Indians amass a small fortune 
during the period of indenture, but they will not be worse off here in India with 
extensive cultivation on an improved method and the development of her manu-
fncturing industry. Wages have of late sensibly risen allover India, and every 
thing points to a further increase in the near futbre. In the Central Provinces 
the prevalence of high wages, due to ' the iniufliciency' of the labouring classes 
C to meet the man ~ r labour of all kinds,' has been the subject of comment in 
Administration Reports year after year." 

The Hon'ble MR. JINNAH said :-" My Lord, I beg to snpport the resolu-
tion that has been placed before the Council. The Hon'ble the mover has put 
the question before the Council so clearly and concisely that there is very little left 
for anyone else to say. But the importance of this question requires that at 
least some of us should say a few words ;and express our feelings on this resolution. 
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If I may say at the outset, it-is' a most painful u~ i n a question which 
has roused the feelings of all classes in this country to the highest pitch of 
indignation and horror at the harsh and cruel treatment that is meted out to 
Indians in South Africa." 

His Excellency TH E PRESIDENT: cr I must call the Hon'ble gentle-
man to order. I think that is rather too strong a word, I cruelty.' The Hon'ble 
Member must remember that he is talking of a friendly part of the Empire, 
and he must really adapt his language to the circumstances." 

The'Hon'ble MR. JINNAH :-1< Well, my Lord, I should feel inclined to use 
much stronger language, but I am fully aware of the constitution of this Council, 
and 1 do not wish to trespass for one single moment j but I do say this, that the 
treatment that is meted out to Indians is the harshest which can possibly be 
imagined, and, as I said before, the feeling in this country is unanimous. !twas 
in 1860, as far back as fifty years, that a cry a~ from" the Colony of.Natal 
for help, so to say from India. They wanted labour from, India, and the autho-
rities here as well as the authorities in Natal arranged that labour should 
go. For thirty years labour continut:d to be sent there from time to time, and as 

"' the Hon'ble the mover has put before the Council, a portion of that labour 
became the ex· indentured free Indians residing in Natal who natumUy took to 
trade and various other branches. After what was best in the Indians was utilised 
for the purposes of the Colony, after the colony was developed, after the colony 
got its constitution and independence, the first measure agaipst ·the Indians the 
Colony of Natal put on the Statute-book in 1891 ~  what was known as the Inden-
ture Law; and that Statute was followed by various other statutes, in all number-
ing four, the last of them was passed in 1905, all intended to govern the 
indentured labour, and what are known as the Indenture Laws. Some of the 
provisions of that Law are opposed to every principle of justice. Some 
of the principles are of the hardest character that we can imagine. After that 
series of Statutes, having dealt actually with the indentured labour, Natal was 
not content with that, but they '!antoo to deal with free Indians, namely, the ex-
indentured labourer who became free and those who followed in the tracks of the 
ex-indentured labourer. and the series of Acts, which I am going to mention 
in the shortest possible way, are directed absolutely with the idea of wiping out 
the Indian population frOID Natal. The whole object of the series of Acts of 
legislation is to extirpfIIle the Indian community from Natal. The first Act is 
the Act of 1895, which is known as the Immigration Restriction Law. That 
"was directed at the flesh entrants, so as to stop fresh migration into the 
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colony. The first thing that Natal wanted to do was to see that no fresh 
Indians got into Natal easily, and, having paSsed that Act, laid down the severest 
possible educational test for Asiatics, whereas the test for the other races is a 

nominal one. Having dealt, my Lbrd, with the fresh immigrants who might 

come in, the next Statute which they passed in 1897 was what was known as the 
• 
Dealers' License Act, which was passed in 1897 and the object of which was 
to try and gP.t rid of the Indian dealers in course of time from Natal. This Statute 

shortly lays down this.· That a licensing officer ha£ the absolute discretion to 
issue, renew or transfer a license or not i but in two cases he is absolutely obliged 
to refuse a license, and that was in the ca.'le of sanitation on sanitary grounds, and, 
second, in a case where the dealer failed to keep his books of account in accor-
dance with the provisions of \\,hat was then in force as the Insolvency Act. In those 

two cases he was obliged to refuse a license, but in all other cases it was his dis-
cretion to refuse a license or to grant it. This Act was worked times out of 

number, if I may say so, unjustly against the Indian dealers, and there are in-
numerable instances which hne appeared in the public Press and in the Courts. 
Not content with that, the Natal Government in 1908 actually passed a Bill which 
I ~m happy to say has not received the sanction of the Imperial Government 
as yet because the Imperial Government thought that that measure was absolutely 
unjust i and, the object of that Bill, which is also directed towards the dealers, is 
(I) that nc new licenses should be issued to any Asiatic after the 31st December 

1908, and no renewals to be made alter 31st December 1918 with nominal com· 

pensation, z". e., within 10 years all the Asiatic dealers in the colony were to be 
wiped out. In the .course of 10 years, the scheme is, that there should not remain 
a single Indian dealer in Natal. , Now the next branch of legislation that came in 
Natal was in 1896. That piece of legislation is known as the Bill to disfranchise 
all, Asiatics; that is the general term in which that Bill is known That 
Bill deprived Indians of political franchise except some of them who 
already happened to have political franchise.' The next measure which 
~  Hon'ble the mover has referred to, and which I am again happy to say 
has not received the sanction of the Imperial Government, was what is known 
as the Municipal Consolidation Bill. The lHea of that Bill was to deprive the 
Indian population of municipal franchise. Then the last Act, and the only Act, 
my Lord, which 1 wish to refer to in regard to Natal, was the Income and Land 
Assessment Act of 1908. I only want to quote one provision from this Act 
which shows how unjust that Act is. This is one of the provisions-

• Land owned by a European sball not ~ deemed to be bene6cially occupied if the 

same is occupied solely br na i~ (KaflJrs) or ludiaDs, 1JII1ess such land is Dot suitable for 
J!;propeao cultivatioQ.' 
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"Therefore, my Lor4, land owned by a European and if occupied by an 

Indian, is not supposed to be beneficially occupied unless it was un.6t for cultiva-

lion for a European. 

;, N ow the net result of a series of these Acts is obvious: that the Colqny 

of Natal is determined to wipe. out the Indian po pula tion from Natal. In this 

connection, there is .the question of Transvaal which comes in indirectly-
so far as the terms of the resolution go, but it is most serious of al1 the colonies.· 
I see that Transvaal has gone further than Natal or any other and has laid down 

two Statutes which are known as the Asiatic· Law Amendment Act and the 
Immigrants Restriction Act, both of them of 1907. Under that, no Indian, 
whatever be his position, can enter the Colony of Transvaal, much less can he 
live there. Now this being the position taken up by these colonies of South 
Africa. the question that arises is what is left for us to do. We have passed 
resolutions after resolutions, public meetings have been held all over the 

country, and opinion, as I said before, is absolutelY.Jlnanimous on this subject. 
I have no doubt that the Ministers and the Government 6)f India are earnestly 
n ~ uring to get some solution of this question i but I am bound to say thi'5, 
my Lord, that up to the pre:;ent moment, although this struggle is x;aging in 

Transvaal and Natal, although it has been go.ing on for the last three years now, 
we have got no definite reply of any kind however, except-and I  b • .!lieve I am 
correct-that substantially the answer of Ministers and the answer of the Govern-
ment of India is that the matter is receiving their best consideration. In 
ordinary times, in ordinary circumstances, a phraseology of. that character is 
entitled to great weight and is bound to command ,the patience of the people j but, 
my Lord, this is the answer that has been repeatedly given for the last three years, 

and today' we are not a wee bit better than we were at the. commencement of Ig07 
when the struggle reached its very height. This being the position, we are driven 
to bring this resolution berore this Council; and although the Hon'ble mover 
has not stated in so many words,-I have no hesitation in stating it frankly 
here,-that the first and the primary oBject of this resolution is retaliation, 
and the secondary or subsidiary ollject which is no doubt in the intp.rests 
of the labour itself and in the iqterests of our country that this indentured 
labour ought to be put a stop to. Now the Hon'ble the mover has given 
your Lordship a very heartrencling account of ·the condition of indentured 
labour, and I do not wish to dilate upon them. The total number that has been 
sent to Natal by way of indentured labour I believe in the last four or 6ve years 
does not exceed 5,000 or 6,000 men altogether, men and women, and I believe 
~n an average, every year there are about i,ooo or 3,coo and not .more sent to 
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Natal. Now if the labour sent to the colony is not treated properly. if their 

condition is well nigh that of a slave in praCtice though in theory they are free 

men, we should prevent recruitment of the Indian labour for Natal in their 

own interests. To begin with, it may be asked. what does it matter whether a 

few thousand Indians are sent out of our country or not. what difference does it 
• 
make to the country. when there are 300 millions of people here. and room enough 

for them here. if a few thousands go out. But on the contrary we feel and we 

know that the growing activities in our own country, with irrigation works, 

railways, mills and buildings, etc., there is plenty of scope for labour in thi:; 

country. Some times of the year the demand is more than supply. There-

fore I venture to say that this resolution ought to be acted upon by 

the Government without delay. There is only one point of special feature 
which I should point out, and which the Muhammadans particularly feel, and 

that is thE: special sting that is involved in the legislation in the Transvaal 

against the entry there by Muhammadans. They are excluded not by virtue of 

colour or'of race, not by ir u~ of a domicile in any particular country, but they are 

excluded because they happen to be Muhammadans. It is a religious bar. 
For instance, an Armenian Christian subject of the Turkish Empire can enter 

Transvaal, hut a Muhammadan cannot, because he is excluded from entering 

Transvaal by virtue of his religion. I feel sure that this resolution will be accepted 
by this ~n i ; and with these remarks I support this resolution." 

The Hon'ble SARDAR PARTAB SINGH said :-" My Lord, the subject-

matter of the resolution which has been put forward by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale 

has been so well described ~ the Hon'ble the mover of the resolution, that I 

personally consider it unnecessary to say anything more about it, With your 
permission. I will only make one remark, and that is I hope and I am. sure the 

Government of India will take the present opportunity of showing that on this 

<luestion it is at one with those who really desire to see the lot of the Transvaal 
Indian bettered. By doing so, by using their powerful influence with the British 

Cabinet, they will not only achieve success as re gards the particular object 

in view, but they will remove the Transva:tI question from the sphere, of Indian 
to that of Imperial politics, and will thereby effect, I am sure, an important re-
dQction in the stock-in-trade of the disloyal seditionist. If the Government of 
India and the people of India speak with one voice on this question, there 

will be no justification for the continuance of any agitation adoptecl against 
the British Government. For this reason, my Lord, I beg to support 

Mr. Gokhale's resolution. " 
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The Hon'ble MR. SUBBA RAO said :-" My Lord, coming from apart 
of the country from which mig~an  go to Natal, I 'rise to give my cordial 
support to the resolutio!1 moved by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale. It is gratifying 
that on this question the Government and the people are of one mind. We are 

glad that the Government of India has been taking active steps to protect the 

i1lterests of British Indians in South Africa, and our thanks are due to your 

Lordship for the stand which your Excellency's Government has made to 

enforce the rights of its subjects against the unjust and arbitrary proceedings of 

the colonists in that country. But I cannot disguise from your Lordship that 

there is a feeling among the people at large that the Government has not been 

fortunate in being able to effectually enforce its protests and save Indians from 

the insults that are heaped upon them and the monstrous treatment to which 

they are being subjected there. 

My Lord, m1.tters hlVe now reached a crisis when it is no longer 
possible to allow things to drift on, as they have been doing, from bad to 

worse, leaving the small colony of Indians, -numbering about a lakh 

and a half, including indentured laboure/s, agairlst eleven 
times that number of European colonists, to fight for their very, 

existence in the colonies against the combined strength of colour-prejudice, 
race-hatred, and trade jealousy. There is a growing determination today on 

the part of the colonists in Natal and other colonies to keep ~~ h Africa 

as the preserve of the white man and wipe out the British Indian from that 

country by various insidious methods under the guise of civilised legislation. 
The most startling and outrageous of all the methods pursued by Natal is to 

order boys to leave school at the age of fourteen, when one would expect that 

their actual education would just begin, a restriction which has of course no 

application to European children. The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale has with his usual 

eloquence graphically described the position of the British Indian in South 

Africa. To state briefly, the British Indian is treated there as a helot, as a 

member of an inferior race whose very touch is pollution, and whose breath 

is poison. His very virtues, his ~ ri , industry and thriftiness, which are 

testified to on all hands and more recently by the Natal Indian Immigration 

Commission appointed in November 1908, are counted as his drawbacks, 
and he is considered as an economic danger, though by his labour at least the 

colony of Natal has prospered, and several industries' owe their existence and 
present condition entirely' to him, as admitted by the Commission. It is there-

fore time to devise means to put an end to the present deplorable state of things 

, " As a first step in this direction I submit, my Lord, that it is necessary to 

stop indentured labour into Natal, as those who once go out to the colony find 
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to their bitter i~app in m n  that what was made to appear to them as an 
El Dorado has turned out to be nothing but a mirage. I t is found that at the 
end of the period of indenture the savings of their labours are so small as either 

to compel them to return to India i~h practically nothing in their pockets or to 

re-indenture themselves, as the majority of them are doing, under the same undesir-
able-conditions. A tax has been imposed on freedom, an annual license-tax of 

£3 per head, and it has become practically impossible for them to earn their living 
as independent cultivators paying four times the  tax to Government which a 
European cultivator has. to pay for the same land. Further, the system of 

indentured labour is highly questionable and has been condemned by no less an 
authority than the late Sir W. W. Hunter as being perilously akin to one of 
'temporary slavery' j but as the system prevails in Natal it is much worse, for 

the labourer is not sufficiently protected against the cruelty and ill-treatment of an 
unscrupulous employer. It is, therefore, as a matter of principle and humanity 

and not on the ground of retaliation, I urge, my Lord, that the system of inden-
tured labobr should'be put an ~n  to, at least to prevent any more of our fellow-
countrymen from go:ng, to South Africa, there to be subjected to indignities 
which the colonists insist on imposing on them. 

" But if Natal wants indentured labour for the growth of her industries, and 
the Immigration Commission reports that the colony cannot get on without such 
labour, then I submit, my Lord, that it should be supplied only on 
conditions which would ensure elementary rights of citizenship to British 
Indians that go to South Africa. Further, if the present system should 
continue, I beg' to associate myself with the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale in 

sugge,;ting that the officer at Natal whose duty it is to saft:guard the 
interests of the labourers, and who is today a Natal colonist responsible to 
that Government, should be replaced by an Indian officer appointed by 
and r p n i ~ to the Government of India. At the least, I would suggest 
that a responsible officer on behalf of the Government of India should be as-
sociated with him to look after and protect the interests of British Indian immi· 
grants. We can then hope that the offi.cer appointed by Your Excelleny's 
Government will prove to be a real protector of Indian immigrants and not an 

abettor of a policy created directly in favour of the employer. 

II I would also suggest that the Government should adopt measures to ensure 

that Protectors of Emigrants in this country should only countersign such 
representations to emigrants as are known to the Government of India to 
be true. For instance, the Madras Protector of Emigrants authorises represen-

tations to the intending emigrant that on his arrival in Natal he will be given 
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a good house to live in ·and plenty of garden land to. cultivate. Yet a high 

Natal officer has publicly declared that many of these good houses are simply 
piggeries, whilst the garden land for private cultivation is non-existent, except 
perhaps in .very few cases. Besides, as the Emigration Act is administered 
the emigrant is not informed of the penalties which he would be liable for 
even trivial or technical breaches of the contract, while his remedy against" the 

employer is almost impossible of enforcement under the Natallaw. 

,r I would further suggest,. my Lord, that the system under which intending 
emigrants are examined to test their free choice prior to the registration of 
their contracts should be placed on a more satisfactory footing than it is at 
present, and arrangements be made that they should be informed of the social 
conditions and other circumstances connected with Natal and some sort of 
check devised to disillusion them of their ideas of the enchanting picture of the 
colony impressed on their confiding ignorance by recruiting agents. 

" My Lord, these suggestions I have ventured.to make but touch the fringe 
of the real question that stands at the back of this ra.solution, which affects 
vitally the future of this country and the solidarity of the British Empire. Sh,all 
British citizenship be a by-word among the nations of the earth or a reality under -. which British Indians shall  enjoy equal rights with other subjects of Hi.;: 
Majesty the King-Emperor? Shall India be the dumping grounA for lither 
countries and the Indian alone debarred from enjoying the elementanr riphts of 
citizenship in the self-governing colonies of the Empire? For the example of Natal 
and the Transvaal are contagious. Portuguese and German colonies have begun 
to take lessons from them and impose restrictio,ns and disabilities on British 
Indians. The question may no doubt be a difficult one to solve. But 
it is humiliating to reflect that the Imperial ~m n  has. felt power-
less before the demands of the responsible Government of the Transvaal 
and has given sanctic)n to various Acts galling to the British Indians. We 
were deeply pained to learn that the Imperial Parliament by passing the South 
African Union Act gave sanction to the disqualification of non-Europeans to a 
seat onthe Union Parliament and thu!! introduced the race-virus in an Act of 
Parliament, though with many 'protestations of good will towards India. How-
ever, it is a matter of congratulation that on this question there is no 
difference of opinion between the Government and the people of this 
. country and that the Government are sC?licitous to secure for the Indians in 
the colonies the rights enjoyed by other. British subjects. . Fortunately 
the better mind of England is also with the Government of India. For, as 
pointed out by lord Selbome and other British statesmen before the 
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outbreak of the South African War, the quesLioll is :-' Whether the British 

subject wherever he goes, all over the" world, whether" he be black or 

white, whether he comes from Great Britain itself or from Canada or 
New Zealand, is to have the rights that his Queen has secured to him.' As 
frankly stated by Lord Curzon recently in the debate in the House of Lords, the 

va'ue which is a a h~  to the rights of British citizenship is 'the only basis 

~p n which you will expect the loyalty of an Asiatic population to an alien rule 

to be permanently developed or maintained.' I may take the liberty to state 
that one of the potent causes of unrest in this land is the inferior status accorded 
to the British Indian, and any number of Press laws or other repressive measures 

will not tend to al12.Y the excitement or give contentment to the people unless 
and until British citizem.hip is made a reality both at home and abroad. Our 
thanks are due to your Lordship ~ making a real and earnest beginning in this 
direction, and we confidently expect that the way shown by your Lordship will be 

followed up steadily, consistently and speedily, making the Government broad-
based oft. the people's will and their gratitude, so that the people of this 

• 
country may realise that the Government is as much theirs as the British and 

feel proud that they a:e an integral and effective part of the mighty British 

Empire." 

The Hon'ble MR." MAXWELL said :-" Before public attention was drawn in 
India to the matter under discussion, His Majesty's Government and the Gov-

ernment of India had been trying to obtain satisfactory guarantees for the protec-
tion of the interp.sts of His Majesty's British Indian subjects in Natal, and these 
efforts have not been altogether unsuccessful. The chief grievance of the Indians 

in Natal arose in connection" with the issue of licenses under Act XVIII of 1897 
which relates -to wholesale and retail dealers. The question of providing for the 

right of appeal against refusals to grant or renew licenses to. trade has 
been one of the points in negotiation between us and the Colonial Govern-
ment for some years past. These licenses are granted by Municipal Boards 
whose decisions under the Act of 1897 were not subject to. review by, or 
appeal to, the Supreme Court. The Government of India pressed for 
~ amendment of this Act so as to provide ~ r a judicial review of the decisions 
of these Municipal Boards, ~n  the Colonial Parliament recently passed an Act 
giving the right of appeal to the Suprem:! Court against refusals to renew 
existing licenses. The Government of lndia could not, however, accept this 
concession as a satisfactory settlement and have recently obtained the 
Secretary of State's sanction to undertake legislation to prohibit emigration from 
India on grounds such as elUst in the case of Natal. The Government of India 
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bope to be ~  shortly to introduce a Bill for this purpose and will be prepared 
to give effect to if if negotiations with the South African Union do not result 
in an agreement which the Government of India can accept as a proper 

.settlement. 

cr The Government of India are prepared therefore to accept the R u ~n 

of the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale to the effect that they should be empowered to 
prohibit emigration to Natal. They can assure the Council that the treatment 
of His Majesty's British Indian subjects in South Airica is receiving their 
constant and sympathetic attention, and everything that lies in the power of 
the Government of India is being done to improve their position. 

II My Lord, I ha\·e nothing further to say at this stage, but later I shall have 
a few observations to make regarding some of the points that have been 
raised by Hon'ble Members during the course of this discussion." 

The Hon'ble SIR VITHALDAS D. THACKERSEY :-" My Lord, after what 

has been said by the Hon'ble Mr. Maxwell, I will not ~ ain the Council long, and 
will confine my remarks to only one point. My Lord, it h;s been said that this 
resolution is to be adopted and that recruitment is to be prohibited on grounds 
of retaliation i but there Gre also other considerations why,· for the benefit of 
the labourers themselves and for the benefit of the country .,generally, 
the Imperial Government may well take this measure. It has been pointed 
out here that the total saving of a labourer returned from Natal averages 
Rs. 130 in five years, or Rs. 26 per a~. Now, my Lord, I ~n speak with 
some experience so far as the labour conditions in the Bombay Presidency are 
concerned, and during my tour throughout India as. a member of the Fac-
tories Commission, I had the opportunity of closely' examining the conditions 
of labour throughout India and Burma. I can say without the slightest hesi-
tation that the condition of the Indian labourer in factories is one which may be 
considered as absolutely independent. The labourers in India at present-so 
far as factory labourers are concerned-are masters of the situation. They can 
dictate their own terms to their employers. Not only that. but after eight or nine 
months' work in factories they go out to their native districts and take rest or 
employ themselves on their own.land in agricultural operations for three or four 
months in the yea.r on the savings of their work during the previous eight 
months. Now is that condition not considered better than the condition of a 
Natal labourer returning afcer five years of hard work away from his. family and 
from his relations and friends, with the big sum of Rs. 130 as the saving of 
five years? I . say if it is the fact that the labourers, in addition to other 
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-
disadvantages,. can only save Rs. 130 in five years, I say the condition of labour 
in India is a hundred times better. There are loud complaints everywhere. 
The Bombay cotton industry clamours that there is an insufficiency of labour. 

Here in Bengal we hear from jute manufacturers that tiley are suffering from 

insufficient labour. We hear reports from agricultural areas that the immigration 
of ~gri u ura  labourers to the industrial cities is rather too rapid to be 
consistent with the interests of agricultural operations. Taking all these things 
into consideration, I think it would not be at aU a hardship to the labourers if 
the Government of India prohibit immigration to Nata!." 

The Hon'ble MR. MUOHOLKAR said :_U My Lord, I wish to associate 

myself with the resolution which has been moved by my friend the 
Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale. The subject with which he deals-the treat-
ment of Indians in South Africa-has deeply stirred my countrymen. There 

exists in regard to it a singular unanimity of opinion among men of 

all the races, cr<!eds, castes and sec,tions who inhabit this vast continent. 
Public opinion in England, has 'been equally scandalized, and men 
of all parties have j~in  in condemning the attitude of the South 
Afri,can Governments and people towards Indians and the treatment that 
is accorded to them. Even the better section of the colonials dt:nounce 
these things. And wen they all might. For it is a one long story of injustice, 
of colour prejudice. of race-hatred, of insults and indignities heaped upon law-
abiding and peacerul subjects of the King-Emperor, and of cruelties practised 
towards helpless people. The attitude of the ordinary colonial, who now 
practically wields' unchecked power, the sentiments which he entertains 
towards the Indians, the langpage which he adopts, and the course of 
conduct which in but too many cases he follows, are such as not only go counter 
to the lmperial idea, but are morally indefensible and shock our feelings of 
humanity. -And there is absolutel, no cause, no just excuse, for this bitterness 
towards Indians and the persecutions to which they are subjected. They are 
disliked and pursued not because they are turbulent. unruly or vicious. They 
are haled, as Your Lordship's predecessor pointed out, on account of their very 
virtues. It is because they are sober, thriftty, industrious, more attentive to 
their business than the white men, with whom they come into competition in their 

trade and business, that their presence in the colonies is considered intolerable. 
It is not possible within the time available here to give anything approaching 
an adequate recital of the numerous woes they suffer. A mere indication of 
some of the grievous ones can alone be attempted. 

Ie It is in the two colonies of Natal and Transvaal that Indians have most to 

bear these insufferable wrongs. The Transvaalers with their characteristic exclu-
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siveness have for well nigh thirty years been working. to prevent the entry of 
Indians within their territory and to tum out those who were already there by 
imposing restrictions against them, by making their life miserable, and ~u j

·ing them· to various pains and penalties.· Till recently they were however 
unable to fully enforce their unjust lawS, because the British Government 
. stood by its subjects. One of the reasons for which the British Government 
went to war with the Boer republics was their ill-treatment of Indians. But 
this object of the War has been lost sight of. What those republics could 
not do is now being done by a Government which in law is subordinate to the 
Imperial Goyernment. Indians in the Transva .. 1 cannot hold landed property, they 
cannot trade without licenlles, and that too in fixed localities; howsoever refined 
or cultured they might be,. they are not permitted to reside anywhere except in 
locations which are kept in conditions not far removed from pigsties. Theyare 
Dot allowed to walk by the footpath or travel in the tram-cars, e.xcept 
on the outside. They' cannot travel over railways without restrictions. 
No Indian is permitted to enter the Transvaal, ,!nless he is register.!d and his 
6nger-prints and photo taken as if he were a crim.1nal. Even those who 
had Jived in the colony for years before the War and had been already 
registered both before and after the War, were required to get themse1ves 
re-registered with the!e degrading ceremonials. And this in spite ~ h  solemn 
assurance of the Queen's representative. No self-respecting mfIl can stand 
such treatment. And naturally they refused compliance with an unjust edict. 
Then followed those sickening episodes of forcible deportations, of refusal to 
allow people to land, of imprisonments and ill-treatment in j~i .. 

CI My Lord, it is beyond .question what the Transvaalers want. Persons 
holding high positions in that colony have publicly avowed their policy of getting 
rid of the • Indian cancer' by ma~ing the Indians' life unbearable. Putting aside 
the course of conduct followed towards the passive resisters, the Government ~  • 
India and the Government of His aj~  cannot and ought not to permit the bar 
sjnister. to be placed agaipst so many millions of His Majesty's subjects: It is 
impossible for us Indians to ui ~ u mi  to this. Previou;; Viceroys, Secretaries 
of State for India, Colonial Secretaries; Prime Ministers, have all protestecl 
against it, but to no purpose. ~  condition of ~  IndillUlS in the Transvaal is 
worse today than what i~ was in Paul Kruger's time. The .Dumber of Indians 
has dwi.ndled down from 15,000 to 6,000. . 

Ie In Natal the state of ·things is almost equally deplorable· in regard to 
. the free population and greatly worse in regard to indentured labourers •• 
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Of the one· and a half lakhs of Indians who are estimated to be residing in 

South Africa, about fths are in Natal. Of these about 32,000 are serving on in-
denture, 71,000 are ex-indentured or the descendants of ex-indentured Indians 

,and Some 15,000 are traders. It was to save the colony from the bankruptcy, 
and ruin with which it was threatened, and at the solicitations of the colony, that 

tM Indian Government allowed labour under indenture for Natal to be recruited 
in India. The system has been in vogue since fifty years, and Indian labour has 

been mainly instrumental in converting what was once a wilderness into a 

garden. But gratitude, or, for the matter of that, or dinary feelings of humanity 

are not mental possessions greatly prized in South Africa, and the appalling roll 
of suicides and annals of the local Courts testily to the inhuman treatment which 
in but too many cases these unfortunate men suffer. There are masters and 
managers who treat their labourers kindly and humanely. But the cases which 
have come before the Courts and authorities show that a very large portion of the 

employers of labour regard the coolies, as they are called, as less deserving 
of consideration than cattle. The condition of the indentured labourer is not 

far removed from slavery. Most of the employers work them and 
treat them as slaves: Compelled to work from 4 A.M. to 7 P.M. or even 
9 P.M., abused and assaulted for every slight mistake by overseers 
and ma&ters, many coolies when brought before the Courts have pre-
ferred imprisonment to living under their masters. Persons prosecuted Jor 
attempts to commit suicide have declared in Court that they tried to do away 
with themselves because they could no longer stand the cruelties they had to 
undergo. They cannot walk about without written permits. If they do so, any-
body can arrest them. Men brutally assaulted who went and complained ~  the 
Magistrates and established h~ truth of the complaint have been sentenced to 
hard labour for six months, because they left the master's premises without a 
written permit, while the master for his assault escaped with a light fine. It 
cannot be said that the cruelties are accidental and due to individual perversity. 
The whole system is vicious and utterly indefensible. The law,s and rules are 
unjust and one-sided and are against the labourers. The supposed safeguards 
are worse than illusory. The so-called Protector is hardly ever a real protector 

• 
and has indeed at limes shown himself to be a persecutor. 

II Apart from the badness of the law and the temptations to cruelty wbicb 

it affords, the very system of indentured labour must be condemned as wrong in 
principle. It is degrading and debasing to tbe labourers, and it bas a demoralis-
ing effect on the employers. The Government of India will, I feryently hope, 
come to tbe rescue of these poor people. Lord George Hamilton, while Secretary 
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of.Slate for India, said ·00 a memorable occasion: ' Now, there is certain interest 

in South Africa, which, we are told, requires imported labour, and I believe that 
a very large proportion of the Native Indians in Natal are engaged in the 
~ ping of the sugar industries and kindred pursuits. I do not like to 
make use of threats. But after consultation with the Indian Government, if I 
find there is a disposition to get these labourers and not to treat people 

fairly, it would he a matter for serious consideration, whether or not we would 

put some legal obstruction in their way. a * • a I should not hold 
the position I do and continue to tolerate the treatment, which seems now to be 
wholly undeserved and unnecessary.' 

" It is not onl.}" the indentured labourers who suffer grievous wrongs at the 
hands of the Natal colonists. There is not indeed in Natal that total avowed ex-
clusion of the Asiatic which is the great feature of Transvaal law. But the spirit 

of exclusiveness and unfairness is there, though things are done in a more 
refined manner. In addition to .a heavy poll-tax of one pound per head, there is 
a license·tax of three pounds per annum per head, which an ex-indentured 
labourer wishing to stay in the colony as a free worker hasato pay for himself, his 
wife ·and children. 

"And as to traders and others there is the same story as in the Traltsvaal of 
deprivation of old rights, of persecution by trade rivals, of degrading rfilstrictions, 
of hea\'y i In posts, of interference with ~  right of rl"sidence, the right to carry 
on trade, of arbitrary exercise of the licensing power, and in some places there 

are the same restrictions about walking on foot-paths and travellillg in tram-cars. 

" My Lord, there is absolutely 110 justificatiorJ for the cry which is raised 

that the Asiatics will flood South Africa. For the Indians there and in tnis 
country. have :...ccepted the view that the claim of Asiatics to unrestricted im-
migration is Leyond the pale of practical politics lind is not to be pressed as 
things stand. All that they ask in the Transvaal is for the old Indian residents to 
be aJlowed to live peaceably, as in Cape Colony for instance, without being treated 
like habitual criminals, for men of education and position to be allowed to come in, 
so that they might have teacher.s, ministers of religion and doctors for themselves 
and t.heir people In Natal they ask for the maintenance of the rights and privi-
leges they have had for years and years. But both these colonies are actively 
pursuing a hostile policy calculated to rl·duce Indians to a state of servitude. 
They do not want Indians to remain in the country except as indentured 
labourers, from whom they would take the best of work that is in them and 
then throw them away like a squeezed orange. 
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CI My Lord, the people of India cannot accept a colour bar. Every English 
Minister of position, every true Englishman, has denounced it as utterly unworthy 

of persons who want to be partners in a world-wide empire. Your Lordship ~  

Government will refuse to permit the Indian subjects of His Majesty to be ill-used. 

Tl'le evil example of the Transvaal and Natal is being imitated elsewhere also. 

On grounds of humanity and as a protest against injustice it is only proper that 

the help which the Indian Government is giving to Natal to obtain the labour 

without which the work of the colony cannot go on should be stopped and the 

recruitment under indentures should be prohibited. This is the first step to be 

taken in the efforts which must be made for securing just and equal treatment' to 

the Indians in the South African colonies and elsewhere, and the country confi-

dently expects that the Government of India will take it." 

The Hon'ble MAHARAJADHIRAJA BAHADUR OF BURDWAN said :-" I 

heartily congratulate the Government on having accepted the Resolution 

which his been put before ~ Government in such an able mannt:1' by my 

Hon'ble friend Mr. Idokhale. I take this opportunity on behalf of the non-

official Indian members here 'to convey our gratdul thanks to. Mr. Gokhale 

for this most opportune Resolution." 

The Hon'ble NAWAB SAIYID MUHAMMAD SAHIB BAHADUR said :-"My 

Lord, evidence is not needed to show that there is a deep feeling throughout the 

country and in every section of the community as regards the unjust treatment of 

British Indian ~u j  in South Africa. That feeling is daily growing in strength 

and intensity, and your Lordship's Government can no longer rest content with 

addressing remonstrances to the Home Government in England which are Dot 

heeded by the Transvaal Government. I am perfectly aware that your Lord-

ship, the Secretary of State fot: 'India and' also the Ministry are desirous of 

seeing justice done to the Indians in the Transvaal, but unfortunately the Gov-

ernment of that Colony has persisted in imposing humiliating disabilities upon 

the Indian residents without a shadow of any justification or allY need whatso-

ever. After the Transvaal became a ~ i h Colony' i ~ was reasonable to 
expect that the administration would be informed by a sense of British justice 

alld British toleration. But it is the reverse that has happened. 

"The Asiatic Law Amendment Ordinance assumed without any foundation 

guilty knowledge on the part of all Indian residents of a wholesale introduction 

of unlawfully resident Asiatics. The deputation that waited upon Lord Elgin 

was given an assurance ttwt tile Ordinance WOl!ld not come into operation till 
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it had been considered by the Transvaal ParliamenL But the Ordinance was 
passed as an Act of 1907 and this was followed by the movement of passive 
r~ i ~ . The Immigration Act was passed in December 1907 and immediately 
afterwards followed' a number of arrests of the leaders of the two Asiatic 
communities. In consequence of the general agitation in England and Inem 
and also in South Africa the Immigration Act was suspended on the under-
, standing that voluntary re-registration woulft be accepted and the Act repealed. 
In accordance with this assurance the leaders voluntarily registered, but the 
promise made to them was broken and compulsory registration was revived. 
The struggle recommenced and is still going on and is likely, to go on unless 
better counsels prevail with the Transvaal Government. 

" My Lord, domiciled Indians have been deported, there have been 
hardships of every kind in gaols, Muhammadan prisoners have not been able to 
observe the fast of the Ramzan to keep which they have a religious obligation 
and have been cynically told to go and observe the fast when they would be 
set at liberty after the month of Ramzan. Indians have been financially ruined, 
lawful residents have been persecuted, delegates to India have been arrested on 
the eve of their departure, and the policy of irritation has been pursued with the 

,J 

utmost rigour. Of 15,000 Indians before the war there are barely 6,000 left in 
the Transvaal. Between January 1908 and June 1909 no less Cian 2,500 
sentences of imprisonment were passed, the age of the prisoners varying from 16 
to over 60. What appears to be utterly in:omprehensible is that all this 
has been done on the ground that the Natal Government is free to manage 
its own affairs. And what of the Empire? Is ~ Transvaal Government free 
to ignore the effects of its policy upon the people of India? That is undoubtedly 

its attitude, but it is perfectly clear that it an~  be shared by either ~  

British Governmt!nt or the Government of India. My Lord, the prohibition 
ofthe emigration of indentured Indian labollr to Natal may not directly affect 
the TraJ;lsvaal Government, but it will certainly produce a wholesome effect when 
the Union Parliament will come into existence and will mark the disapproba-
tion of the Government of India of the· highly injudicious course taken by the 
Transvaal Government. With these few words I support the Resolution which 
I hope will ~  unanimously adopted by the Council. " 

The Hon'ble MR. MAZHARUL HAQUE said :-" My Lord, the resolu-
tion moved by my Hon'ble friend Mr. Gokhale de-.als with one of those questionS 
about which there is absolutely no difference of opinion amongst the Indian 
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people. Hindus and Muhammadans, Parsis and Sikhs, Christi<lns and Buddhists, 

vie with each other in condemning the treatment our countrymen are recc'iving 

in South Africa, and insist upon their ~ri an  being redressed, and speedily 

redressep. The entire European community, and specially the important 

European mercantile community, I am glad to say, is also largely in 

active sympathy with us, and is ready to co-o?erate. It is true now and then 

we hear a jarring note from some Anglo-I ndian journals, bllt we net"d not take 

notice of them. They suffer from chronic Indo-phobia, and cannot see any 

justice in our claims. They would not e\"en credit U5 with ordinary human 

feelings and emotions . 

.. My Lord, we have reason to believe th;lt the Government df India also 

sympathises in our efforts to ameliorate the deplorable condition of our brethren 
in the South Af.ican colonies and would greatly like to help us but for its 

constitutional limitations. The Imperial Government itself is inclined to take 

a broad and statesmanlike view of the question but for the obstinate attitude of 

the colotiists, who having received responsible government cannot be interfered 

with. 

" M.y Lord, the question is a very serious one, and the feeling ill the country 

is very strong. The insulting and humiliating treatment of the Indians affects 
not only the educated community, but the country at large. The labourers who 

return to Intlia after their period of indenture is over carry the tale of their woes 

and sufferings with them, and the country from end to end rings with the inhumani-

ties of the coloni,;ts. The result is that the whole country is simply saturated 

with the storie:; of the maltreatment of the Indians in South Africa, and, my. Lord, 

the talc is certainly grim enough to send a thrill of horror through the heart of 

every Indian. 

" There are three classes of Indians residing in the South African colonies. 

The first is that of the indentured labourers. They go to work in the tea, 

coffee and sugar plantations, on the railways, in Government and Municipal 

service, in the coal mines, agriculture, and in domestic employments. On 
landing in South Africa they are allotted to· different employers of labour and 

have to serve out their term of contract. The second class is of those men 

who have completed their period of indenture and have settled in South Africa 
and made it their home. The third class is that of traders, merchants, lawyers,. 

and other professional men, who have migrated in the wake of the above 
two classes to supply their ordinary wants. The fate of none of those Indians 
is enviable. The indentured labourer, the moment he lands in the colonies and 
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is handed over to hi's mp r~ becomes for all practical purposes a slave of 
his master. Numerous laws have been enacted to' c'urtail his freedom. New 

offences have been crelted specially for him, and he is punished, fined, whipped 
,and sent to jail for most trivial acts-acts which are not and cannot be treated 
as criminal n ~  in any civilized country. Redress against his employer 
. for maltreatment he has none. He may be brutally assaulted, but he canrl"ot 

leave his place even f;)r lodging a complaint without making himself liable to 

criminal prosecution. 

"There are authentic cases on record which prove that for the most inhuman 
treatment meted out to these wretched creatures there is no redress beyond a 
paltry fine imposed upon the employers. Take for instance the case of the 
man who cut off a lobe of his coolie's ear, and when pllt upon his defence 
raised the curious and outrageous plea that as the law allowed him to cut off 
the ear of a sheep, why should he not be allowed to cut off the ear of his 
coolie, who was no better than a sheep? And what \\'as the redress t,hat the 
poor coolie got for this outrage? The, Magistrate let the criminal off with 
the option of a fine of £20. Could human depravity go farther? Could there 
~ a greater travesty of justice than that revealed in this case? My Lordi 
this one instance alone is sufficient to damn the whole system of in~ n ur  

labour. Then again look at the number of suicides committed by these 
uahappy men. The rate of suicides for the whole of India is ~  37 per 
million, while that of the indentured Indians in Natal alone is 551. My Lord, 
why should these poor Indians take their own lives, if not ~~au  of the un-
bearable oppressio, and cruelties perpetrated upon them? My Lord, the whole 
system of indentured labour is vicious in principle .• It brutalises the employer. 
It demoralises tho! employed. It perpetrates the worse form of slavery in the 

guise of legal n ~a . It is bad in its inception, inhuman in its working and 
mischievou.i in its results, and ought to be done away with without any further 
delay. 

"Then tl,J.ere is the case of those men who have CJmilleted the term of their 
contract and have ma ~ up h~ir minc\to settle in South Africa. ~ r  are no 
less than 61,000 of sllch men. By a strange irony of language, they are called 
tree Indians. These men have given the best part of their lives to the develope 
ment of the country. Many of them were born and bred there and know no 
country other than South Africa. These are t'he greatest eye30res, and every at-
tempt is made either to turn them out or to comp'e1 them to re-indtmture them-
selves, and thereby t() relapse into'lheir former state of slavery. Many devices 
have been invented to achieve these objects. The most"formidable and success-
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-
ful is the imposition of an annual tax of £3 on every male of 16 years and up-
wards, and every female of 13 years and upwards. Over and above this they 

have to pay a poll-tax of £1. Most of these poor men are unable to bear this 
heavy burden of taxation, and to keep their body and soul together are forced to 

re-indenture themselves. It is not ~  love of wages, because in all conscience 
tMt is small enough, but sheer necessity, that compels them to take this course. 
They are taxed not for the purposes of revenue but on the express and declared 

ground of being undesirables. This is colour-hatred and race-prejudice witb 
a vengeance. 

"My Lord, European historians are never tired of impressing upon us the 
infamous nature of the poll-tax-the hated Jezia-imposed by the early Muslim 
conquerors on their non-Muslim subjects.  Jezia at least had the merit of 
being optional to the non-Mu.;lim. He had the freedom to choose between 

the tax and military service, a freedom denied to the Muslim, for he had to 
render compulsory military service. However, my Lord, that was in the 7th 
century, "more than 1,300 Jears ago, when the greater part of the world 
was steeped in ignoraflce. Is there any justification for this poll-tax in the 
beginning of the 20th century? Is it right or just to tax a man because he is 
either black, brown, or yellow, or because be comes from the Asiatic continent P 
My Lord, Buddha. Christ and Mohammed were Asiatics. 

"Lastly, I come to the case of those who are neither indentured or ex-inden-
tured men-I mean traders, merchants, lawyers, doctors, school-masters, priests 
and men of similar classes. Many of them are ex-soldiers from His Majesty's army" 
They are men of wealth and eduCiation, culture and refinement, but are treated like 
parias in all the South African colonies, and much more so in the Transvaal. One 
of the most loudly-proclaimed reasons for the Boer War was the ill-treatment of • 
the Indians by the Dutch Government. The lot of the Indians after the war is 
still worse. By Law III of 1885 the Boer Government labelled every Indian  a 
coolie-a word now made historic in this Council. Under the British regime. the 
same insulting definition is' maintained. There are no Indians there. but all 
are coolies. how high their position or attainFoents may be. The colonial law of 
the Transvaal knows no distinction, and the richest Maharaja or the wealthiest 
Nawab, the moment he enters the Transvaal territory. is instantly metamorphosed 
into a coolie. My Lord, we Indians may aspire to the highest 
. place in the services oE the British Government, we may occupy seats on the 
High Court Bench. we may sit with Your Lordship iii this Council chamber, 
we may hope to secure the portfolio of an Executive Member, we may enter the 
India C:>uncil. we may be sworn in as a Privy Councillor of His. Majesty, we 
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may even knock at the portals of that holy 'of holies, the ri~i h Parliament, and 

sit with the highest, the ablest, and the noblest of England; but in the Trans-

vaal we must not travel on the railway in the same compartment with a white 
man, we must not ride a municipal tram-car except in.the company of the Kaf-
firs, we must not walk on the public footpaths, nor use the public baths. 

We are unfit to live in European quarters, and must be relegated 
and confined to filthy ~a i n , nor must we stir out of our houses aiter 9 
o'clock in the night. We must register ourselves for the purposes of 

identification, and impress the print of the 10 digits on our certificates, like 
ordinary criminals i otherwise we· must go to jail. A little band of heroic 

Indians headed by that noble patriot Gandhi have been time after time 
incarcerated in jail, suffered unspeakable indignities and tardships, broken 
stones like felons, done filthy work of the scavenger, for the sake of their con-
science and national honour. My Lord, this is how the King-Emperor's Indian 
subjects are treated in another part of His Majesty's dominions. No wonder 
that the Indian people resent it and look to Your Lordship's Government for the 

redress of these wrongs. • 

CC My Lord, I cannot ronclude my remarks without referring to a pomt 

which is nearest my heart, and which I have been specially commiSlSioned by 
the people and the community whom I represent in this Council to bring to Your 

1 

Lordship's notice. Apart from the fact that the largest number of traders are 
M usalmans and therefore these disabling 'and insulting enactments affect them 
most in their worldly concerns, the religion of Islam itself has been attacked. 
Our Hindu, Parsi. Christian and Buddhist brethren 'are' ostracised on 
the ground of their colour and country only, bllt we Musalmans have been ex-

cluded on the ground of our religion as well. Law III of 1885, confirmed by 
the Asiatic Law Amendment Ordinance of 1906 and Act II of 190', enacts that 
C the so-called coolies, Arabs, Malays and Muhammadan subjects of the Turkish 
dominion,' cannot obtain rights of citizenship in the Transvaal. Now if you take 
away the non-Muslim elements included in the word coolies, the rest are fol-
lowers of Islam. The Arabs are whqIly and the Malays are mostly Musalmans. 
Turkish Muhammadans have been expressly forbidden. Why should the Musal-
mans be excluded as Musalmans? This is an insult which no Muhammadan 
can brook· without a protest. To us Musalmans our religion is not 
a philosophical abstraction nor it is a creed of idealism. It is a religion 
which enters the stem realities of everyday life. It pervades and models 
our very existence. I f Islam is in,sulted in one corner of the globe, 
. it sends a thrill of indignation into the heart of aU its votarie'1 throughout the 
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world. Have these colonists counted the .. cost to the Empire by this ill-fated 
legislation oftheirs? Do they not know that our King-Emperor is the first 

Muhammadan Mqnarch in the world-for it is to His Majesty that the largest 

number of the followers of Islam render willing allegiance-not even excepting 
the Sultan of Turkey himself. And His Majesty has no more loyal and braver 

subjects in his dominions than these very Muhammadans. 

(/ My Lord, such are the wrongs of the Indians in South Africa. The edu-
cated classes in this country know and realize to the fullest extent the rlifficul-
ties of both the Indian and the Imperial Governments. Indeed 'they gratefully 

acknowledge the sincere and earnest attempts made by the Government of 
India to change the lot of these unhappy men. But the masses do not under-
stand the nice distinctions and subtleties of high politics. They look to the 

result and not the cause. They see that His Majesry's subjects are ill-treated 
in one part of the Empire, and they wonder at the failure of England's might to 

secure justice for their i r~a  brethren. This is an impression which should 
not be allowed to go f8rth in the interests of the Empire • 

.. Is there no way out of the difficulty? We think that there is, and this 

resolution points out that way. The ~ ni  are dependent for their pros-
perity and nevelopment on the Indian labour. We simply tell them, that unless 
and until you behave better and treat our people like human beings, with fair-
ness and justice, you shall not have our help in securing that labour which you 

so much want. 

" My Lord, as I have .already said, the Indian people are absolutely 
unitec! on this point. Is it too much to request the European members of this 
Council, official or non-official, to stretch a helping hand to us to stop this 

legalised form of slavery, to save our people from indignities and humiliations, 
and to vindicate our national honour? My Lord, I think .not, I hope not." 

The Hon'ble BABU BHUPENDRA NATH BASU: II After what has fallen 
from the Hon'ble Mr. Maxwell, it is needless to add any observations of 
mine. On behalf of the community which I have the honour to represent in 
Your Excellency'S Council, 1 associate myself with every word that has 
fallen from tbe Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale regarding the grievances of our countrymen 
in South Africa and the remedies that may be applied. I render to Your 
Excellency our bumble and most loyal thanks for the ready response 
wbich Your Excellency'S Government bas given to the resolution'" 
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The Hon'ble MR.' SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA saiO ;_u My Lord, after the 
.ery able and exhaustive treatment which the subject-matter of this resolution has 
received at the hands of the mover, the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, I do not think I 
shall be justified in inflicting on the Council a IOJlg speech, and yet the question 
is one of so vital an importance to the well-being of my country that I would 
fain say a few words in supporting the proposition. The first important point> to 
note in connection with the subjt-ct is the almost absolute unanimity that exists 
on it, amongst all the sections of our rather heterogenous population. But 
whalev. r our differences on other questions may be, on this one question, that of 
the status ·of Indians in the South African Colonies and the remedial measure 
proposed by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, there is, I am glad to say, an absolute 
agreement amongst thoughtful and educated Indians. This in itself is a great 
advantage. We know I hat what often passes for public opinion in this country is as 
often as not but the opinion of a particular community or of a small Fection of the 
people. Fortunately this is not the case in conne(·tion with the subject under 
discussion. Here the representatives of all the Indian communities stand on a 
common platform and are working shoulder to shotJlder to have this great griev-
ance redressed. Nor is the vast bulk of the great Anglo-Indian community 
unsympathetic" in the matter, to judge from the writings of many of the leadi'1g 
exponents in the Press, of Anglo-Indian opinion. There might be. here and 
there a dissentient voice, but I believe that the great bulk of His Majesty's 
European subjects in this country are at one wilh their Ir.dian' fellow-sub-
jects, so far as this question is concerned. Last, but not least, some of the 
greatest British statesmen-members of both the great political parties-
have repeatedly expressed their sympathy with the claims· of . the Indians in 
South Africa and suggested the adoption by the Government of some such 
measure as that urged by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale. Such unanimous 
support, official and non-official, British, Anglo-Indian and Indian, ought to 
materially strengthen the hands of the Governm ent in grappling with the pro-
blem in the way suggested by the mover of the resolution . 

., My Lord, speaking recently at Edinburgh on c The Place of India in the 
Empire"' Lord Curzon said that r Strong language may well be justified in 
condemning some of the disabilities" to which Indians of education and position 
have been.subjected in the Transvaal and other Colonie •. ' And he" himself, 
speaking in the House of Lords, summarized the Indian grievances in the 
following terms :-Said H is Lordship:-The Indian C is invited and even 
encouraged by our Government to emigrate from India. We send him to a colony 
which he enriches by his labour, and then society there appears to tum round on 

J. him, as if be were a pariah dog. He is penalised there, not for his vices but for 
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hi,; virtues. It is because he is a sober, industrious, frugal and saving ri\an that 

he is such a formidable economic danger in the situation. And then the Indian 

remembers that, at any rate, in a large number of cases he has fOllght for the 
British Empire in South Africa and that it was largely owing to hi~ efforts that 

Natal was saved. Natal would not have been saved in the Boer war but for the 
cOllltingents that were despatched to the scene of war from India.' But though 

I have one of the highest authorities on Indian questions in justification of the 

use of strong language in speaking on this subject, I shall nevertht:less refrain 
from doing so, as I helieve the case of the Indians in South Africa is so strong 
as to render the use of strong language more or less unnecessary and superflu-
OilS. The tale of woe narrated by the mover of the resolution should satisfy 

all reasonable and all open-minded men that the statement of facts contains a 
most serious indictment that can be brought against any Government 

with any prdentions to a civilized system of administration. 
And when we remember that the principal cause of the' Boer war was 
alleged by so responsible a Minister as Lord Lansdowne, and other responsible 
statesmen, to have been the tIl-treatment of the Indians in the Transvaal, it is all 
the more regrettable to learn that though ten years have elapsed since that 
ti.ne, the condition of the Indians in the British Colonies in South Africa has 
far from improving, but grown worse. It is worth while quoting the very words 
of Lord Lansdowne: I Among the many misdeeds of the South African Republic, 
I do not know that any fills me with more indignation than its treatment of 
these Indians. And the harm is not confined to sufferers on the spot i for what 
d) you imagine would be the effect produced in India when these poor people 
return to thtir country to report to their friends that the Government of the. 
Empress, so mighty and irresistible in India, is powerless to secure redress 
at the hands of a small South African State.' I wish those who are opposed 
to a policy of intervention by the Imperial Government on the ground of 
the Colonies being ~ g r ing States could realise the feelings of the 
Indian people, seeing that these Colonies are now not independent but an in-
tegral portion of the great British Empire. For it is.beyond a shadow of doubt , 
that the substitution of the British for the Dutch Government has, so far from \. 

bringing any relief, but served to make· the position of the Indians worse in many 
respects, and that these ten long years have been one long night of suffering and 
tribulation to our fdlow countrymen in South Africa. 

"My Lord, it was expected that matters might take a more favourable turn 
when the Colonies would be federated into one united commonwealth, but that 
occasion is also come and gone and we are now even farther than· before from 
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the destined goal i for strange to say, for the first time in the history of legisla_ 

tion of the Imperial Parliament, the racial bar-sinister has been accepted as a 

Frinciple in the Act of Union. It is an irony of fate that the great British people 
who have given.us Indians h~ rudiments of self-government should have sanc-
tioned legislation for South Mrica, the one effect of which would be the political 

d'!gradation of the Indians in that country, by refusing them the possibility 
today of enjoying the ordinary rights of men, let alone the rights and 

privileges which we justly assume and claim to be the birthright of 
every British subject, in all parts of the Empire. I venture to say that unless the 

grievances are removed before long, the irritation and soreness in this country 
will deepen to an extent which no well-wisher of the Government can louk 

forward to with equanimity. 

1/ My Lord, the claim of the Indians in South Africa is based upon the 
noblest traditions associated with the conception of the British Empire. Seventy 
years ago Lord Palmerston in defending his foreign policy used the m~m ra  

words :_C As the Roman in the days of old held aimself free from indignity 
when he could say civz's Romanus sum, so also a British subject, in 
whatever land he may be, shall be confident that the watchful eyz 

and the strong arm of England will protect him against .injustice 
and ~ ng.  This was said with reference to the rights of the British subjects 

in foreign States and is thus all the more strongly applicable to tile case of 
the British subjects within the dominions \()f His Majesty the King-Emperor. 
This doctrine has never been repudiated by any responsiole statesman j on the 
contrary it was confirmed only two years back by Lord Curzon wh'o, in the Course 
of the debate on the South African question in thi House of Lords, said that 
the Indian C claims the full rights of citizenship of the British Empire.' C I do 
not think,' continued his Lordship, C it is for us to blame him for that, as We 

have taught it him and inspired him with those ideas,' and he significantly added 
that it is • the only basis upon which you will expect the loyalty of an Asiatic 
population to an alien rule to be permanently developed or maintained.' If I 
may !lay so without impertinence, these are wise words and lay down the only 
sound and healthy ideal of citizenship 1>n which the great British Empire can 
exist as a real political unit. Set aside this ideal and the Empire will be 
reduced to .a mere agglomeration of States and the nominal allegiance 
to thE! Crown will not be sufficient to stop its disintegration. I am" aware 
that, of late, attempts have been made to whittle away the accepted view of 
British citizenship by some Ministers not sufficiently strong to put pressure on the 
colonies, and a leading Anglo-Indian journal-fortunately the "only one-has 
tried more than once recently to furnish us with what it calls I a re-statement of 
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what citizenship of the Empire imports and what it does not import'. It has 
told us that I Imperial citizenship confers no'right to wander and settle through-

out the Empire', and it has ilOt been afraid to say that' the conception of citizen-

ship and what it connotes in the British, Empire must be retaught to Indians.' 
My Lord, I think I can safely say on behalf of my educated countrymen that we 
refllse to be taught anew the conception of British citizenship and that we are 

not prepared to accept any such new ideas as would make us but the footstool 
of the Empire. But apart from that I may be permitted to say that it seems 

to me a tactless thing to ask educated Indians to un-learn the lessons 
they have been taught for over a century and which have been instrumental 
in' securing their willing allegiance to the Crown and 1.0 learn afresh lessons 

of doubtful wisdom the one effect of which would be to make them lose thei r 
self-respect. Besides, once the process of unlearning begins, one does not know 

where it may end and what difficulties it may not land us in. I therefore feel 
bound to repudiate this new conception of British citizenship and urge the claim 

of my countrymen to justice and fair play in all the British coloniE's on the basis 
of the ideals of citizenship propounded by some of the greatest British states-

men and administrators. 

CC My Lord, it is all the more regrettable that the anti-Indian legislation 
in the South African colonies is based u}Jon considerations of birth and colour. 
It is often said by those who are supporters of the colonial Government that 
their anti-Indian attitude is not inspired by racial considerations but purely 
economic. If that were the case, I think I could undertand it. But I have 

the authority of Lord Curzon that the colonial standpoint is only • partly 
economic and partly sentimental,' since, says Lord Curzon, • they are averse 
from the permanent introduction into the territories which they have won 
and, are endeavouring to develope as white-men's lands.' This is just what we mean 
by saying that the colonial ot..jectioD is based on what is called' the crime of 
colour.' That this should be so in the twentieth century and in countries in which 

the type of civilization is what we understand by the word • christian' is distressing 
to those who-albeit in the remote future--Iook forward to the Parliament of mgn 
and the federation of the world. It is dist&ssing to find that in this particular 

matter not only has modem European civilization made no progress beyond the 
point attained by the ancieQt, but that it bas actually retrogressed. Comparison 
is often -instituted by students of history between the ideals and principles of the 
Roman Empire and the British Empire, and generally the verdict on most 
counts is in hvour of the latter. It has, however, to be noted with regret that 

in the matter of the r~a m n  of the peoples of dependencies, the Roman Empire· 
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whether in Asia or Africa, displayed' a much greater IiDerality than we can claim 
. for the colonies of the British Empire ,so far as birth and· colour, playing any part 
in shaping political affairs, ate c:oncemed. We have lately had the benefit of 
studying a masterly exposition of the subject by so distinguished an administra-
tor as the Earl of Cromer-who has had practical experience of both India and 
Egypt-and this is what he says in his luminous essay on • Ancient and Modem 
1m peralism t:_, Mere colour antipathy does not appear to have existed among 

the Greeks any more than amongst the -RoInans • • ••• I have been unable to 
discover any distinct indication that colour antipathy existed to any marked extent 
in the ancient world. The dominant Roman and the intellectural Greek tbought 
h emselves without doubt very superior alike to the savage Gaul or Briton and 
to the more civilized Egyptian or Asiatic; but in estimating his sense of superi-
ority, neither appears to have taken much account of whether the skins of the 
subject or less intellectually advanced races were white, black or brown.' 'My 
own conjecture is,' says Lord Cromer, 'that antipathy based on differences of 
colour is a plant of comp:uatively recent growth, and I cannot help thinking· that 

antipathy based on colour is a much more prominent· feature in the government 
and !lCcial relations of the world than was the case in ancient times. ' 

If My Lord, all efforts to bring the colonists to take a reasonable viJ:w of the 
affairs having failed, it now remains for us to devise an effective remedial .mea-
sure, and the remedy suggested in the resolution is the one which s1ems to me 
likely to be the most effective and one which will produce least discomfort to the 
parties concerned. As the four African ~ni  are now united together, they 
are iointly responsible for all such acts of any of them as affects tne Indians, and 
by bringing pressure to bear upon even one of them we are likely to produce an 
appreciable indirect and reBex effect on the others. their interests being now inter-
mixed. It has been conclusively shown by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale that on the 
admission of the Commission appointed by the Governor of Nat"ll in 1908, that 
colony is materially dependent on Indian labour. 'Absolutely conclusive evidence 
has been put before the Commission, • we read in the r eort I that several indus-
ri~  owe their existence and present condition entirely to indentured Indian labour 

4 

and if the importation of such labour were abolished, under the present condition 
these industries would decline and in some cases be abandoned entirely.' Here then 
is our chance. And we have to resort to this expedient not in any spirit of retalia-
tion or vindictiveness against those who, however misguided, are nevertheless 
our fellow-subjects, but solely with the object of protecting the just and legiti-
mate rights of our own people and thereby indirt:ctly upholding t'be gi-eat and 
glorious traditions associated with the conception oi British citizenship, embodied 
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'-in the expression ci'Dis B,.,"tla"icus sum. Nor is it that the step proposed-in 
the resolution is one that is not sanctioned by-the highest authority. It is some. 

years since Lord George Hamilton speaking as Secretary of State for India 

declared, in replying to a deputation, as follows :-' I do not like to make use of 
threats, but if Hind that there is a disposition to get this labour and not treat the 

people fairly, it will be a matter for serious conside.oation whether or not we 
should put some legal obstacles in their way! 'After all,' said his Lordship, 
, India is a very big place and a few thousands taken from here and there does 
not make any difference.' 'But I should not hold the position which I do' 
said Lord George Haluilton, ' and continue to tolerate treatment which seems to 

be wholly unnecessary.' Similar language was usen by Lord Curzon, in the 
course of his address at Edinburgho He said :-' The Government of India is 
entitled to make what stipulations it may please in lending its labour A 

to other parts of the Empire, for this loan is, as a rule, a greater 
benefit to them than it' is a relief to India: and I did not hesitate, 
when V;ceroy, to say that 1 would contemplate with equanimity; -the 

• 
complete cessation of lpdian emigration to South Africa, unless I could obtain 
better terms for those who were there. It is a part of the duty of the Indian 
Government to put' every form of pressure that it legitimately can upon colonial 
Governments, disposed to exercise their ~g rning rights in a selfish or . invi-
dious fashhn.' We have thus on our side the support of two of the highest 
officials and, curiously enough, both  Conservative statesmen. Resolutions to the 
same effect have been passed at many representative meetings in South Africa 

and in all parts oHndia. Such being, my -Lord, the consensus of opinion on the 
question, I think your Excellency's Government will do well to place itself at-
the head of this great popular movement, behind which India stands 
up ~  one man. Endless remonstrances have been made t.l the ~ nia  

Governments, but to no purpose, and the time for some action has certainly 
arrived. This is, in the direction suggested in the resolution, all the more 
necessary at a time when it is contemplated to abolish indentured v 
labour in Assam. To abolish it in Assam, where the system can be 
supervised by the Government, and to n in~ it in the case of colonies which 
by manifestation of racial prejudice have violated the first principles of the' unity 
of, the Empire, would be to maintain a practice absolutely indefensible. It seems 
to me, in tny humble opinion, to be the clear duty of the rnm,~n  no longer 
to countenance a system under which the colonies obtain the benefit of Indian 
labour, while they withhold from Indian emigrants even the elementary rights of 

citizenship. Besides, the development of our own industries has brought us face 
to face with the problem of a larger supply of trained labour than is a ai a ~ at 
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present. Expert opinion is agreed that n~ of the coming problems of the day 

would be the deficiency of trained Indian labour to meet our own growing indus-

trial requirements, and there is 110 reason why we should be altruistic enough to 

benefit our colonial fellow-subjects, at our 'own expense, by sending them labour 
which we badly require. On all these grounds I support the resolution before 
the Council. I sincerely hope. the Government will see their way not only "to 

accept .but also to give effect to it. By doing so they will not only have served 
the best interests of the people of this country, whose destinies they wield, but 

.will have drawn them closer to themselves, by standing up for their rights and 
privileges. I am sure the Government sympathise with this resolution and, by 

rising to the height of their duty on this occasion, will fulfil the just expecta-
tions of India." 

The Hon'ble Mr. GHUZNAVI said :_.4 My Lord, I rise to support the reso-

lution now before Your Excellency. It must indeed be a matter of satisfaction to 

us all that the first occasion on which we have been permitted the privilege of 
moving a resolution should be one in which the· symeathies of Englishmen 

and.Indians converge on the same worthy cause. The struggle that is being 
carried on in South Africa by our brethren for the hOllour 01 their country is a 
memorable one. 

) 

.. My Lord, it is not necessary for m~ to expatiate on the sufferings of our 

countrymen in South Africa. The facts are already quite familiar to the Govern-

ment of India and to the educated public. before whom they l.ave been placed 

again and again. Petition after petition, representation after representation, public 

meetings after public meetings, have brought the matter before the Govern-

ment of India, before Parliament and before responsible Ministers of the Crown, 

till the whole question has been worn threadbart;. Your Excellency's Govern-
ment have gone into the matter deeply and have considered it from every point 

of view. We know that Your Excellency's Government have made strong 

representations to His Majesty's Ministers on behalf of India and her people. 

We are also aware that great British .. statesmen of all parties with a sense of 
their sacred Imperial responsibilities have unanimously recognised the wrong 
that has been done to India. It is such statesmanship that keeps burning the 

hallowed fire of loyalty in our hearts. the indubitable trust that some solution 

will be found to this most difficult question. Hitherto, in spite of the unanimity of 
opinion as to the reality of the grievances and sufferings of our brethren in South 

Africa, British statesmen either in the United Kingdom or in India have been 

.unable to find a solution to the problem. 
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~r countrymen are struggling for the rights of citizenship in the Empire, 

but the Empire is so constituted that the colonists in South Africa claim 

that they are in the best position to determine what is good for the internal 

administration of their country, and they have to be left r~  to do tht'ir will. 

They forget that the treatment of the races of one part of the Empire in 

an·other portion is an imperial and not a parochial question; but this at the 

same time raises the difficulty that there is no imperial Zollverein to decide 

Imperial matters. The colonies are not likely to leave the decision of such 

questions to the mother country, in spite of her being the senior partner in 

the great concern. In this difficult situation the Government of India may 

assert the same unrestrictedness in deciding matters of our internal policy. 

By accepting this resolution therefore we hope to strengthen the hands of 

the Government of IndiJ.; we hope to, assist British statesmanship in its sincue 

attempts to find a solution to this problem; and we hope to apply the only 

practical remedy that has so far been proposed. 

" My Lord, if any measllres had been proposed to get a modification of 

the Indentured Labollr Laws or for the prohibition of emigration on the 

jhdenture system' on its own merits, I would have heartily supported the 

ending ~ a system of virtual slavery, which is quite inconsistent with the 

igni~  of human labour. If the system be found unworkable in my own 

province and if it has been decided to end the system there, I submit in all 

humility, my Lord, that it ought to be scarcely allowed  to continue in so 

distant a country, where we cannot have our own officers to supervise it. I 

support the resolution with the greater conviction, as I believe that, by refraining 

from assisting the emigration of indentured labour to Natal, we can put indirect 

pressure upon the whole of South Africa, for South Africa will soon be a 

federal Union, and Natal, as an equal member thereof with the other States, 
will in her own interest exercise ho little influence. 

'/I In the memorial to Indian valour in South Africa, which stands em h~ 

outskirts of Johannesburg, there are three tablets, on one alone of which 

is inscribed the word 'Mussulman,' on h ~ h r two are the words' Christ.ian-

Zoroastrian' and 'Hindu-Sikh' respectively. It is on accounL of the large 

n~m r  of Mussulmans who poure their life-blood for i.hf! Empire on the 

battlefields of South Africa, it was thought worthy that they should have a 

separate tablet to themselves. As a Mussulman I cannot but take pride in this 

fact, but it is painful to think that the brother co-religionists of those who 

died so bravely are denied now the free exercise of their religion, though we 

are privileged to live under the most potent monarch of Muhammadan Empires. 
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My Lord, the majority of Indians domiciled in the Transvaal belong to the 
Muhammadan faith. In addition to the indignities which they have to suffer 
in common with their brethren of other faiths, restrictions are put upon them 
which preclude them from havine: their simplest religious needs satisfied i such 
of them as are brlvely undergoing imprisonment for the honour of their country 
are refused facilities for practising their religion in prison. By the Immigrati'bn 
Law, I II of 1885, article I, my co-religionists from European Turkey were singled 
:out for inclusion within the provisions. of that law, when the least educated of 
Europe and the lowest classes of Servia and Bulgaria could freely emigrate 
into that country. The immigration laws were thus based not only on race-
prejudice and colour-prejudice but also on religious prejuciice. Though this 
Act has been recently amended, removing the restrictions upon Muhammadans 
of European Turkey, all other Muhammad.ans are still included within its scope. 

" With these few remarks, my Lord, I beg leave to support this resolution.' 

The Hon'ble RAJA OF DIGHAPATIA said :-: My Lord, of all Imperial 
tragedies, there appears to be none more sad and bitter thJ1n the treatment whic h 
our fellow-countrymen in Southl'.frica are receiving .atthe ~an  of some of 
the self-governing colonies in. the British Empire. 

• 
.. We .had hoped that under the dirett Imperial sway of Englanc1 the , 

condition of the Indians would everywhere improve in South Afnca, but we 
regret we have been disappointed. Our countrymen are treated in most of the 
South African Colonies as undesirables and aliens, and they· are municipally 
disenfranchised, socially degraded and in fact deprived of all elementary rights 
of citizenship which we have the privilege of enjoying in this country. I may be 
permitted to point out to your Lordship that no less than three ex-Viceroys. of 
India have publicly denounced the treatment of Indians in South ri~a as a 
reactionary step in Imperial Government and as 'quite out of keeping with the 
best principles and traditions of the Empire. . 

Cf It is really deplorable that no Indian subject of His Majesty,-however 
high, cultured or influential he mly be,-is permitted to enter some of His 
Majesty's territories in South Africa without going through an education test 
and taking. out a certificate of identity-a certificate which he has to show to 
every constable or any other petty officer who may be pleased to demand it. If 
either intentionally or by chance he does not carry with him such a a certificate, 
he is at ollce arrested and thrown into prison. In the case of Muhammadans. 
facilities are very often denied to them for their religious observances. 
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.. Coming to the question of indentured labour in Natal, I need hardly 
point out to your Lordship that various authorities from Secretaries of State 

downwards are agreed that the life of the Indian labourer in that colony is 
extremely hard and badly needs im~ ia  redress. The high rate of suicide 
aldhe amongst indentured Indians is a convincing proof of the hardships they 
have to undergo. As all previous attempts to awaken the Natal Government to 
its sense of responsibility in the matter had proved fruitless, the only alterna-
tive left to us was to appeal to your Excellency's benign Government to take 
steps for the effectual prohibition of Indian emigration to Natal in the future,-
not only as a measure of retaliation but also of protection for the thousands of 
poor Indian subjects of His Majesty who have been committed to your Lord-
ship's charge. 

" In conclusion I beg to thank the Government of India fortheir prompt and 
favourable response to so popular a resolution brought on by the Hon'ble 
Mr. ~a  . . 
His Excellency THE PRESIDENT said :-" I consider that the resolution 

proposed by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale has been sufficiently discussed and will 
now call upon the mover to make any remarks which he desires to offer." 

The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALE: ;, My Lord, I have no further remarks to 

make!' 

The Hon'ble MR. MAXWELL :-" My Lord, I now wish to add a few 
words with reference to such of the points raised by Hon'ble Members in the 
course of this discu3sion as seem to call for any observations at this stage. The 
Hon'ble Mr. Gukhale has enumerated the disabilities imposed on British 
Indians in Natal, and I have already dealt with the most serious one Which 
relates to licenses. The grievance with respect to education is under con-
sideration, and I am therefore unable to make any statement regarding it at this 

stage. 

" As regards the municipal franchise, I ina, state that in the Natal Muni-
cipal Bill of 1905 it was proposed to disfranchise Indians, but the proposal 
was not carried into effect, and we are not aware that the subject has come up 
. . . 
agam. 

" Reference has been made to the condition of indentured labourers in 
Natal, and it bas been suggested that the Government of India should have 
an independent inquiry made on the subject. With regard to this proposal I 
may say that the Government of India carefully review the reports of the 
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Protector of Immigrants on the condition of indentured labourers in the Colony, 

but they have iound no occasion to take action l'egarding the ill-treatment of 

/this class of emigrants and no complaints have' been made to them by the 

labourers-themselves; on the other hand, no difficulty is experienced in obtain-

ing recruits for. Natal. These circumstances do not indicate that the condition 

elf indentured labourers in Natal is unsatisfactory and that a special inquiry by 
the Government of India is required. The Hon'ble Member's suggestion will, 

however, receive due consid.eration .. 

"The Hon'ble Mr. Jinnah has drawn attention to the terms of the Income 

Tax and Land Assessment Act as operating harshly on Indians in Natal; but 

may point out that this Act will cease to be operative in June 1910. 

"Mention has been made of the Natal Immigration Commission's Report. 

A copy of this Report has been furnished to the Government of India, but they 

have not yet been asked for their views on i in ing~  Hon'ble Membt:rs may, 

however, rest assured that the various questions withwhic)t it deals will receive 
the most careful consideration. 

" As several Hon'ble Members have alluded to the treatment of IQdians In 

the Transvaal, I may be permitted to state that the situation there is likelY to 

improve considerably bdore long. The Transvaal Government have) expressed 

their willingness to introduce legislation in order to repeal the Asiatic Law 

Amendment Act of 1907, which was strongly objected to by. Indians, and to 

allow of the entry of six educated Indians annually ~  permanent residents. 

These concessions do not fully meet the wishes oli the Indians resident in the 

ra~~aa , ~  they mark a distinct step towards the solution of the problem in 

that country. 
• 

"In conclusion, I beg to acknowledge the .eloquent and luCid manner in which 

• the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale has moved his resolution'and the moderation of the ian-

guage used by him and most of the speakers; but 1 wish to say that in accepting 

the resolution the Government of India do not endorse all the statements made 

by the Hon'ble m ~r  ·who joined in the discussion." 

The resolution was put and adopted. 

DISCUSSION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 

His Excellency THE PRESIDENT. said :-U The Council is adjourned until 

Friday, the 4th March. On that day, after the ordinary business of the Council 
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is concluded, the first stage of tire discussion of· the Financial Statement will 
begin. 

" The second stage of the discussion will begin on Monday, the 7th March. 

U In order to facilitate business and simplify procedure, I have decided to 
admit questions relating. to either stage of the Budget discussion at two clear 
days' notice, instead of the ten clear days which the rules ordinarily require. 
This relaxation however is strictly conditional on the question being merely an 
inquiry as to the meaning of some specific figure in the estimates, and it will 
remain in force only for tbe purposes of tbe discussion on the Financial State-
ment."' 
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